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Indictments for Murder.

John McManus
6,

of Boston was indicted in Suffolk, Aug.

1894, for the murder of his wife, Margaret

Boston,

July 26,

1894.

He was

McManus,

arraigned

at

August 23,

pleaded not guilty, and was tried Feb. 4-9, 1895, before
Mason, C. J., and Lilley, J. The jury rendered a verdict
of guilty of murder in the second degree

;

and on Feb. 21,

1895, the prisoner was sentenced, and committed to State
Prison for life. William Schofield and Charles B. Barnes,
Jr.,

The
by the Attorney-General,

appeared as counsel for the defence.

case was conducted

Assistant District Attorney Michael J. Sughrue.

trial

of the

assisted

by
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William G. Carr
ter, Oct. 17,

[Jan.

of Worcester was indicted at Worces-

1894, for the murder of Ellen T, Lucier at

Worcester, Sept. 29, 1894; was arraigned Oct. 25, 1894,
pleaded not guilty, and his trial was assigned for Jan. 28,
1895.
He was found insane by the court, and was committed to the State Lunatic Hospital at Worcester until the
further order of the court.

Rugg were

John R. Thayer and Arthur P.

assigned as counsel for the defendant.

In charge

of District Attorney Francis A. Gaskill.

Josiah L. Johnson, Frank Little and Frank C. Hunt
were indicted in Essex, October, 1894, for the murder of
Henry Edmund Crosby at Merrimac on Aug. 17, 1894.
They. were arraigned on Oct. 11, 1894, pleaded not guilty;
and in February, 1895, were tried before Bond and Braley,
A verdict was returned against Johnson and Hunt of
J. J.
The indictment as to Little was
guilty of manslaughter.
he being called as a witness for the CommonFeb. 15, 1895, Johnson and Hunt were each
sentenced, and committed to the State Prison for twenty
The court assigned Henry F. Hurlburt and Horace
years.
placed on

I.

file,

On

wealth.

Bartlett as counsel for Johnson, Winfield S. Peters as

counsel for Little, and Benjamin F. Brickett and Boyd B.
Jones as counsel for Hunt. In charge of District Attorney
William H. Moody.

The following indictments

for

murder, found since the

date of the last annual report, have been disposed of as fol-

lows

:

—

Henry E. Stone was
for the

1894.
to so

indicted in Suffolk, February, 1895,

murder of Ellen E. Stone at Boston on Dec. 29,
He was arraigned Feb. 19, 1895, and pleaded guilty

much

of the indictment as charged manslaughter

;

the

plea was accepted, and on Feb. 27, 1895, he was sentenced by Lilley, J., and committed to the State Prison for
eight years.
C. F. O'Brien, Esq., appeared for the defendant.

In charge of District Attorney Oliver Stevens.

Robert F. West and Walter A. Scott were

indicted

in Suffolk, March, 1895, for the murder of James P. Slamin

1896.]
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Boston on Dec. 1, 1894. They were arraigned March 11,
1895, pleaded not guilty, and April 8-14 were tried before
Mason, C. J., and Sherman, J.
A verdict of guilty
of murder in the second degree was rendered against each
defendant; and on April 30, 1895, they were severally
sentenced, and committed to the State Prison for life. Payat

son E. Tucker and Anson

M. Lyman were

court as counsel for Scott,

Max

appeared as counsel for West.
the Attorney-General, assisted

assigned by the

Fischacher and A. E. Butts

The trial was conducted by
by Assistant District At-

torney Michael J. Sughrue.

Angus D. Gilbert was indicted in Suffolk, 1895,
murder of Alice M. Sterling at Boston on April

the

for

10,

1895. He was arraigned April 18, pleaded not guilty, June
24-28 was tried before Dunbar and Sheldon, J. J., and was
found guilty of murder in the first degree.
Exceptions
were filed by counsel for the defence, and were argued before
the supreme judicial court on Nov. 12, 1895.
The exceptions were overruled Dec, 6, 1895.
On Dec. 14, 1895, he
was sentenced to death, sentence to be executed on Feb. 21,
1896.
Wm. W. Doherty and James E. Leach were assigned as counsel for the defence.
The trial was conducted
by the Attorney-General, assisted by Assistant District
Attorney Michael J. Sughrue.
Alice Sterling, the victim, was a girl of eight years of
age, and the evidence showed that improper liberties had
been taken with her person before she was murdered. The
crime was an atrocious one, and attracted public notice to
an unusual degree. A remarkable feature of the case was
that, upon the evidence, I felt justified in claiming, and the
court so ruled, that the jury would be authorized to render
a verdict of guilty of murder in the first degree upon all
three of the statutory grounds
to wit, because it was
murder committed with deliberately premeditated malice
aforethought because it was in the commission of a crime
punishable by imprisonment for life (attempt to commit
rape)
and because it was committed with extreme atrocity
and cruelty.
:

;

;

The opinion of

the court in overruling the exceptions

is
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of importance as holding, for the
wealth, that,

if

time in this

Common-

the essential elements which constitute the

crime of murder are proved,
convict the defendant of
that he

first

[Jan.

it is

murder

had knowledge that the

Arthur A. Albee,

not necessary, in order to

in the first degree, to

act

was atrocious and

prove

cruel.

Arthur Tobin of Boston, was
Plymouth County, for the murder
of Collins A. Leaman at Brockton on the twenty-sixth day
of April, 1892.
He was arraigned June 24, pleaded not
guilty, in September was tried before Hammond and Gaskill, J. J., and a verdict of not guilty was rendered by the
jury.
William H. Osborne and Fred M. Bixby appeared as
alias

indicted June 10, 1895, in

counsel for the defence.

In charge of District Attorney

Robert O. Harris.

Patrick Sullivan, Patrick J. Foley and Cornelius
Nagle were indicted in Middlesex, Oct. 15, 1894, for the
murder of Duroy S. Foster of Billerica, Sept. 11, 1894.
They were arraigned Nov. 1, 1894, pleaded not guilty, and
on June 3-13, 1895, were tried before Sherman and Lilley,
A verdict was returned against all three defendants
of guilty of murder in the second degree. Exceptions were
taken, and were argued before the supreme judicial court on
Nov. 12, 1895.
The exceptions were overruled Jan. 6,
1896 and on Jan. 10, 1896, the defendants were sentenced
to imprisonment for life.
S. K. Hamilton and Francis P.
Curran appeared as counsel for the defence. The trial of
the case was conducted by the Attorney-General, assisted by
District Attorney Fred N. Wier.
J. J.

;

Salvatore Albano was indicted in Suffolk, July, 1895,
murder of Daniel F. Sullivan at Boston on June 11,
1895.
He was arraigned August 14, pleaded guilty to so
much of the indictment as charged manslaughter, and on
October 4 was sentenced by Sheldon, J., to ten years imprisonment in the State Prison. Thomas W. Proctor and
for the

Joseph N. Pastine appeared for the defendant.
of District Attorney Oliver Stevens.

In charge
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indictments for murder are pending in this

Common-

wealth.-

The Law Department.
The

now provide that the Attorney-General shall
Commonwealth in the supreme judicial court
criminal or civil, in which the Commonwealth

statutes

appear for the
in all causes,
is

a party or interested, and that the district attorneys shall
This division
all such causes in the superior court.

appear in

of duties, was established more than forty years ago. But,
as a result of recent legislation, the duties of the district
attorneys in criminal cases have so far been enlarged, and
the jurisdiction of the superior court has been so increased,
that the division of duties so established has

become

obsolete.

me

that they

I think the district attorneys will agree with

should be relieved of the

business of the

civil

(excepting, of course, suits

upon

Commonwealth

bail bonds),

and that

it

should be attended to by the Attorney-General both in the

supreme judicial court and in the superior court.
Many cases arise in which the commissions or heads of
departments are nominally parties, but which are in fact
causes in which the Commonwealth is concerned, or the
validity and construction of its laws are drawn in question.
I think it should be made the duty of the Attorney-General
to appear in

and conduct such

my

suits.

and experience, to suggest to the Legislature that the law business of the Commonwealth should be done by, or at least
under the control of, the law department, and that the department should be so enlarged and strengthened that it
might be enabled to do the law business of the Commonwealth but the important recommendations submitted by
His Excellency the Governor in his annual message preclude
It may not be
the necessity of any suggestions by me.
generally known, and it certainly was not known to me
before I entered upon the duties of this office, that a very
large portion of the law business of the Commonwealth,
It

was

intention, as a result of observation

;

work of its commissions,
not transacted in this department, but goes on

particularly that which concerns the

not only

is

wholly without

its

knowledge or direction.

I doubt

if

this
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was contemplated by the Legislature
it is

;
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and I am quite certain

not expedient.

If the law department

is

to be enlarged in accordance with

the recommendations of His Excellency, the present designation of assistants, as

first

and second, should be abolished.

In view of the fact that the amount of law business to be
transacted varies from time to time in amount, it would be
better, in my opinion, to authorize the Attorney-General to

employ such assistance, and at such compensation, as may
be from time to time approved by the Governor and Council.

Sentence in Criminal Cases.
The Legislature of 1895 enacted two important laws
ing to sentence.

upon

my

relat-

Statutes of 1895, chapter 469, were passed

recommendation, and provided for sentence upon

verdict, notwithstanding the taking of exceptions or appeal.

This law has been in force long enough to demonstrate

Under

wisdom.

its

operation

away
The moral

many

frivolous

its

pleas and

exceptions are done

with, while no genuine question has

been cut

effect,

off.

moreover, of the announce-

ment of the penalty, while the incidents of the crime are
fresh in the public mind through the report of the trial,
cannot

fail

to have a salutary effect.

Statutes of 1895, chapter 504, provide that in a sentence
to State Prison the court shall fix both a

minimum

term.

maximum and

This law went into effect on January

1,

a

and

nothing at this time therefore can be said of its practical
question has been raised as to the intent of
operation.

A

the Legislature,

minimum

— whether

the judge

as the sentence which

should regard the

would have been given but

or whether, on the other hand, he should fix
the maximum respectively below and above
and
the minimum
what would have been the sentence under the old law. It
seems to me clear that the latter was the construction intended by the Legislature. Whether any further action is
for the statute

necessary to

;

make

plain the intent of the act in that respect,

I submit for the consideration of the Legislature.
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Pleadings in Criminal Cases.

The tendency of modern

legislation is towards conciseand directness in legal statement. As early
as 1852 the Legislature adopted a schedule of forms to be
used in civil cases, in which brief an^ simple allegations
took the place of the verbose and involved pleadings before
But the forms then and still in use in
that time in use.
criminal cases are still more antiquated, involved and techIn my opinion, they can and should be reformed and
nical.

ness, simplicity

simplified.

I presume the reason why such a reform has not been attempted is because it has been supposed that the provisions of
the Declaration of Rights, Article XII., to wit, that

"no

sub-

ject shall be held to answer for any crimes or offence until

the same

is

fully

and

plainly, substantially

described to him," stood in the way.

It

and formally,

has undoubtedly

been so considered by the profession generally. In 1872
Attorney-General Charles Allen referred to the matter in
There is some difficulty in the
the following words
administration of our criminal laws, arising from technical
If I could persuade myself that,
objections to indictments.
'

:

under our constitution,

'

it

would be competent

for the Legis-

lature to enact that short forms of indictments should be
sufficient, like

those

now used

in

England and

in

some of

the States of this Union, in which only the general and substantial fact is set out, I should not hesitate to press earnestly

for this, as a

with

my

much-needed measure of law reform.

But,

views of the true construction of the constitution

must be left to a constitutional convention."
But in Commonwealth v. Robertson, 162 Mass. 90, a

this

case in which the distinguished jurist who wrote the foregoing sat as one of the justices, the court, in considering the
indictment in that case, which I drafted and in which I had

ventured to omit a number of the technical allegations usually set forth, said, in sustaining the indictment, " The provisions of Article XII. of the Declaration of Rights, which
secure to the accused person the right to have his crime or
offence ' fully and plainly, substantially and formally described to him,' only require such particularity of allegation

ATTORNEY-GENERAL'S REPORT.
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may be

as

of service to

him

in enabling

him

[Jan.

to understand

the charge and to prepare his defence."

This authoritative construction of the meaning of Article
XII. clearly points the way to the simplification of criminal pleading.
The work should be done with care, and by
persons trained and skilled in criminal pleadings. I recommend that a commission be appointed to prepare and report

such a schedule of forms.

Revision of the Public Statutes.
I

beg to renew the recommendation contained in my report

for last year, that steps be taken leading to a revision of the

The reasons therefor were fully stated then,
and apply with even greater force to-day. Much more legislation, and many more radical changes in existing legislation,
have been enacted since the publication of the Public Statutes
than in the interval between the General Statutes and the
Public Statutes.

Most of

Public Statutes.

the statutes concerning matters

of every-day importance are to be found not in the Public
Statutes, but scattered through the fourteen Blue Books.

No
all

citizen can be sure he

knows the law without examining

of them.

The Ballot Law Commission.
The

Ballot

of the

Law Commission

consists of

'
'

the Secretary

Commonwealth, the Attorney-General, and three

who shall be appointed from different politby the Governor." The duty of this commission

other persons,
ical parties
is

to consider all objections to certificates of nominations

and nomination papers of candidates

member

for State officers.

of this commission, I have attended

far as the

performance of

my

As

its sessions,

a

so

other duties would permit.

I am of the opinion that neither the Secretary of State
nor the Attorney-General should be a member of this commission and I am authorized to say that the Secretary of
State agrees with me.
Both these officers may be candidates
in the election, questions arising in which they are called
;

upon to consider, and may therefore be required to sit in
judgment upon issues in which they themselves are concerned.

Even

if

not candidates, they are office

holders

PUBLIC DOCUMENT — No.
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elected by one of the principal political parties of the Commonwealth and most of the questions coming before the
commission are more or less of a partisan nature.
But there are still further reasons why neither officer
;

member of the commission. By virtue of the
and election laws, and under the practice established

should be a
ballot

by these laws, the Secretary of State is the court of first
resort upon most of the questions afterwards considered by
and as a member of the comthe Ballot Law Commission
;

mission, therefore, he

required to review his

is

own

rulings.

This obviously could better be done by an independent
board.

It is

not wise to have the judge of a lower court

sit

upon the court of appeals.

The Attorney-General

is

the statutory adviser of

all

State

Law

Commission. Moreover,
the practical work of the commission is entirely foreign to
For example,
the proper functions of the law department.
the
commission
I
was
called
upon in the past
as a member of
officers,

including the Ballot

year to recount the ballots cast in a number of ward caucuses
in Boston.

I doubt

if

this sort of

work was contemplated

in

the establishment of the office of the Attorney-General.

amended so that a permanent
appointive commission, composed of members of the different political parties, be established, the members of which
I

recommend

shall

that the law be

be neither candidates for

office

Statutes belating to Ballots,

nor

office holders.

Caucuses and Elec-

tions.

The advancement

methods of voting, both at
manner of holding and
caucuses and
conducting such proceedings, has been so rapid and extensive that the statutes upon these subjects are somewhat confused and contradictory, and not a few of the provisions are
in

elections,

the

and

in the

incapable of consistent interpretation.

As

these

statutes

who are
much confusion and uncertainty

are framed for the guidance and direction of officers

usually unlearned in the law,

It was almost unavoidable that this
The various statutes were not enacted by the
same Legislature, but cover a period of several years, and

has been the result.

should be so.
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them deal with new subjects. The experience of the
Ballot Law Commission is that there is need of a careful
revision and consolidation of the whole body of election,
ballot and caucus laws and at the suggestion of the members
all

of

;

of that commission I present the matter for the consideration of the Legislature.

The Charles River Flats.
In accordance with the provisions of Resolves of 1895,
chapter 49, Mary G. Fiske and others have brought a petition against the

Commonwealth

in the superior

County I have entered an appearance
monwealth, and the case is now pending.
Suffolk

By

;

the terms of the resolve the court

is

court for

for the

Com-

authorized to de-

termine only the claims of the petitioners in this case, and
the judgment is not binding upon any who may have claims
against the Commonwealth and who are not parties thereto.
I therefore

recommend

that additional legislation be enacted,

giving the court power, upon such notice as it deems proper,
to summon all persons who may have claims to any of the
lands and

flats

referred to in Resolves of 1895, chapter 49,

and become parties in the case now pending and
to give the court power to make its final judgment in the
case binding upon all persons claiming against the Commonwealth and also to give to the court in this matter all the
powers of a court in equity, as far as the same may be neces-

to appear

;

;

sary to a final determination of the questions involved in the
case.

The Claim by Theodore E. Davis.
In the suit of Theodore E. Davis against the Commonwealth, upon which, as stated in my last annual report, the
superior court ordered judgment for the plaintiff, an appeal

was taken to the full bench of the supreme judicial court,
which, by a rescript sent down Sept. 6, 1895, confirmed the
judgment of the superior court and on the fifth day of Octo;

judgment was entered for the petitioner for
the sum of $17,639.36 as damages, and $103.45 as costs,
the same to be paid out of any appropriation that might
be made for the purpose.
ber, 1895, final

;
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This claim grew out of a contract made by the Governor

and Council with Mr. Davis, Feb.

authority of Resolves of 1888, chapter
tract

made by

39.

By

the con-

the Governor and Council Mr. Davis was

authorized to prosecute the claim of the
a

1890, under the

5,

Commonwealth

for

refund of the direct tax paid under act of Congress

approved August 5, in the year 1861 and his compensation
was fixed at two per cent, of any amount he might collect,
which compensation should be paid out of the proceeds
received therefrom, and paid into the treasury of the Com;

monwealth.

The
States.

51st Congress refunded the direct tax to the several

The law, among other things, provided that "no
money shall be paid out by the Governor of any

part of the

State or Territory or any other person, to any attorney or

agent under any contract for services

now

or hereafter

made

between the representative of any State or Territory, and
any attorney or agent." It further provided that the money
should not be paid to any State until its Legislature by
resolve should have accepted "the sums herein provided
and the trusts imposed," and should "have authorized the
Governor to receive said money for the use and purposes
A resolve was passed by the Legislature (Reaforesaid."
solves of 1891, chapter 46) accepting the trust imposed by
the act of Congress, and the money was accordingly paid
into the treasury of the Commonwealth.
The amount was
$696,107.88, which was received on April 25, 1891.
Mr. Davis thereupon made demand for his compensation.
The claim was referred to the Attorney-General (Mr. Pills-

On May 20, 1891, the AttorneyGeneral advised the Governor that the claim was a valid
one, and should be paid (Attorney-General's report, 1891,

bury) for his opinion.

page 29).

Thereupon the Governor transmitted

to

the

opinion of the Attorney-General, at the
same time sending a special message (House Journal, 1891,

Legislature the

page 997), in which he refused to sanction the payment;
stating that two remedies were open to Mr. Davis
first, to
:

deemed expedient
the Legislature might make a special

institute such proceedings in court as he

and, second, that

appropriation for

its

payment.
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The message was referred to the committee on judiciary
(House Journal, 1891, page 1056). On June 4 the committee reported that no legislation was necessary (House
Journal, 1891, page 1088).

This report was, after debate,

(House Journal, 1891, page 1112). On Jan.
27, 1894, Mr. Davis presented another petition, praying
This petition was
that the compensation might be paid.
also referred to the committee on judiciary (House Journal,
1894, page 68), and on March 15, 1894, the committee
reported leave to withdraw (House Journal, 1894, page
504). On March 19, 1894, the report of the committee was
The present
accepted (House Journal, 1894, page 539).
suit was thereupon brought.
In view of the refusal of the Governor to sanction the
payment, and of the failure on the part of two Legislatures
to take action in the matter, I deemed it my duty, notwithaccepted

standing the opinion of
in the courts.

my

I contended,

predecessor, to resist the suit
first,

that the contract was for

lobbying services, and therefore against public policy

;

and,

money was
Commonwealth had no

second, that, under the trust upon which the
received from the United States, the

pay the compensation. The supreme court, however,
held that, even if the contract, if made between private individuals, would be considered against public policy, no such
objection could be made to a contract entered into by the
government; and, further, that, while the trust upon which
the money was paid to the Commonwealth is to be respected,
and Mr. Davis's claim could not be paid therefrom, yet he is
entitled to compensation for his services under his contract,
and to have a special appropriation made therefor.
right to

The court of last resort having decided, therefore, that
Mr. Davis's claim is valid and ought to be paid, I recommend
that an appropriation be

made

for that purpose.

Official Bonds

The

.

and certain other
officers of Massachusetts corporations shall give bonds " for
the faithful performance of their duty." I am informed that
many such officers furnish instead of statutory bonds instatutes provide that treasurers

demnity contracts, executed by corporations organized for
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the purpose of entering into such contracts.
tracts are not equivalent to

bonds for the

ance of duty, nor a substitute therefor.
referred to

me by His

reply, which

is

it

may

faithful

perform-

The matter was

is

somewhat

my

of the opinions of this

While

full y_ discussed.

be that the contracts of these companies are sufficient

to protect those

given,

These con-

Excellency the Governor, and in

printed on page 29

year, the whole subject

xix

12.

it is

who

are interested in having

easy to conceive

how

trouble

may

official

arise

bonds

by reason

of the fact that the statutes are not in terms complied with.
It

may

be well to authorize by legislation the giving of such

bonds instead of a general bond for the
of duty.

I

am

faithful

performance

of the opinion that this should be done, or

that steps should be taken to require compliance

by

officers

of corporations with the existing statutes.

The Woonsocket Electkic Machine and Powee Company.

Woonsocket
Machine and Power Company, a foreign corporation, to erect and maintain lines of wire, and furnish electric
lighting and power, in the town of Blackstone in this ComStatutes of 1890, chapter 45, authorized the

Electric

monwealth. Statutes of 1893, chapter 390, gave to the
same corporation similar privileges in the towns of Belling-

ham and

Franklin.

The corporation has never exercised any of the powers
it by the latter act, but under the former it

conferred upon

engaged

in the business of supplying electric light in the

town of Blackstone. By the provisions of its franchise it
became subject to all the general laws of the Commonwealth
relating to the erection, maintenance and operation of lines
for electric lighting power, and was also made subject to
the supervision and control of the Board of Gas and Electric
Light Commissioners in respect to
monwealth.

its

business in this

Com-

On Jan. 7, 1895, the selectmen of Blackstone, in pursuance of a vote of the town, filed with the Board of Gas
and Electric Light Commissioners a petition praying the
Board to fix the price for lights furnished by the corporation
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Dae proceedings were had upon

to the town.

and on July

[Jan.

this petition,

1895, the Board passed an order fixing the

8,

The corporation has never complied
Thereupon the town filed a petition with the

price of said lighting.

with the order.

Board, requesting

it to issue an order to the corporation to
supply the town with electricity for the purposes of lighting,
upon the terms and conditions prescribed by the Board.

This petition was heard, and on Aug. 15, 1895, the Board
passed an order directing the company to supply the town
with electric lights,
thereof.

and

fixing

the

terms and conditions

The corporation has never complied with

this

order.

Thereupon the Board notified me of the neglect of the
company to comply with the law and its rules and I filed
in the supreme judicial court a bill in equity, returnable
on the first Monday of October, 1895. The case is now
depending in court. No answer has been filed to the bill.
After the filing of this bill the company notified the town
that it would relinquish all its rights in the town of Blackstone, and would remove all its poles, wires and other electrical fixtures therefrom.
This has been done, and a con;

tract has been

made with another company

to furnish light-

ing to the town.

Inasmuch as the only use made by the company of
franchise at the present time

is

its

to defy the authority of the

Commonwealth, I recommend that Statutes of 1890, chapter
45, and Statutes of 1893, chapter 390, giving it authority to
do business in this Commonwealth, be repealed.

The Veterans Preference Act.
In 1895 a petition for mandamus was filed by Frederick
against the Civil Service Commissioners for the

W. Brown

purpose of testing the constitutionality of Statutes of 1895,

commonly

chapter 501,

called the veterans preference act.

In view of the importance of the cause, I appeared for the
Civil Service Commissioners, although I am aware of no law
requiring such service of this office.
The case was argued

bench of the supreme judicial court, Nov. 12,
still pending before the court.

before the

full

1895, and

is

1896.]
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Assistants.

Mr. George C. Travis and Mr. James Mott Hallowell
have continued to perform the duties respectively of First
and Second Assistant Attorney-General with ability and
As stated in my last annual report, the compensafidelity.
tion at present established for these positions

is

entirely in-

adequate to the value and importance of the work required
and performed, and should be substantially increased.

HOSEA

M.

KNOWLTON,
Attorney- General.

OPINIONS.
It is

not necessary for a special county commissioner to present a certified
itemized statement to the controller of county accounts, in order to
obtain the allowance of ten cents a mile for travel, granted by chapter
250 of the Acts of 1894.
Jan. 21, 1895.

To His Excellency Frederic

Dear

my

Sir

:

T.

Greenhalge, Governor.

— I have the honor to acknowledge your request

for

opinion upon the question raised by the controller of county

accounts in his communication of January 10, addressed to your
Excellency.

The question

is this

:

By

section

1

1894, a special county commissioner

of chapter 250 of the Acts of
is

allowed ten cents a mile

each way for time spent in the discharge of his

travel
duties.

Is

official

necessary, before such expenses are allowed and

it

paid to him out of the county treasury, for him to present a certified

itemized statement thereof to the controller of county accounts,

by him audited and

to be

certified to the treasurer of the

proper

county ?

By

section 3, chapter 438 of the Acts of 1887,

that the

controller

shall

Comparing

county treasurers of each county.

those concerning the duties of county treasurers,
in cases of county

it

is

provided

inspect and audit the accounts of the
this statute
it

expenses of this nature, the usual course

the expenses to be allowed and paid directly

with

appears that,

by the county

urers, the accounts of the latter being afterwards audited

is

for

treas-

by the

controller.

A

new method

of

auditing

accounts, for the particular case

specified in the statute in question,

of the Acts of

1893.

was introduced by chapter 273

This act provided that there should be

allowed and paid to each county commissioner the " actual necessary and proper expenses of transportation " paid by him in the

discharge of his

official

duties

" upon a

such expenses being made

of

accounts,

who

shall audit

...

certified itemized

statement

county
and certify the same to the treasurer of
to the controller of

the proper county."

Section 31, chapter 22 of the Public Statutes, provided that
the

all

provisions of law concerning the duties of county commis-
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sioners should, except where

it

was otherwise

[Jan.

specially provided,

be construed to include and apply to special county commissioners.
If the question were, then, whether a bill of a special county

com-

missioner for actual necessary and proper expenses for transportation, before

being allowed by the county treasurer, should be

presented to and certified by the controller of county accounts,
there would be good ground for holding under authority of this

chapter that the duty placed upon the county commissioners in
similar cases

to present

such an itemized statement necessarily

implied a like duty in the case of special county commissioners.

But the question raised by the controller presents a different
His question is whether, for allowance and
payment of the " ten cents a mile travel each way," granted by
aspect of the case.

chapter 250, Acts of 1894, to special county commissioners,

it is

necessary for a certified statement to be presented to the controller.

There

is

no provision

in this act either stating or implying that

a special county commissioner, in order to have this allowance paid
to him, shall present such a statement to the controller.

Like-

no statute requiring a county commissioner to present
such a statement for the statement required by chapter 273, Acts
of 1893, from the county commissioners, and therefore by implicawise there

is

;

from special county commissioners, is a statement of the
and proper expenses for transportation whereas,
the case under consideration a special county commissioner is

tion

actual necessary
in

;

not paid the actual expense of transportation, but
stead the arbitrary

sum

is

allowed in-

of ten cents a mile travel each way.

For these reasons I am of the opinion that, in the absence of
any obligatory statutory provision, either expressed or implied, it
is not necessary for a special county commissioner to present a
certified itemized statement to the controller of county accounts in
order to obtain the allowance of ten cents travel each
to

way granted

him by chapter 250 of the Acts of 1894.
Very respectfully yours,
Hose a M. Knowlton, Attorney -General.

The governor may

refuse to pardon a convict, although pardon

mended by the

Boston, Jan.

To His Excellency Frederic

T.

is

recom-

council.
21, 1895.

Greenhalge, Governor.

— I have examined the question submitted to me

orally by
your Excellency, to wit, " Can the governor refuse to pardon a

Sir

:

PUBLIC

1896.]

convict, although advised
to reply as follows

By

:

—

DOCUMENT— No.
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pardon him ? " and have

to

the constitution of Massachusetts, part 2, chapter 2, article

" The power of pardoning offences

8,

12.

.

.

ernor by and with the advice of council."

.

shall be in the gov-

The

council has no
pardoning power.
The governor, it is true, cannot exercise the
power of pardon vested in him excepting /by the advice of the
But he cannot be directed by that body to exercise the
council.

power

;

for, if

he could be, the power would be in the council and

not in him, and he would be a ministerial

power so vested

rily

imports the right to refuse pardon.

Very

in that body.

only to execute

officer

The power

the

to

pardon necessa-

truly yours,

Hosea M. Knowlton, Attorney-General.

The expenses of the

controller of county acounts and his deputies, incurred
from their homes to their Boston office and in returning
therefrom, cannot be allowed them under a statute providing for their
in travelling

actual travelling expenses incurred in the discharge of their official
duties.

Jan. 22, 1895.

To His Excellency Frederic

T.

Greenhalge, Governor.

—I

have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your
me a letter of inquiry from
Charles R. Prescott, controller of county accounts. The question
Sir

letter,

:

dated Dec. 29, 1894, referring to

stated in the letter of the controller

is

"whether, under the pro-

visions of section 2 of chapter 438 of the Acts of 1887, the controller

and

his deputies should be allowed their actual

incurred in travelling in the

discharge of their

expenses

official

duties

between their respective places of residence and the office of said
controller in Boston."
It is further stated in the letter that the
travelling in relation to which the inquiry is made is " for the
purpose of reaching the office, to there perform the duties of the
day, and for returning from said office to their homes."

The

act referred to provides in section 2 for the salary of the

and that he " shall be allowed also the actual travelling
expenses of himself and clerks incurred in travelling in the discharge of official duties." By an amendment of this act the same
provision for travelling expenses is made as to deputies.
Section
3 of the same act prescribes the duties of the controller and his
deputies, which are, in substance, to inspect the books and accounts
of the county treasurers, and to visit, at least once a year, all other
controller

;
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officers receiving

money

[Jan.

of the county, and also all clerks

of courts and trial justices, and examine their accounts.
find

any provision of law which requires him

own

for his

use, or to attend at such office for

my

chis fact is not, in

The

official

to maintain

I do not
an office

any purpose, although

opinion, material to the inquiry proposed.

duties in the discharge of which he

allowed the

is

and deputies obviously refer to the
duties prescribed in section 3, which necessarily require the conand it
troller and his deputies to travel about the Commonwealth
must be taken to have been the intention of the Legislature to
actual expenses of himself

;

confine the allowance for travelling expenses to expenses so inIt has not

curred.

practice under

from

made

homes

their

therefor.

been the policy of the Commonwealth, nor the
laws, to allow officers for travelling expenses

its

to their offices, except

when provision

is

especially

have no hesitation in saying that the expenses

I

home to his office
home are not within

of the controller incurred in travelling from his
in Boston

and of returning therefrom

the scope of the statute referred

Very

to his

to.

truly yours,

Hosea M. Knowlton,

A

Attorney -General.

first day when the two branches of the Legislature
meet separately, receives in each branch a majority of the votes for
the office of United States senator, is elected on the day such votes
are taken, and all subsequent proceedings are merely in the nature of

person who, on the

verification.

Jan. 22, 1895.

Hon. William M. Olin, Secretary of

Dear
asking

Sir:

my

—I

am

in receipt of

the

Commonwealth.

your

letter of

Jan. 18, 1895,

opinion whether, in case the same person receives a

majority of the votes for the

office of

each house of the Legislature on the
branches vote separately, he
the following day,

when

is

United States senator in
first day when the two

elected

that day, or

not until

the two houses convene in joint assem.

bly and the journals of the two houses are read and the result
declared.

presume the inquiry is made in the interest of technical accuI can conceive of no circumstances under which the question would become of practical importance
for, whenever elected,
the person chosen is not entitled to take his seat in the Senate
I

racy.

;

until he receives his certificate of election.

The

constitution

of

the United

States, article

I.,

section 3,

provides that " the Senate of the United States shall be composed
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two senators from each State, chosen by the Legislature
Section 4 provides that " the times, places and manner

of

thereof."

of holding elections for senators shall be prescribed in each State

by the Legislature thereof, but the Congress may at any time by
a law make or alter such regulations."
Under the authority of section 4, above quoted, Congress has
regulated the election of senators by the" Legislatures of the
several States (United States Revised Statutes, sections 14 and
Section

15).

14 provides that the Legislature of each State

"shall, on the second Tuesday after the meeting and organization thereof, proceed to elect a senator in Congress."

Section 15
provides that " such election shall be conducted in the following

Each house shall openly, by a viva voce vote of each
name one person for senator in Congress from
such State, and the name of the person so voted for who receives
a majority of the whole number of votes cast in each house shall
be entered on the journal of that house by the clerk or secretary

manner

:

member

present,

thereof

or, if either

;

house

give such a majority to any

fails to

person on that day, the fact shall be entered on the journal."
The same section further provides that "At twelve o'clock meridian of the day following

.

.

.

members

the

of

the two houses

convene in joint assembly, and the journal of each house
shall then be read, and if the same person has received a majority
of all the votes in each house he shall be declared duly elected
shall

The

senator."

section

provides further that in case the same

person has not received a majority of the votes in each house,
the joint assembly shall thereupon proceed to choose by a viva
voce vote

person

in a similar

who

manner a person

receives the majority of

all

for

and the

senator,

the votes of the

joint

assembly shall be declared to be elected.

on the day when the two
make their choice, provided they both choose
The proceedings of Wednesday are for the

It is plain that the election takes place

houses separately
the

same person.

purpose of ascertaining whether the same person has been chosen
or elected by each branch.

If such,

by the records of the two

houses, appears to be the fact, nothing remains but a declaration
of the result.

If,

on the other hand,

it

appears that no person

has been so chosen, the electors, being then assembled together,
shall proceed to the election of

Tuesday
on Wednesday.
;

a senator.

The

election

is

on

the ascertaining and declaration of the fact takes place

The

formalities incident to the election are not

complete until the two houses meet in joint convention

day of election

is

the

The proceedings

day when the

;

but the

electors record their votes.

are analogous in

some respects

to those inci-
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dent to the election of

The

officers

electors cast their ballots

[Jan.

by two or more voting precincts.
on the Tuesday after the first Mon-

day in November. The record of the votes so cast is submitted
on a subsequent day to a returning or canvassing board, who
examine the returns and declare the result. It is not formally
ascertained

who

is

elected until these formalities are complied with

;

but there can be no question that the election was held on the day

when

The only

the electors cast their votes.

essential difference

between these two cases, to wit, an election by voting precincts
and the election of a senator by the two branches of the Legislature on Tuesday, is that, under the statutes of the United States,
above quoted, there

is

no election unless both constituents of the
If they do not, there is no

Legislature elect the same person.
election.

If,

however, they do so concur, the act of election

is

complete, and the subsequent proceedings are in the nature of
verification only.

This conclusion is in accordance with what I understand to have
been the uniformly established practice in senatorial elections in
That it is also the view of Congress appears
this Commonwealth.
from the fact that by Revised Statutes, section 14, above quoted,
it is provided that the Legislature shall elect a senator " on the

second Tuesday "

etc.

Very

truly yours,

Hosea M. Knowlton, Attorney-General.

A

corporation,

upon increasing

its capital

stock under the provisions of

section 59, chapter 106, Public Statutes, presented to the commissioner of corporations for his approval a certificate correct in form,

with the exception of the following words, which were unnecessarily
inserted: "One hundred and fifty thousand preferred stock and one
hundred thousand common stock." The commissioner is not required
to approve such a certificate.
Boston, Jan.

Hon. Charles Endicott, Commissioner
Sir

:

—I

22, 1895.

of Corporations.

have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your
dated Nov. 9, 1894, asking my opinion upon the
first, whether a manufacturing corporation, by vote of

letter of inquiry,

questions
its

:

stockholders, can increase

stock and partly in
is

common

its

capital stock partly in preferred

stock

the commissioner of corporations

which

;

and, second,

bound

if

so increased,

to approve a certificate

sets forth the fact that a portion of the increase is in pre-

ferred stock?
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Public Statutes, chapter 106, section 56, provide that every corporation subject to said chapter " shall, upon the increase of its
capital stock, within thirty days after the payment or collection of
the last instalment thereof,

file

a certificate of the

amount

of such

increase and the fact of such payment, signed and sworn to

.

.

.

Commonwealth." Section 59
" shall -before filing be subcertificate
such
every
provides that
mitted to the commissioner of corporations, who shall examine
the same, and if it appears to him to be a sufficient compliance in

in the office of the secretary of the

form with the requirements of this chapter, he shall certify his
approval thereof by indorsement upon the same."
The commissioner of corporations under the section last quoted
is

only required to see that the certificate is in due form. The
obviously for the purpose of informing the Common-

certificate is

wealth and those having business with the corporation as to the
amount of its capital stock, and whether it has been paid in.

The

which your inquiry

certificate as to

mitted to

me

for examination.

I find

it

is

made has been sub-

to be correct in

form and

in accordance with the provisions of said section 56, excepting
that, after stating that the capital stock of the corporation has

been increased by the amount of two hundred and fifty thousand
dollars, and that the same has all been paid in, the following
words are inserted in brackets, " One hundred and fifty thousand
preferred stock and one hundred thousand
I

am

tificate

common

you are not called upon

of opinion that

stock."

to approve a cer-

containing these recitals, for the reason that they are no
You are not required

part of the return required by section 56.

to determine whether the corporation has the right to characterize

a part of the increase of

its

stock as preferred, but only to certify

form as required by section 56. The
incorporation of statements not required by the section is a departure from the form of certificate required, and authorizes you
that the certificate

to disapprove of

is

in

it.

These considerations also dispose of your first inquiry, so far as
Whether a corporait relates to the performance of your duties.
tion may issue preferred stock under any circumstances, and, if
so, under what circumstances, is a question which may well be
left to

be dealt with

when

it

arises.

It does not arise in the per-

formance of your duties under section 59, and there
at present to consider

Very

is

no occasion

it.

truly yours,

Hosea M. Knowlton, Attorney -General.
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section 84, chapter 100 of the Public Statutes, provides that the
by sections 51 and 52 of the

fee for recording the certificate required

same chapter

be a certain per cent, of the capital stock of the cor" capital stock," as here used, mean not the
amount actually paid in, but the amount fixed by the corporation.
shall

The words

poration.

Jan. 23, 1895.

Hon. William M. Olin, Secretary of

Dear

Sir

:

— I am

Commonwealth.

the

your

in receipt of

asking

letter of 21st inst.,

meaning of Public Statutes, chapter
3.
That
clause provides that the fee to be
section
clause
106,
84,
paid for filing and recording the certificates required by sections
51 and 52 of the same chapter shall be " one-twentieth of one per

for a construction as to the

cent, of the

amount of

question submitted

amount of

the capital stock of the corporation."

whether

is

this fee is to

the capital stock fixed

The

be computed on the

by the corporation, or the amount

actually paid in.

Section 51 referred to in the clause under consideration provides
that a corporation

may, upon the vote of

all

"

its

stockholders, at

a meeting duly called for the purpose, alter, add to or change the

business for the transaction of which

it

was incorporated."

It is

a certificate setting forth such alteration,

further provided that

addition or change shall

be

filed in

Section 52 provides that a gas

the office of

the secretary.

company may engage

in the busi-

ness of generating or furnishing steam or hot water for mechanical

purposes under certain provisions, upon

filing a certificate thereof,

as provided in section 51.
I apprehend that the only occasion for doubt in reference to the

inquiry suggested

is

the fact that the

clause 2, that the fee to be paid

upon

same section provides,

in

original incorporation is

declared to be one-twentieth of one per cent, of the capital stock

"as

fixed

by the agreement

of

association;"

and

it

may be

claimed that the omission of the words last quoted in the clause

under consideration

is

significant, as indicating the intent of the

Legislature to confine the tax in the latter clause to a percentage

There

no force, however,
is to be
paid immediately upon the organization of a corporation and at
the time of the filing of the certificate of organization, presumably, therefore, before the capital stock is taken, or perhaps even

on the capital stock actually paid
in this suggestion.

in.

is

In the former clause the fee specified

subscribed for.

In the entire chapter the words "capital" or "capital stock"

mean the amount of capital stock fixed by the charter
company or subsequently voted as an increase (vid. sec-

are used to
of the
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tions 7, 8, 16, 21, 32, 33

Indeed,

commence

it is

whose stock

is

expressly provided in section 46 that

the transaction of

of the capital stock

is

paid in.

its

partly paid
it

shall not

business until the whole amount

There

opinion, that whenever the words

9

The chapter does not appear

and 46).

to recognize the status of a corporation
in.

12.

"

is

no room for doubt,

in

my

capital stock" are used in the

chapter they are intended to denote the capital stock as fixed by
the charter or

by vote, regardless of the question whether

it is

paid

in or not.

Eeference to the statutes of which sections 51 and 52 are substantially a re-enactment confirms this view.

177 of the Acts of 1875, which

now under
may alter, add
51,

is

Section 4 of chapter

the original enactment of section

consideration, after a provision that a corporation

change the business for the transaction of
" and provided,
also, that a certificate setting forth such alteration, addition or
change, signed and sworn to by the president, treasurer and a

which

it

to or

was incorporated, contains these words

majority of directors, shall be

:

filed in the office of

the secretary of

Commonwealth, to whom shall be paid a like fee to that prescribed by the schedule contained in section 59 of chapter 224 of
the

the Acts of 1870."

Section 2 of chapter 202 of the Acts of the j^ear 1879,
tion 52 first appears, after providing for a

when

sec-

change of business by a

gas company, adds, " on complying with the provisions of section
4 of chapter 177 of the Acts of the year 1875 as to the certificate
and fee therein provided for."

By
*'

the reference contained in these statutes the fee fixed

is

one-twentieth of one per cent, of the amount of the capital

stock as fixed by the agreement of the association."

It is not to
be presumed that the meaning of these statutes was changed, or
intended to be changed, by their consolidation into the Public

Statutes.

I am, therefore, of the opinion that the fee for filing the certificate

is

based upon the amount of the capital stock as fixed, and

not upon the amount of capital paid

in.

Very respectfully yours,
Hosea M. Knowlton, Attorney- General.
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The commissioner of public records has no authority to

require the records
of existing churches, parishes or religious societies to be kept with
the same safety required in the case of city, county or town records.

Feb.

Robert

T.

Swan,

1895.

7,

Esq., Commissioner of Public Records.

—

Dear Sir
I take pleasure in acknowledging your letter of
February 6, asking my opinion as to whether, under section 3 of
chapter 333 of the Acts of 1892, you have any authority to require
:

that the records of existing churches, parishes or religious societies
shall be kept with the

same safety required

for county, city or

town

records.
It

is

may

as

cities,

your duty under the said act of 1892 " to take such action
be necessary to put the public records of the counties,

towns, churches, parishes or religious societies of the

Com-

monwealth in the custody and condition contemplated by the
various laws relating to said records, and to secure their preservation."

The laws

and custody of
embraced in chapter

relating to the preservation, condition

the public records of the

Commonwealth

are

37 of the Public Statutes, and the various amendments thereto.
These acts, with the exception of section 15 of said chapter 37,
are all limited, as regards this question, to the custody and preservation of the records of counties, towns and cities.
The only
instance where legal provision is made for the preservation of the
records of a church or religious society occurs in section 15 of said
act,

which provides, in the case of a church or religious society

ceasing to have a legal existence, and when the care of

and

registries is not otherwise

its

records

provided for by law, that the person

having possession of such records or registries shall deliver them
to the clerk of the city or

was

town

in

which said church or society

situated.

In the case, therefore, of an existing church, parish or religious
society, there
its

records.

is

no legal provision regulating the preservation of

And, although

it

may

earliest records concerning the

be true that in

town

in

many

question are

cases the

embraced

within the records of some church, parish or religious society,

it

would make' a record belonging to such a
body the record of a town, county or city within the meaning of
the words of the statutes.
The words "records of the counties,

cannot be said that

this

towns," as used in the statutes, mean the records owned
such
bodies, and cannot include the records concerning the
by
cities or

towns in question, however valuable they may be from any

his tor-
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ical point of view, which belong to another corporate body not
included in the words " counties, cities or towns."

It is

your duty, therefore, in the case of the records of churches,

parishes or religious societies of the

Commonwealth, to

see that

such records shall be kept in the custody and condition contemplated by the various laws relating to churches, parishes or relig-

and you cannot require the records of these bodies
manner prescribed for counties, cities or townssuch a course is desirable, your only remedy is to secure ade-

ious societies

;

to be kept in the
If

quate legislation.
It

might be claimed, under the authority of the words " and to

secure their preservation," in section 3 quoted above, that you

were given the power in question.
it is

a question whether

were to secure

it

The

is

ambiguous, and

manner contemplated by

their preservation in the

the various laws relating to records.

may

clause

should not be read as meaning that you
But, however this question

be answered, I do not think that this clause

is

sufficient to

give you authority to require that the records of churches, parishes

same safety required
town records.

or religious societies should be kept with the

by the statutes

in case of county, city or

Very

truly yours,

Hosea M. Knowlton, Attorney-General.

Section

12,

chapter 508 of the Acts of 1894, does not prohibit the employ-

ment of women during the night for the purpose of
newspaper office.

setting type in a

Feb.

To His Excellency Frederic
Sir

:

T.

— I understand that my opinion

of the chief of the State district police

wit

:

21. 1895.

Greenhalge, Governor.

—

is

desired for the guidance

upon

the following facts, to

this Commonwealth, engaged
and publishing a morning newspaper,

In certain establishments within
in the business of printing

women

are employed at setting type during the night.
Is such
employment forbidden by Statutes of 1894, chapter 508, section

12?

The language

of the section in question

is,

" No person or

cor-

employ any woman or minor in any capacity
for the purpose of manufacturing between the hours of ten o'clock
at night and six o'clock in the morning."
The exact question presented is whether a woman employed in
setting type to be used in printing a newspaper is employed "in
poration

.

.

.

shall
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The word
any capacity for the purpose of manufacturing."
"manufacturing" is defined in the Century dictionary as "the
production of articles for use from raw or prepared materials by
whether by hand labor or
giving these materials new forms
In Stone v. Howard Insurance Company, 153
by machinery."
Mass., at page 478, Mr. Justice Charles Allen says "a manufacturing establishment is an establishment for manufacturing raw
.

.

.

materials."

The word " manufacturing" may sometimes be used

in a more
more enlarged sense, but I have no doubt that the above
definitions are fairly applicable to the word as used in legislation
upon the subject of labor, for they indicate the sense in which the
word is ordinarily used. A manufacturing establishment, in the

limited or

common

use of that term,

is

a mill or other plant in which the

principal duty of those employed therein

is to

work by hand or by

machinery upon raw material, and convert it by such labor into
some article of commerce.
Regarding the word " manufacturing " as having the meaning I
have indicated, it cannot be fairly said that the business of producing a newspaper is manufacturing. It is true labor is expended
upon paper, so that it becomes an article of commerce, to wit, a

newspaper but the labor so bestowed is not the principal element
which enters into the construction of a newspaper. Typesetting is
rather a mechanical than a manufacturing work like horseshoeing,
carriage painting or any other form of employment in which no
essential change is produced in the thing upon which the labor is
expended.
In Evening Journal Association v. Assessors, 47 N. J. L. 36,
"A newspaper has intrinsically no value
the court says as follows
;

;

:

above that of the unprinted sheet. Indeed, it has less value, conIts value
sidered intrinsically, as a mere article of merchandise.
to its subscribers arises from the information it contains, and its
profits to the publisher are derived, in a great measure, from the
advertising patronage

it

obtains by reason of the circulation of the

paper, induced by the enterprise and ability with which
ducted.

it is

Neither in the nature of things nor in the ordinary

con-

signifi-

cation of language would a newspaper be called a manufactured
article or its

publisher a manufacturer."

(Vid. also as to the

meaning of the word "manufacture," as used in the statutes of
Massachusetts: Dudley v. Jamaica Pond Co., 100 Mass. 183;
Byers v. Franklin Coal Co., 106 Mass. 131 Hittinger v. Westford, 135 Mass. 258.)
The view I take derives much support from an examination of
;

the statutes relating to the forming of corporations

under the
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7,

authorizes

forming of corporations for the purpose "of carrying on
any mechanical, mining or manufacturing business." Section 8
authorizes such corporations to be formed for the purpose "of

the

printing and publishing newspapers, periodicals, books or engravings."

It is plain that the framers of this statute did not regard

a printing office as a manufacturing establishment.

ment may

also be

drawn from the

Some argunow under

fact that the section

consideration limits the restriction as to employment of females
to

employment

in

manufacturing

;

whereas the preceding section

employment of women more than fiftyeight hours in a week "in any manufacturing or mechanical
establishment." If the word "mechanical" had been used in the
section under consideration, a very different question would have
(section 11) forbids the

been presented.
I

am

of opinion, therefore, that the

typesetting in a newspaper office

is

employment of women

in

not prohibited by Statutes of

1894, chapter 508, section 12, and I cannot advise the chief of the

such employment under that section.
Very respectfully yours,
Hosea M. Kkowlton, Attorney -General.

district police to prosecute for

5, chapter 444 of the Acts of 1894, does not confer upon the fire
marshal the power to adjudge as dangerous an establishment for the
refining of petroleum, which has conformed to all the statutory requirements relating thereto.

Section

Feb.

Chakles W. Wehtcomb,

Dear

Sir

:

—I

26, 1895.

Esq., Fire Marshal.

have given some time to the consideration of

the questions stated in your letter of the 6th inst., in view of their

importance and

difficulty.

Statutes of 1894, chapter 444, section 5, provide substantially

(omitting such portions of the statutes as define the duties of other
officers

than yourself) that the

fire

marshal has the right at

all

reasonable hours, for the purpose of examination, to enter into

and upon all buildings and that whenever he finds in any building
" combustible material or inflammable conditions dangerous to the
;

safety of such building or premises " he

may order the same to be
removed or remedied. The section further provides that " upon
complaint of any person having an interest in such buildings or
premises, or property adjacent thereto," he shall
tigation.

make such

inves-
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stated in your letter relates to the inter-

words " inflammable conditions or
combustible materials dangerous to the safety of such buildings "
or, to quote from your letter: "Is the word dangerous used in a
broad and liberal sense, with the intention of placing within the
discretion of the fire marshal the power to annihilate if necessary
any building which necessarily involves the presence of combustipretation

to be given to the

;

ble materials or inflammable conditions dangerous, etc.

;

or

was

it

intended that the word dangerous should be taken comparatively,

and that the question as

to whether certain conditions

and certain

materials are dangerous within the meaning of the statute should

may

be gauged by the standard of such danger as

be reasonably

expected from a particular class of business similar to the one

which may be under consideration ? "

down

It is impracticable if not impossible to lay

in

advance any

general rules of procedure which shall be sufficient for
that

may

arise.

I

am

all

cases

not certain that either of the alternatives

stated in your general inquiry are fully descriptive or conclusive
as to your duties under

all

circumstances.

upon the
The case pre-

I prefer to consider specifically the questions arising

by way of

facts stated

illustration in

your

letter.

sented I understand to be this. There is in the city of Somerville
an establishment in which the business of storing, making and
refining petroleum oil is carried on.
Complaint in due form under
the provisions of section 5, above quoted, has been

made by

sons or corporations " having an interest in

property adja-

.

.

.

per-

I understand that you have investigated the plant,
and have ascertained that all the provisions of the statutes with
relation to the making, storing and refining of petroleum oil have
been complied with by the owners of the plant. You are also

cent thereto."

satisfied that,

speaking relatively, the premises contain combusti-

ble material or inflammable conditions dangerous to the safety of

That

the building.

is

to say, as

compared with a school-house, a

hotel or a cotton mill, the oil works are dangerous.

I further

assume that you may have determined that the existence of the oil
works is, relatively speaking, a menace to the safety of the adjoinIs it your duty upon this state of facts to order the
ing property.
combustible material or inflammable conditions to be
or remedied

"removed

" and are the owners thereof liable to the penalties

;

imposed by the section in case they refuse to comply with your
orders in respect thereto ?
It has long

been settled that the Legislature has the right,

within certain lines of distinction not definitely settled, to deter-

mine what

is

and what

is

not a nuisance

;

that

is

to say, dangerous
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determining

be delegated to inferior tribunals,

For example, certain trades or employments
muBoards of health, also, are charged with the

are forbidden to be exercised excepting under a license by
nicipal authorities.

responsibility of regulating, even

forbidding, within

of

certain

employments or establishments that are dangerous
Upon the same principle it may well be that
to the public health.
the Legislature has the right to delegate to an officer like the State
fire marshal the right of determining what conditions are, by reason
of their combustible or inflammable nature, a menace to the proplimits, trades,

erty in the vicinity.

In all cases, therefore, where the Legislature has not by positive
enactments determined the question of what conditions are to be
regarded as inflammable and dangerous, the section under consideration must be considered as vesting in the fire marshal the
authority of determining each question in his discretion as

and he

is

not limited in so determining

it

to the question

more or

the conditions under consideration are

may

it

less

arises

;

whether

dangerous than

be reasonably expected from those which ordinarily exist in

similar situations.

Nor does

the fact that the business under investigation

is

on by virtue of a license necessarily restrain the marshal
exercise of the powers conferred upon him by this section.
well settled that a license
the Legislature

may

see

is

fit

carried
in the
It is

subject to such police regulations as
to enact with reference to the subject

(Com. v. Ellis, 139 Mass. 195, and cases cited; Com. v.
Kidder, 107 Mass. 188.)
For example, the manufacture of gunpowder can only be carried
on under a license from the municipal authorities (Public Statutes,
chapter 102, section 61). It is scarcely open to doubt, however,
matter.

that,

under the law establishing the

office of

that officer would have the right to

dangerous, and to order

its

State

fire

removal, notwithstanding

licensed by municipal authorities.

To

marshal,

adjudge a powder factory
cite

it

had been

another instance,

it

is

expressly provided in Public Statutes, chapter 80, sections 92 and
93, that the business of slaughtering, etc.,

may

not be carried on

without a license from the municipal authorities

Board of Health may, notwithstanding the

;

but the State

license,

adjudge the

building occupied for such a purpose to be a nuisance, and restrain

(Sawyer v. State
the business so licensed.
Board of Health, 125 Mass. 182, 193.) But, on the other hand,
when the Legislature has by positive enactments declared that
the carrying on of
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certain trades arid occupations and acts are or are not a nuisance,

such a declaration

conclusive upon the authority of

is

its officers

and upon the courts when dealing with the question of a nuisance.
(Sawyer v. Davis, 136 Mass. 239.)
An examination of the numerous statutes with relation to the
manufacturing and storing of petroleum oil makes it evident that
the Legislature has declared affirmatively that, within the conditions

and under the limitations prescribed

in the various statutes

relating to the subject, the refining and storing of petroleum

is

not

so dangerous to adjacent property as to be a nuisance, and liable

any provision of the common law or by
any officer acting under the authority of the State.
Without reviewing all the legislation upon the subject, it is
sufficient to say that by Statutes of 1869, chapter 152, re-enacted
in Public Statutes, chapter 102, section 72, it is expressly and
affirmatively provided that " crude petroleum, or any of its products, may be stored, kept, manufactured or refined " in buildings

to abatement either under

This statute

constructed as provided in said section.

is

still

in

and must be taken as declaratory of the policy of the LegisIt is further provided in Public Statutes,
lature upon the subject.
chapter 102, section 73, that petroleum shall not be manufactured
force,

or stored, even in the buildings described in said section 72, with-

out a license from the municipal authorities, which license shall

express the conditions and limitations under which the business

may be

carried on.

By

Statutes of 1894, chapter 399, additional

restrictions are established
strictly

guarded

;

and

it

is

and the issuing of licenses is more
therein provided that no building for

the manufacture of petroleum oil or any of

therefor,

prescribing

But

erected," etc.

it

the
is

its

products shall be

"have granted

erected unless the municipal authorities

a license

where such building shall
to be observed in connection with
place

statute that Public Statutes, chapter

be
this

102, section 72, providing

what manner and place petroleum may be
stored, kept, manufactured and refined, is not repealed and is still
explicitly

how and

in

in force.

statutes to which I have referred, together with others of
same general nature, must be taken as a regulation of the
whole business of the refining of petroleum oil, and as a declara-

The

the

tion that the Legislature regards these regulations as sufficient to

protect the public against the danger arising from the explosive

and inflammable nature of the business and that any establishment so conducted is not to be disturbed on account of the com;

bustible material or inflammable conditions thus allowed, regulated

and guarded

;

and that

in respect to such dangers the business
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They

declare in

substance that, although the business of refining petroleum
attended with some dangers,

it is

oil is

on the whole of more advantage

than disadvantage to the community at large and, while recognizing the fact that under all circumstances the business is rela;

tively dangerous,

it is

better for the

Commonwealth

to allow

to

it

be carried on, provided the regulations made with respect to

conformed

are

to,

it

than to permit a valuable and profitable industry

from the Commonwealth.
is supported by the dictum of Gray, J., in Com. v.
Kidder, 107 Mass. 188. In this case the defendant was indicted
for maintaining an establishment for the refining of petroleum oil,
and it was alleged in the indictment that the business was a nuisance by reason of the noisome and unwholesome smoke, smell and
stench which arose therefrom. The defendant relied upon the
statutes relating to the manufacture of petroleum oil, to which I
have referred. Mr. Justice Gray, in delivering the opinion of the
court, referring to these statutes, says: "These enactments are
to be excluded

This position

manifestly intended to protect the public against the dangers arising from the explosive and inflammable nature of petroleum

and,

;

having regulated the whole subject in that aspect, they might well
be deemed to protect any establishment, guarded as they direct,

from indictment as a nuisance on account of such dangers only."
I

am

of the opinion that the Legislature did not intend,

Statutes of 1894, chapter 444, section 5, to confer upon the

by
fire

marshal, or any other authority, the power to adjudge that an

establishment for the refining of petroleum, which conformed to
all

the regulations provided therefor by the various statutes

dently of such legislation

it

upon

although independangerous
might well be regarded to be a menace

the subject, should be adjudged

;

to adjacent property.
I believe the foregoing sufficiently answers the inquiries con-

tained in your letter, so far as questions have yet arisen in the

performance of your duties.

Very

truly yours,

Hosea M. Knowlton, Attorney -General.

The

secretary of the overseers of the poor of the city of Lowell
officer

whose

selection

comes within the

March
Hon. Charles Theodore Russell,

Dear

Sir

:

— I do not think

of the poor of Lowell

is

an

Jr.,

is

not an

civil service rules.
6,

1895.

Chairman.

that the secretary of the overseers

officer

who should

be appointed under
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His duties are described in article 4 of the
These regulations were adopted under

the civil service rules.

regulations of said board.

the authority of Statutes of 1894, chapter 190, which provide that

"may

said officers

appoint a secretary and superintendent and

such other subordinate
require,

The

officers as the

ordinances of the city

and may define the duty of said

may

officers."

regulations of the overseers of the poor, adopted in pursu-

ance of said statute, provide in article 4 thereof that the secretary's duties shall be

"to make

settlement of paupers as

may

all

such investigations as

to the

be necessary to determine the rights

to attend to their removal to or
from the city or to the several city institutions provided for the
same, and in case of death to care for the burial. He shall
inquire into the condition and means of subsistence of all who

of the city in relation thereto

;

apply to the city for charity, and shall determine by such investigations

who

and who

is

is

not entitled to the same.

He

shall

farm at least once a week, and
oftener if the interests of the same require it. He shall visit all
pauper children, and others, if such there be, placed out by the
board in private families or in other public institutions, at least as
often as once in three months, and report quarterly to the board the
institutions at the city

visit the

condition of

all

management

the

such.

He

shall see to

institutions therein are duly observed,

board

all

make out
cities

that all regulations for

it

of the pauper department and the several pauper

and

shall furnish to the

such information as shall enable the clerk thereof to
accurate accounts against the

Commonwealth, or other

and towns therein, for assistance rendered

settlements outside of Lowell.

He

to paupers

having

shall attend all regular

meet-

ings of the board, and such special meetings as he shall be notified
of and requested to be present at

nor

is it

;

but he shall not be required,

considered a part of his duty, to keep the records of the

votes and doings of

the board in meetings assembled, nor to
perform any work in the way of keeping the accounts of the
department or of a merely clerical nature, save such as is purely
He
incidental to the performance of his duties as herein defined.
shall

supervision over the

exercise

affairs of the

detail

management

of

the

department, outside of the control and management

of the city institutions at the city farm, but shall have no power
to

make purchases

for the department in excess of fifty dollars

without a vote of the board or of the particular committee for

which said purchases

are

made."

It is obvious that these duties are not those of persons

'
'

render-

ing services as copyists, recorders, book-keepers, agents, or any
clerical,

recording or similar service " (Schedule A,

civil service
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are included in

the class just quoted, who, "

by reason of their rendering a limited
amount of clerical service, are employed in positions requiring
special knowledge of duties not clerical, and for which such special knowledge constitutes the chief qualification " (Schedule A,
class 3).

Under the regulations

of the overseers the person they designate

as secretary has in fact practically no clerical duties, but

of the board in the administration of

is

the agent

would have
been more correct to designate him as superintendent. But the
designation is not primarily the test by which public servants are
to be considered in reference to civil service rules.
These rules
its affairs.

It

look to the character of the service rather than to the designation
of the office.

I

cannot believe that

it

was intended by the

statutes

relating to civil service that an officer holding so important, con-

and responsible a position must be selected by competiThe character of his employment is such that
no form of competitive examination would be so likely to secure
an efficient officer as would be the case if the employing board
had the right of personal selection.
"Whether the overseers had the right to assign such duties to an
fidential

tive examination.

officer

whom

they designated as " secretary "

attended with more
the statutes, they

Practically they

difficulty,

may

seem

may be a question
although I see no reason why, under

not assign such services as they see

superintendent, while retaining the

economical or other reasons I
confirmed by the fact that, as

title

fit.

upon him the duties of

to have devolved

of secretary, whether for

am not informed.
I am informed, no

This view
such

office

is

as

that of superintendent has been created.
It cannot be said that
they have imposed upon him any duties that they have not the
right to.

That being

so, it

may

well be that the regulation

was

within their jurisdiction.

But whether they acted beyond

their

powers in defining his

duties does not appear to be a matter with which your honorable

board need be concerned. The officer in question, under whatever
or whether rightly entitled, is not one required to be selected
under the rules of the commission.

title,

Very

truly yours,

Hosea M. Knowlton,

Attorney-General.
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State Board of Lunacy and Charity has the power to release persons
committed by the superior court to the State Farm for the offence of

drunkenness.

March

John

D.

Dear

Wells,
Sir

:

—

Esq., Clerk State

I

Board of Lunacy and

7,

1895.

Charity.

have the honor to acknowledge your

letter of

the 6th inst., inquiring whether the Board "is authorized, under
the provisions of sections 66 and 68 of chapter 220 of the Public
Statutes, to discharge prisoners committed to the State

Farm

for

the offence of drunkenness by order of the superior court."

Public Statutes, chapter 220, section 66, relate only to persons
convicted under chapter 207, section 29, but that section does not

purport to punish the offence of drunkenness.

being a
tinct

"common

drunkard," as described

The

offence of

in section 29, is dis-

from tbe offence of drunkenness, as described

in sections

26 and 27.
Public Statutes, chapter 88, section 4, give the Board the same
of discharging persons confined in the State Workhouse

power

(which I understand to be the State Farm, referred to in your
letter)

"

for

any cause that the county commissioners have in

houses of correction."

Under

the provisions of chapter 220, sec-

tion 66, county commissioners have the

power only to release

persons committed on conviction by an inferior court, and

not discharge a person committed by the superior court.

Board, acting upon the case of a person to
of

section 66 are applicable,

release persons committed

is

whom

similarly limited,

by the superior

may
Your

the provisions

and may not

court.

But section 68 of said chapter 220 authorizes the county commissioners to release a person committed to a house of correction
for drunkenness, whether committed
court.

Inasmuch

by the superior or an inferior
your Board all

as chapter 88, section 4, gives

the powers that county commissioners have in relation to houses
it follows that the State Board may release persons
committed by the superior court to the State Farm for the offence

of correction,

of drunkenness.

Very

truly yours,

Hosea M. Knowlton,

Attorney-General,
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to the governor, stating that, in the case of

W.,

who had been

duly surrendered to the State of Connecticut as a fugitive from justice, the indictment upon which the rendition was made
had been procured either by fraud or mistake, and that the petitioner
could present the sworn statement of every member of the grand jury

It

to the effect that no indictment had been authorized by them against
W., and praying that the governor demand the return of W.
seems that such a statement made by members of the grand jury might

be received in a local proceeding to show fraud or mistake in the
recording of the indictment. But in a rendition case, when the certificate of the governor of the demanding State accompanies the copy
of the indictment, certifying the latter to be an authentic copy of an
indictment found, the governor of this Commonwealth has no legal
right to go behind this certificate and question the fact so certified.

To His Excellency Frederic
Sir

:

T.

March
Greenhalge, Governor.

7,

1895.

— Replying to the verbal request of your Excellency for my

opinion upon the questions arising upon the petition of George E.

—

Whitten, 1 have the honor to say, to wit
The facts which the petitioner proposes to establish I understand
:

to be as follows

:

on Jan. 14, 1895, a requisition was received from

the governor of the State of Connecticut, requesting your Excel-

lency to surrender George

W.

Whitten as a fugitive from

justice.

was a paper purporting to be an indictment found against the said Whitten by the grand jury for
the county of New Haven, charging said Whitten with the crime
of murder in the second degree, to wit, abortion resulting in the
death of the victim. The requisition contained the necessary forUpon this requisition a warrant was
malities required by law.
issued by your Excellency, authorizing the arrest of said Whitten
and his surrender to the agent of the State of Connecticut. He
was thereupon arrested, and, after consulting counsel, he waived
hearing and was taken by the agent of the State of Connecticut to
New Haven, where he was arraigned upon said indictment, pleaded
not guilty, was ordered to recognize, did recognize, and has returned to his home in Newton, Mass., where he now is. The time

Annexed

to said requisition

for trial of the indictment has not yet been fixed.

The petitioner further claims that he can prove that said indictment was never in fact authorized by the grand jury, and that, on

He

the contrary, the said jury refused to indict him.

claims to be

show that the case was heard by the grand jury
upon a charge against said Whitten and one Lee and that when
the foreman reported to the prosecuting attorney (who in Connecticut does not go into the jury room during the proceedings)
he was shown by the attorney an indictment containing the names
able further to

;
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That the foreman thereupon stated to

the attorney that the jury had indicted Lee but had refused to indict Whitten,

and suggested that the form of indictment presented

incorrectly stated the results of the

the jury.

deliberations of

was suggested by the prosecuting attorney that
the instrument should be amended to conform to the facts, and
with that understanding it was signed by the foreman. The name
of Whitten was not in. fact erased from the indictment, and it
stands upon the file as an indictment against both Lee and Whitten, duly certified as required by law.
Some of the members of the grand jury learned through the
newspapers that Whitten had been arrested and arraigned upon an
indictment against him, and in consequence of what they learned
communicated with Whitten, and informed him that they had not
indicted him.
Subsequently a paper purporting to be signed by
all the members of the grand jury was filed in the case and is now
on file, in which the jurors say that they did not find a true bill
against Whitten, and so understood their presentment and if a
true bill was returned against him it was so returned by mistake.
That thereupon

it

(

;

I

am

further informed that the prosecuting attorney does not

assent to the foregoing facts, and insists upon trying Whitten upon
the indictment.

The

petition of

Whitten

is

that your Excellency

"demand of
why they

the governor of the State of Connecticut to show cause

should further proceed under and by virtue of said extradition
proceedings, and under and by virtue of such indictment against

your petitioner."

The

first

question proposed

is

whether, supposing the foregoing

statements to be capable of proof, the defendant can be allowed
to prove them, or whether he

is

bound by the record as

it

stands.

In view of the conclusions to which I have come upon the second
question proposed, as hereinafter stated, I do not deem it necessary
I have little doubt, however,
to pass definitely upon this question.

may at the proper time and place be allowed to
show that the indictment was rendered by mistake. I am aware

that the petitioner

that the proceedings not only of a traverse jury but of the grand

jury are secret, and that

can be offered which

is

it

has often been held that no evidence

in the nature of a disclosure either of the

proceedings or the votes of jurors in secret session.
take here charged

is

But the mis-

not with reference to the proceedings of the

what took place after they had concluded
and announced their result to the officer of the
State.
I do not believe that a mistake of fact as to what was
communicated to the prosecuting officer may not be the subject of

grand jury.

It relates to

their deliberations
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not an inquiry, primarily, into the

deliberations of the jury room, but only as to what took
after their deliberations were concluded.

The

place

case of Capen v.

Stoughton, 16 Gray, 364, supports this distinction. In that case a.
sheriff's jury by mistake signed the wrong blank and the verdict

was accepted by the court. At a subsequent term the action was
brought forward and the entry vacated. Affidavits of the jurors
were admitted to show the mistake, and a new trial ordered.
Bigelow, C. J., in delivering the opinion of the court, draws the
distinction above indicated between an inquiry into what took
place in the jury

room and the investigation of an alleged mistake,

in the nature of a clerical error,

happening after the deliberations
upon their

of the jury had ceased, and they had actually agreed
verdict.
If this be so as to a traverse jury,

it is

much more

so with ref-

erence to a grand jury, particularly in view of the fact that the
findings of a grand jury are not usually

but are
It

announced

in

open court,

with the clerk without being read.

filed

seems to

me

need have

plain, therefore, that this petitioner

be debarred from substantiating

his allegations

no fear that he will
having jurisdiction of the case. It is not to be presumed that the court would try an indictment which was never in
fact found by the grand jury, and which only became signed and
filed through a misunderstanding with the prosecuting attorney.
But upon the second question proposed, as to whether the petitioner may be allowed to prove his allegations before your Excellency, I am clearly of the opinion that under the statutes of the
in the court

United States relating to extradition the
ernor of Connecticut

is

the gov-

certificate of

The

conclusive upon your Excellency.

act of Congress provides (Revised Statutes,

section 5278) that

whenever the executive authority of any State demands a fugitive
from justice " and produces a copy of an indictment found
crime,
charging the prisoner demanded with having committed
certified as authentic by the governor or chief magistrate of the
State or Territory from whence the prisoner so charged has fled,
.

.

it

the duty of the executive

shall be

.

.

.

.

authority of the State or

Territory to which such prisoner has fled" to take proceedings

looking to the delivery of the fugitive to the agent of the State

making the

requisition.

This statute prescribes the manner of

proof of the judicial proceedings of the requiring State, to wit,
that they shall be certified as authentic by the governor of that State.
It is a provision of the constitution of the
full

faith

United States " that

and credit shall be given in each State to the public
and
and judicial proceedings of every other State

acts, records

;
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may by

general laws prescribe the manner in
and proceedings shall be proved and the effect
Congress has so provided in respect to requisitions, and
thereof."
the governor of the State upon which the demand is made is bound
to accept the proof offered as conclusive, if it comes within the
requirements of the statutes. (Kentucky v. Denison, 24 How. 66,
that the Congress

which

acts, records

105, 106

Ex

;

parte Sweariuger, 13 So. Car. 74, 76, 80

;

Roberts

116 U. S. 80.)
I cannot accept the contention of the petitioner, which is that
the certificate of the governor relates only to the accuracy of the

v. Riley,

copy, leaving the parties open to show that the indictment purThe petitioner may
porting to be found was not in fact found.

be able to prove that it was never voted by the grand jury nor
intended to be found but it was in fact returned into court with
;

the attestation of the foreman, and entered upon the

files

in the

presence of the grand jury. This constitutes a finding, within the
meaning of that word as used in the statute and, while the manner of the finding may be the subject of investigation by the court
having jurisdiction of the case, it cannot be said that there is no
indictment " found " by the grand jury.
I am therefore of the opinion that your Excellency has no power
;

to grant this petition.

The

facts claimed, however,

injustice has

been done and

Commonwealth.

if

established, present a case where

is likely

to be

I cannot doubt that,

if

done to a citizen of

this

the allegations contained

had been proved to the governor of Conwould not have issued the requisition upon which
Whitten was arrested. In view of this, it seems to be entirely

in the petition in question

necticut, he

proper for the governor of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts
to call the attention of the governor of Connecticut to the state-

ments made by the petitioner, and request that he investigate the
same, .to the end that, if injustice has been done to a citizen of
this Commonwealth, the governor of Connecticut, in so far as it
lies within his power, may redress the wrong.

Very respectfully yours,
Hosea M. Knowlton, Attorney- General.

act (House Bill No. 898), authorizing the trustees of the
Berkshire Athenaeum to take land for a free public library, is constitu-

The proposed
tional.

April

To His Excellency Frederic

Dear
your

Sir

letter,

:

—I

have the honor

dated the 18th

23, 1895.

T. Greeniialge, Governor.

inst.,

to

acknowledge the receipt of
me to " examine into the

asking
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constitutionality of an act authorizing the trustees of the Berkshire

Athenaeum to take land for a free public library."
The act in question authorizes the trustees of the Berkshire
Athenaeum to take any land, not appropriated to public uses,
adjoining the land

now owned by

that corporation, as a place for

the erection of a building to be used for

and

It contains further

its

sufficient provisions

free public library.

~f or

compensation to

the owners of the land so taken.

This act

is

a

constitutional

exercise of the right of eminent

domain.

The
is

constitutional provision (Declaration of Rights, article X.)

that " whenever the public exigencies require that the property

of any individual should be appropriated to public uses, he shall
receive a reasonable compensation therefor."

The question whether

the uses for which the property proposed to be taken are

a question for the determination of the courts

is

;

" public "

but the ques-

"exigency" is for the Legislature. (Talbot v. Hudson,
16 Gray, 417.)
The question of what constitutes a public use,
within the meaning of the constitution, has been many times conIn general, it may be stated that property
sidered by the court.
may be lawfully taken under the right of eminent domain where
the government is supplying its own needs or is furnishing facilition of

ties for its citizens in

regard to matters of public necessity, con-

venience or welfare.

(Cooley's Constitutional Limitations, 6th

ed., p. 655.)

Thus it has been held that land may be taken for a highway, a
town way, a public park, a railway, a town house or city hall, a
I can find no express decision in
school-house and a cemetery.
relation to public libraries, but
institution,
fits

all

which

citizens

is

may

it

educational in

is

difficult to see

its

why such an

nature, and of whose bene-

avail themselves, does not

come within the

rule.

It is well settled that the

nent domain
corporate,

may

or private.
(Hingham Bridge v. Norfolk,
Dorgan v. Boston, 12 Allen, 223.)
Very respectfully yours,
Hosea M.'Knowlton, Attorney- General.

public

Allen, 353;

power of exercising the right of emi-

be delegated to private citizens, or to bodies
6
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Lunacy and Charity has no authority to release upon
probation a boy committed to the State Primary School.

State Board of

April

To His Excellency Frederic

Dear
letter

Sir

:

— I have the

T.

honor to acknowledge the receipt of a

addressed to your Excellency by the trustees of the State

Primary and Reform School, dated April
to

23, 1895.

Greenhalge, Governor.

me
The

14, 1895,

and referred

for reply.
letter

Lyman

states that a

boy who had been committed to the

School, and was afterwards transferred to the Primary

School, by order of the trustees, has been ordered by the State

Board

of Health,

with his family

;

Lunacy and Charity

to be placed

on probation

that the trustees, though they have complied with

the order of the Board, question

its

right to act in the matter,

and request the opinion of the attorney-general as to whether the
custody of such boys is with the trustees or with the State Board.
The respective rights of the State Board on the one hand, and
of the Board of Trustees on the other hand, as to boys in the State
Primary School, have been considered by me in previous opinions
published in my last annual report, on pages 38 and 95, and by my
distinguished predecessor in an opinion published in his report for
the year 1893, on page 38
and I beg to refer the trustees to those
opinions for a general consideration of the rights and powers of
the two boards, although the precise question now presented was
not considered in any of them.
So far as the right to place boys who are in the Primary School
in families outside is concerned, the statutes appear to be explicit.
;

Public Statutes, chapter 89, section

may

trustees

dren of the Primary School.

power

is

6,

provide in terms that the

place in charge of suitable persons any of the chilI have been unable to find that any

vested in the State Board to place boys in the Primary

In so

School out in families.

far, therefore, as the State

Board

has assumed to place boys in the Primary School on probation
without the approbation or consent of the trustees, I
that their action

The

is

am

of opinion

unauthorized.

State Board has the general supervision over the school

also of ad(chapter 79, section 2)
also of visitation (section 5)
mission and discharge (section 11). Upon petition of the trustees
;

;

Board may return to the Lyman School a boy who has
been previously transferred from the Lyman School to the State
Primary School (chapter 89, section 7). In general, therefore, it
the State

may

be said that the duties of the State Board with reference to

the Primary School are those of visitation, with the power of ad-
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chapter 89, section
the trustees

This

final discbarge.
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6,

it is further provided that " the power of
and final discharge " shall remain with the State Board.
The general power given to the State Board is one of " general
supervision over the State Lunatic Hospital, the State Almshouse,

suitable persons outside,

visitation

Workhouse, the State Primary School, the State Reform

the State

School and the State Industrial School for Girls" (chapter 79,
section 2).
This ''general supervision," from an examination of
the succeeding sections, appears to be one of visitation and inspection

;

and when any

institution

specific

management

to the

of the

it

is

so

(Vid. chapter 79, section 11; chapter

in specific terms.

stated

powers as

intended to be vested in the State Board,

is

89, sections 5, 6, 7, 50 and 53.)

On
is

the other hand, the direct

government of

the

Primary School

"The

vested in the trustees (chapter 59, section 1).

super-

intendent, under the direction of the trustees, shall have charge of
the

Primary School,"

etc.

(chapter 89, section

6).

The only

limitation to this control, so far as the point in question

is

con-

that " the power of visitation and final discharge is in the
I do not think the power
State Board " (chapter 89, section 6).

cerned,

is

to discharge includes the

power or the right

to place the boys in

power is speby chapter 89, section 6, above

families on probation or otherwise, especially as that
cifically entrusted to the trustees

quoted.

I have considered the question proposed only with relation to
the right of the respective boards to place the boys in the Primary

As

School outside in families.
year, I

know

of

no authority

intimated in

in either

my

opinion of last

board to release the boys

generally upon probation.

Very respectfully yours,

Hosea M. Knowlton, Attorney -General.

Under the authority of Resolve 47 of the Acts of 1895, it is legitimate to
employ and pay an expert for special services in gathering data
under the direction of the Board of Education, provided that the
approval of the governor and council

is

obtained.

Mat

To His Excellency Frederic

Dear

Sir

:

— I have

cation of April

T.

Greenhalge,

the honor to acknowledge your

29, requesting

my

3, 1895.

Governor.

communi-

opinion whether, under the

truancy resolve (Resolves 1895, chapter 47),

it

is

legitimate to
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pay an expert for special services for a few months to gather
truancy data under the direction of the Board of Education.
The resolve in question directs the State Board of Education to
investigate the subject of school attendance and truancy in the
Commonwealth. " Said Board shall be allowed for all expenses
actually incurred in the performance of its duties such a sum as
the governor, with the advice and consent of the council, shall
approve."

Payment

of the incidental expenses of the

discharge of

its

duties

is

Board incurred

in the

provided for by section 10 of chapter

When, therefore, by this resolve the
Board of Education were increased, the payment of
the expenses incurred thereby by the members of the Board in
the discharge of their official duties was already provided for
by statute. The resolve in question, however, in addition to the
statutory provision providing for payment already existing, enacts
the further provision above quoted, allowing the Board such a sum
in the performance of this additional duty as the governor and
council shall approve.
The duty imposed upon them in said
resolve is to investigate the subject of school attendance and
truancy in the Commonwealth. If it had been intended that only
the personal expenses of the Board should be paid, the additional
provision in the resolve providing for certain payments under the

41 of the Public Statutes.
duties of the

approval of the governor would be entire surplusage. If in the
investigation of this subject it is considered necessary by the

Board to secure an expert for special services for a few months,
and the governor and council approve of such employment, there
is no reason why under the terms of this resolve said expert should
not be paid for his time as well as his expenses. By placing in
the governor and council the power of approval or non-approval of

expenses incurred in the performance of this duty, the Legislahas practically made the governor and council the official

ture

discretionary

arbiter

of

the

question whether any expenses in-

The Board may properly incur
any expenses in investigating the subject of school attendance
which shall be approved by the governor and council.

curred were properly incurred.

Very

respectfully yours,

Hosea M. Knowlton,

Attorney- General.
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of a corporation shall give bond " for
is not obeyed by the use of the
ordinary form of bond given by fidelity insurance companies, and
more particularly set forth in the context.

providing that au

officer

the faithful discharge of his duty "

No

duty of supervision over the forms of bonds of such officers, except
in the case of savings banks and insurance companies, devolves upon
any department of the Commonwealth.

May
To His Excellency Frederic

T.

4,

1895.

Greenhalge, Governor.

—I

have been requested by your Excellency to
Dear Sir
examine the form of the bonds given by fidelity insurance companies carrying on business under the provisions of Statutes of
:

1887, chapter 214, section 61, or Statutes of 1894, chapter 522,
section 61, with a view of ascertaining whether the form adopted

by them complies with the statutes relating to bonds to be given
by treasurers of corporations and by public officers and to see if
any duty of supervision over the form of bonds of such officers
devolves upon any department of the Commonwealth.
The form most commonly adopted creates a contract between
the fidelity insurance company and the employers of such officers,
by which the company agrees that at the expiration of three
months after proof of a loss it will reimburse to the employer
such pecuniary loss, if any, as may be sustained by the employer
by reason of fraud or dishonesty of its employee in connection
with the performance of his duties, amounting to embezzlement
or larceny, and which has been committed and discovered during
the continuance of his term of office, and within three months
from the death, dismissal or retirement of the employee. There
is in some cases a further provision that the insurance company
;

shall not

be liable unless the employer shall prosecute to convic-

tion the embezzling official.
I

am

told that this

form of bond has been adopted with the

object of stating more specifically the contract of the guarantor,

and obviating any contest

am

further informed that

in the courts as to the nature thereof.

many

corporations, public and private,
form of bonds, and availed themselves of the
contracts of these companies whenever they are required or desire
to take bonds from their treasurers or other officers.

I

have adopted

this

The provisions

of

the statutes of

Massachusetts in relation

to bonds of treasurers of corporations almost without exception

bond "for the faithful disand the statutes in relation to bonds to be
of the Commonwealth and of counties and towns

require that the treasurer shall give

charge of his duty
given by

officers

;

"

30
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require that the bonds shall be expressed to be for the " faithful

discharge of the duties

"of "

the officer giving the bond."

I scarcely need say that the form of

furnished by fidelity insurance companies
the statutes, which
duties,

and

is

require bonds

bond above referred
is

for the

to

not a compliance with
faithful

discharge of

not equivalent to or a substitute for such bonds.

It is also plain that Statutes of

1887, chapter 214, section 61,

were not intended to repeal or supersede the statutes prescribing
the form of bonds to be given.
In relation to the supervision by departments of the Commonwealth over the form of bonds of Massachusetts corporations.
Statutes of 1894, chapter 317, section 14, provide that the bonds
of treasurers of savings banks shall be under the supervision of

the Board of Savings

chapter 522, sections

Banks Commissioners.

Statutes of 1894,

while not specifically calling for the

7, 25,

supervision of the insurance commissioner over the bonds of treasurers of domestic insurance companies, yet give power to the comif they have failed
comply with the statutory provisions made in their behalf. I
do not find that any supervision over bonds of corporate officers
devolves upon any department of the Commonwealth as to any

missioner to proceed against such corporations
to

other classes of corporations.

It

may

well be that the Legislature

has regarded the matter of the bonds of corporations, in which
the public generally are not interested, as being the

subject of

concern rather by the stockholders of such corporations than the

Commonwealth

while, on the other hand, as to savings banks
and insurance companies, in the official integrity of which many
;

others than stockholders

may

be directly interested,

it

has thought

proper that the bonds of the treasurers of such corporations should

be supervised under the direction of the Commonwealth.
It is not within

my

province to discuss the wisdom of the policy

of the Legislature, or even to
legislation.

If,

however,

it

recommend any change

be a fact, as I

am

in existing

told, that

bonds of

these insurance companies are being largely availed of by Massa-

chusetts corporations,

it

may be

well to call the attention of the

Legislature to the matter, to the end that such forms of bonds

may

be authorized or, if not, that some authority be given to the
commissioner of corporations to require compliance with the existing statutes relating to the form of bonds.
;

Very respectfully yours,
Hose a M. Knowlton, Attorney -General.
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Acts of 1895, an act
and custody of the State House.

in chapter 284 of the

in relation to the care

Mat

6,

1895.

Hon. John W. Kimball, Auditor.

Dear

—

Sir:

chapter 284,

is

1.

The word "supplies,"

to be construed as

in Statutes of

1895,

though the statute read "

all

repairs, improvements, furniture, fixtures or [other like] supplies."
It is familiar

" or" with

law that a general word connected by the conjunction
words preceding is limited in its signification to

specific

the particular classes included in the words of special signification

which precede

Under

enumerated
ice,

it.

this construction
in

your

letter,

all

the

" supplies " of the character

such as " brushes, brooms and dusters,

spring water, toilet materials and the like " are included in

the statute under consideration.

On

the other hand, stationery,

postage, printing and the like, which are otherwise provided for,
usually in special appropriations for the several departments, are

not so included.
2.

No

part of an appropriation " for the care of the

House and grounds

State
" can be used, under the provisions of Statutes

of 1895, chapter 284, for supplies furnished to departments outside
of the State
3.

House and

its

annex.

If under the existing

provisions of

domiciled in the State House building or
to spend

money

for furniture, fixtures

its

law departments not
annex have authority

and other

like supplies out

of any appropriation which they have control of

and for which
still may do
Statutes
of
notwithstanding
chapter
284.
1895,
Although
that
so,
statute purports to require that a requisition shall be made upon
the sergeant-at-arms and approved by him, it would be useless
circumlocution to make such a requisition and require such an
approval, if ultimately the bills are to be approved by the departthey must approve the

ments.

The

bills, I

am

statute in question

of opinion that they

(Statutes of 1895, chapter 284)

must be taken to apply to expenditures made out of appropriations
over which the sergeant-at-arms has control.
Very respectfully yours,
Hose a M. Knowlton, Attorney-General.
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Under the provisions of chapter .377 of the laws of 1894 a substitute judge
is to be paid only for the days in which by holding court he actually
performs the duties of

j

udge.

Mat

W. Kimball,

Hon. John

Dear

Sir

:

— In reply to
—

say as follows
1.

I

am

11, 1895.

Auditor.

your

letter of

May

9,

1895, I have to

:

of the opinion that Statutes of 1894, chapter 877, are

not to be construed as intending to provide that a judge of probate from another county,

who

probate of a county where there

is

is

designated by the register of
a vacancy in the office of judge

of probate to perform the duties of judge in the latter county,
shall receive a salary of fifteen dollars per

day during the con-

tinuance of said vacancy after designation by the register, but
that he shall be paid only for the days in which he actually per-

forms the duties of judge, to wit, by holding court.
2.

The

certificate of the register as to the

number

of days and

the elates of the same, provided for by section 2 of said chapter,

not conclusive upon the auditor.

He may

accept

it

as sufficient

evidence of the services performed by the judge, or he

may satisfy

is

himself in any other proper

way

as to the truth of the matter.

Very respectfully yours,

Hosea M. Kno wlton,

The same person may lawfully hold the
setts

Sir

:

positions of senator of Massachu-

and member of the Board of Education.

To His Excellency Frederic

Dear

Attorney-General.

— The

T.

Mat
Greenhalge, Governor.

14, 1895.

same person may lawfully hold the office of
member of the Board of Education.

senator of Massachusetts and

Article 30 of the Declaration of Eights, which provides, among
other things, that " the legislative department shall never exercise
the executive and judicial powers or either of them,"
to prohibit the Legislature as a
judicial duties.
lature.

The

It has

is

intended

body from exercising executive or

no application to the members of the Legis-

limitations of the individual

members

of the several

departments are carefully guarded by other provisions in the constitution, to wit, chapter 6, article 2, and amendments, article 8.
The specific prohibitions contained in the articles quoted would
be plainly unnecessary

if

article

30 of the Declaration of Rights

was intended to apply to individuals rather than to departments.
There is nothing in the statutes which prevents the appointment
of a member of the Legislature upon the Board of Education.
Very respectfully yours,

Hosea M. Knowlton, Attorney-General.
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providing for the seizure and destruction of diseased cattle, which
its other provisions provides that the owners of cattle afflicted
with tuberculosis shall be paid the full value thereof for food and milk
purposes, without taking into consideration the fact that the animal

bill

among

is

so afflicted,

is in this

respect unconstitutional.

May
To His Excellency Frederic

Dear
ing

Senate

— I have the

Sir:

my

T.

Greenhalge, Governor.

honor to acknowledge your

bill.

letter ask-

opinion upon the constitutionality of certain sections of
Bill

No. 261,

entitled

"An

act relative to inspection of

domestic animals," and to reply thereto as follows

My

22, 1895.

:

—

and 10 of the
These sections respectively amend sections 10 and 45 of
attention

Statutes

of

is

particularly called to sections 3

1894, chapter 491, relating to contagious diseases

among domestic

animals.

Section 3 provides,

among

other things,

that the inspectors provided by Statutes of 1894, chapter 491,

inspect the carcass of

all

slaughtered animals, and

vegetables, produce, fruits or provisions of

ever the carcass of any such animal

is,

inspector, diseased or unfit for food, or

kinds

all

in the

meats,

all
;

may
fish,

and when-

opinion of such

when such meat,

fish,

vegetables, produce, fruit or provisions are found on inspection to

be tainted, diseased, corrupted, decayed or unwholesome, for any
cause, the inspector shall seize and destroy the

same forthwith.

The section further provides for an appeal to the Board
who have, upon such appeal, the jurisdiction of the
with the further provision that
stance seized

same

is

said

Board

inspector

;

finds that the sub-

not unsound or unfit for food,

to be returned to the

The

if

of Health,

it

may

order the

owner.

section further provides that all

moneys received by

said

inspectors or Board of Health for property disposed of as aforesaid shall, after deducting all expenses incurred

by reason of said
owner of said property; "provided, however, that whenever the carcass or meat of any neat cattle is
destroyed under the provisions of this section by reason of the
same being infected by tuberculosis, upon the owner thereof furnishing to the Board of Cattle Commissioners satisfactory evidence
seizure, be paid to the

of the existence of such disease

lie

shall receive the fidl value

of

same for food purposes, without taking into consideration the
fact that the same is then infected with such disease."
Section 11, amending section 45 of the act of 1894, provides
that whenever the Board of Cattle Commissioners, after examina-

the

tion of a case of contagious disease

become

satisfied that the public

among domestic animals,
it, they may cause

good requires

such animals to be killed without appraisal or payment and with-
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section further provides that

"

if

subsequently appear upon post-mortem examination or

shall

otherwise that said animal was free from the disease for which it
was condemned, a reasonable sum therefor shall be paid to the
owner thereof by the Commonwealth provided, however, that
;

whenever any cattle afflicted with the disease of tuberculosis are
killed under the provisions of this section, the full value thereof at
the time of slaughter for food or milk purposes, without talcing into
consideration the fact that the animal at the time of slaughter is
then afflicted ivith such disease, shall be paid to the owner thereof
out of the treasury of the Commonwealth if such animal has been
owned within the State six months continuously prior to its being
killed."

These provisions, so far as they authorize proceedings against
diseased cattle, tainted food, etc., are clearly within the police

powers conferred upon the Legislature by the constitution. The
constitutional question, however, arises upon the provision in
each section, that, when meat unfit for food by reason of tuberculosis is seized, or cattle afflicted

with the same disease are killed,

the owner shall receive full value of the carcass for food or milk

purposes, " without taking into consideration the fact that the

same
It

is

then infected with such disease."

may

well be

animal which

assumed that a carcass which

is afflicted

is

infected or an

with tuberculosis has practically no value

That such was the intention of the
from the provisions of Statutes of
Section 10 of said statute, as amended by
1894, chapter 491.
the bill in question, authorizes the destruction of a carcass whenfor food or milk purposes.

Legislature

is

clearly deducible

ever, in the opinion of the inspector,

food.

for any one to
sell,

it

is

diseased or unfit for

Section 15 of the same chapter makes

for

food,

sell,

it

a penal offence

or to have in his possession with the intent to

any diseased animal or any diseased carcass.

make it a penal
The meat or milk of a

Statutes of 1886, chapter 318, section 2, also
offence to sell the milk of a diseased cow.

cow which has been pronounced unfit for sale by the Legislature,
and the sale of which is made a criminal offence, cannot be
regarded as having any market value.
The sections under consideration, therefore, must be taken to
authorize and require the payment to the owner of a diseased cow
or an infected carcass, which, by the determination of the Legislature, is worthless, a value equivalent to the value of sound cattle or sound meat.
This is not compensation. It is a gift.
If it were provided that the Board having jurisdiction of the
subject matter might condemn all suspected meat or kill all sus-
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uncertain whether the disease existed, the

Legislature might reasonably provide, in the exercise of the police

power given

to

it

by the constitution, that compensation

for cattle

so destroyed should be paid without determining the question of
the existence of disease.

that character.

But the statute

existence of disease or otherwise.
the

first

question

in

not of

is

It provides for a definite adjudication as to the

If this adjudication is

made

in

mav

instance by the inspector or commissioners, an appeal

then be bad to a board of arbitration, or even to a jury, so that
the question of the existence of disease is capable^ of judicial
determination.

This fact having been determined, the

bill

provides that the

"reasonable" compensation for cattle that
prove to be sound, and which were killed under mistake by the
officers.
This is as it should be. But, on the other hand, in
respect to cattle as to which there is a final determination that
they are diseased, and therefore worthless for food and milk pur-

owner

shall receive

poses, the

bill

provides that this fact shall be disregarded in

mating the damage to the owner, although

it is

esti-

a fact which

destroys their value.

The constitution (chapter 1, section 1, article 4) authorizes the
Legislature to impose taxes " to be used and disposed of
for
.

This provision, which

the public service."

substance

in

.

.

not in words

if

is

in

most of the States, has been

the constitutions of

uniformly construed by the courts to restrain the Legislature in
the exercise of its rights of taxation to such purposes as are public

from expenditures which are for the
it has been held that under this
clause a State has the power to spend money for the expenses of
judicial, legislative and executive officers
for the improvement
of coasts and harbors
for the construction of highways, sewers,
in their nature, in distinction

benefit of individuals only.

Thus

;

;

aqueducts,
paupers.

public

On

educational

the other hand,

it

institutions

and the support of

does not authorize the raising of

money by taxation to be divided among the inhabitants of
to make a gift to an individual for his own private use
;

a town

;

to issue

bonds and loan the proceeds on mortgage to the owners of land
the buildings on which had been burned by

corporation to aid

it

in establishing a

fire

;

to loan

money

to a

manufacturing establishment

within the limits of the town making the loan

;

to assist individuals

on particular industries within a town to aid a private
school; to supply needy farmers with seed; or to refund to
individuals the amount paid by them to procure substitutes in the
civil war.
Among the many cases in which these distinctions
have been considered may be cited Lowell v. Boston, 111 Mass.
to carry

;

:
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454; Lowell v. Oliver, 8 Allen, 247, at p. 255 Loan Association
v. Topeka, 20 Wall. 660; Allen v. Jay, 60 Maine, 127; State v.
Osakee, 14 Kan. 415; Opinion of the Justices, 150 Mass. 595;
;

Morse v. Stockton, 1 Allen, 159 Freeland v. Hastings, 10 Allen,
589; Concord R.R. Co. v. Greeley, 17 N. H. 47; Sharpless v.
Mayor of Phila., 21 Penn. St. 147 Whiting v. S. & F. Dul. RE.
Co., 25 Wis. 185; The People v. Salem, 20 Mich. 487; Mead v.
;

;

Acton, 139 Mass. 341

Hanson

v. Vernon, 27 Iowa, 23.
upon which these cases are decided is that
to constitute a public use there must be a direct relation between
the primary object of the appropriation and the public good.
The
object of expenditure must be specifically of a public nature, and
distinct even from such public benefits or interests as arise incidentally from benefits conferred upon individuals.
It is not enough that it may be wise, or incidentally for the

The general

;

principle

interests of the public, that the individuals should be benefited.

As was

said by Wells, J., in Lowell

v.

Boston, " The promotion of

interests of individuals, either in respect of property or. business,

may

advancement of the
and not a
public object.
However certain the resulting good to the general
public, it does not by reason of its comparative importance cease
although

it

public welfare,

to be incidental.

is

result incidentally in the

in its essential character a private

The

incidental advantage to the public or to the

State which results from the promotion of private interests or
prosperity of private enterprises or business does not justify their

by the use of public money raised by taxation, or for which
may become necessary."
Simply stated, the Legislature under our constitution has no
right to take money by taxation from all to enrich one
and it is
of no consequence how meritorious upon general considerations
the position of the recipient may be.
Money raised by taxation
can be used for public purposes only.
aid

taxation

;

Nor

is

the Legislature the final judge of whether the purpose be

The extent and value

of the public use and the wisdom
and propriety of the appropriation are matters exclusively within

public.

the province of the Legislature

posed

is

;

but whether the expenditure pro-

for private or for public objects, in the legal sense,

(Lowell

the determination of the judicial power.

Mass. 446, 463, 473.)
Applying these principles to the
opinion that, in so far as
value in

all

it

bill

v.

in question, I

requires the

is

for

Boston, 111

am

payment of a

of the

fictitious

cases to the owners of cattle killed as diseased, and

consequently worthless,

it is

the benefit of individuals.

an appropriation of public money for
money from the common fund

It takes
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contributed by

all

and confers

citizens,

owners of diseased cattle. This being
exercise of the power of taxation.
It is to be

it

is

tion of a tax.

its

The

being a

bill

directly providing for the imposi-

right of the Legislature to place such an obli-

gation upon the State implies the right to raise

money by taxation

payment of obligations thereby incurred

ton, 111 Mass. 446, 460.)

of

an unauthorized

observed that the constitutionality of a measure does

not depend upon

for the

money

upon such

as a gift

it

so,

37
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(Lowell

v.

Bos-

It is well settled that the disposition

raised by the Legislature

by means of a tax

is

limited to

the purposes for which such a tax

may

(Lowell

If the Legislature has the con-

Oliver, 8 Allen, 255.)

v.

constitutionally be levied.

an obligation upon the Commust first have the legal right to raise money by
Expenditures which must be
taxation to meet this obligation.
provided for by taxation are to be judged of upon the same principles which govern the right of taxation.
It may be said that the bill in question is an exercise by the
Legislature of the police power of the Commonwealth, and as such
may be sustained. There is no doubt of this proposition as to the
main provisions of the bill and I am not called upon to consider

stitutional power, therefore, to place

monwealth,

it

;

whether the bill as a whole is unconstitutional, even if the proBut the exercise
visions under consideration are adjudged bad.
of the police power of the Commonwealth and the promotion of
public health

may be

lawfully exercised in the fullest

without gifts to private individuals.

wisdom determine
tion.

that

it

The

Legislature

shall be so exercised without

(Miller v. Horton, 152 Mass. 540.)

that where property

is

Or

it

manner

may

in its

compensa-

may

provide

taken or destroyed for objects which are in

promotion of the public good, such as prevention of disease, the
prevention of fire and the like, compensation therefor shall be

awarded to the person suffering thereby.
But this is entirely independent of the principal objects of the
It was not necessary to the jurisdiction of the
bill in question.
Legislature that the sections under consideration be incorporated

All its main provisions were within the constitutional
power of the Legislature. These sections cannot therefore be defended as an essential part of the scheme proposed by the bill for
in the bill.

the promotion of public health
It

may

be further suggested that the Legislature has the right to

order such compensation as

it

deems reasonable

to individuals for

the inconvenience and annoyance of having their cattle seized and

destroyed, especially upon suspicion, and
that they are tainted.

It is

when

it

is

not certain

not necessary to determine whether
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the Legislature might not so provide, or even whether

not establish some reasonable

amount

gross

to

might

it

be paid every

owner whose property was taken under the provisions of the

The

difficulty

with the provision in question

is

that

it

explicit terms to require its officers to give to the cattle

sum

money which by

of

bill.

professes in

owner a

other provisions of the same act he clearly

I

and for which the Commonwealth, either in law or
under no obligation to him.
Upon the foregoing principles, and upon such consideration as
have been able to give the matter in the brief time allotted to me,

I

am

has no right

to,

in equity, is

the

constrained to advise your Excellency that the provisions of

bill in

paid the

question which provide that owners of cattle shall be

full

value thereof for food and milk purposes, without

taking into consideration the fact that the animal or carcass
the time of taking infected or afflicted with tuberculosis,

is

is

at

uncon-

stitutional.

Very respectfully yours,

Hosea M. Knowlton,

Any

Attorney- General.

contest which tends to result in substantial injury to one or both of

the contestants, by reason of the character of the weapons used and
the methods of their use,

is

a fight within the meaning of section 15,

chapter 202 of the Public Statutes.

June

Eufus

R.

Dear

Wade,
Sir

:

20, 1895.

Esq., Chief State District Police.

—I

Public Statutes,

have been requested to consider the scope of
chapter 202, section

15,

by
what

relating to fights

and especially how
known as public athletic contests, or sparring exhibitions.
The statute provides substantially that " whoever, by previous

appointment

far the statute applies to

;

are

appointment or arrangement, engages in a fight with another perIt has been suggested that this
statute, which was originally enacted in 1849, was passed with
Pubspecial reference to what are commonly called prize fights.
son," shall be guilty of felony.

lic

now usually conducted, are
may be, therefore, that prize

sparring contests, as

recent origin, and

more especially
a statute
terms.

is

it

in the

said to be of
fighting

minds of those who enacted the law.

was
But

to be construed according to the obvious import of its

Whatever

is

plainly prohibited thereby

must be regarded

as unlawful, whether specifically in contemplation of the Legislature at the time of the enactment of the statute or not.

The
of the

construction of the statute depends upon the signification

word "

fight."

This word

is

defined as

"an

attempt by
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" or, by another au" a contest with natural or other weapons." It may
be claimed that the animus of the contestants is an essential feature in determining whether a contest is a fight but if the definitions above quoted are accurate, and I see no reason to doubt that
they are, the test of what constitutes a fight is not so much the
If the object of the
spirit in which it is engaged as the purpose.
contestant is to injure or disable, by means of natural or other
weapons, and the contest is engaged in for that purpose, it must

adversaries to injure or disable each other

;

thority, as

;

be regarded as a

fight.

While the disposition of the contestants towards each other may
be evidence in determining for what purpose the contest is engaged
It is conceivable that there might be even
in, it is not conclusive.
a prize fight in which the contestants were on friendly terms each
towards the other.

On

the other hand, there might be a contest

with protected gloves in which no damage could reasonably be
expected, where, from rivalry or other causes, the enmity of the
parties

The

would contribute the chief interest

depending upon
weapons used, whether fists or

is

to the exhibition.

question, therefore, whether a given contest

one of

amount

fact,

all

is

a "fight"

the circumstances.

foils,

If the

are so protected that

no

of violence could reasonably be expected to inflict sub-

would not be a fight. But if the
weapons used are unprotected, or so little protected that the obstantial injury, such a contest

vious tendency of their use

opponent,

is

to

disable,

wound

or injure the

such a contest would come within the scope of the

statute.

I

am

of opinion that any contest which, in the opinion of the

jury, tends to result in substantial injury to one or both of the

contestants, by reason of the character of the weapons used and

the method of their use,
statute,

and

if

engaged

is

in

a fight within the meaning of the

by appointment

is

within the prohi-

bition of the statute.

Very

truly yours,

Hosea M. Knowlton, Attorney-General.

Upon

the death of a

member

of Congress representing the

Commonwealth

the governor's duty and right forthwith to issue a warrant for the
election of a member to fill the vacancy.

it is

June

To His Excellency Frederic
Sir

:

T.

21, 1895.

Greenhalge, Governor.

— I understand that my opinion

is

desired as to the proper

course to be taken by the governor in reference to the vacancy in
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a precept for an election should

issue.

been suggested that the governor has no power to act
informed by Congress that a vacancy exists. I do not concur
in this view.
The fact of death is one that usually requires no
particular or formal mode of proof.
This, of course, does not
It has

until

refer to cases where death

death

is

is

Ordinarily, the fact of

in dispute.

recognized by judicial tribunals on their

own

motion, or

upon the suggestion of some person, amicus curiae. Even probate
courts, whose jurisdiction depends upon the fact of death, have
never required proof of the fact. The same principle holds in the
executive department, which is frequently called upon to make
appointments to fill vacancies caused by death. The death of a
person is matter of common knowledge, of which all persons have
the right to take cognizance.

The governor has

This rule applies to the existing
the right to know,

what every one
knows, that the person who was elected to the office has
deceased, and that there is a vacancy. In fact, the governor has
already taken official cognizance of the death of General Cogswell
in a communication to the Legislature announcing the fact.
It
cannot be necessary for the executive department to be informed
by Congress of a fact already known and officially acted upon by

vacancy.
else

that department.
I

am

of opinion, therefore, that

the governor's right

is

it

and

duty forthwith to issue a warrant for the election of a member of
Congress to fill the vacancy occasioned by the death of General
Cogswell.
Statutes of 1893, chapter 417, section 216, provide that in case
of failure at an election to choose a representative in Congress the

governor shall cause precepts to be issued calling for a special
election therefor

on such day as he may appoint.

vides that "if a vacancy occurs in the

office

It further pro-

of representative in

Congress, the governor shall in like manner cause precepts to be
issued for an election of representative in Congress in the district
in

which the vacancy occurs."

It is within the

special election to be held, or direct that

day of the annual State

election.

is

it

either

direct a

shall be held

upon the

Inasmuch as

that Congress will convene until the

the latter course

power of the gov-

He may

ernor to appoint the day of election.

first

it is

Monday

of

not likely

December,

probably the better.

The precedents are
Buffington was elected

The Hon. James
House of Representatives
annual election in November, 1874.

in support of this view.

a

member

of the 44th Congress at the

of the
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March 7, 1875, before the organization of the Congress
was elected. The governor issued a precept for an
election to be held to fill the vacancy, and an election was held
This election was had under the provisions
in November, 1875.

He

died

to which he

of General Statutes, chapter 9, section 6, but

same as the statute now
Very respectfully yours,

substantially the

its

provisions are

in force.

Hosea M. Knowlton, Attorney -General.

rule X. of the civil service rules, enforcing requirements
of age, height and weight in certain classes of the public service,
apply to veterans seeking examination and preference under section

The provisions of

chapter 501, Acts of 1895.
limit established by the civil service rules is to be applied to all
applicants for appointment under section 2, except in the case of
applicants for the appointment to the police force of any city other
1,

The age

than Boston and applicants for appointment to the district police
force.
4, chapter 320, Acts of 1884, as amended by chapter 334,
Acts of 1888, are applicable to the cases of all veterans who file an
application in conformity with the requirements of section 6, chapter
501, Acts of 1895.
Veterans seeking appointment under chapter 501, Acts of 1895, are subject

Sections 3 and

to the provisions of rule VII. of the civil service rules.

may be made in accordance with rule XL. of the
although a veteran has applied for the place, and
has complied with the requirements of chapter 501, Acts of 1895.
EuleXLIIL, providing for promotion by examination, is to be enforced
against a veteran now on the force seeking a higher grade by virtue of

A

reappointment to

office

civil service rules,

chapter 501, Acts of 1895.
Rule XXXVI. providing that where there is no eligible list a pi-ovisional
appointment may be made by examination, cannot be enforced in any
case where a veteran applies, under the provisions of chapter 501,
Acts of 1895, for appointment without examination.
,

A

veteran applying for the position of laborer in Boston or other city, in
the absence of any rule of the Civil Service Commission prescribing
an age or other qualification, must be certified and employed in prefer-

ence to

all

other persons.

July

Hon. Charles Theodore Russell,

Chairman

Dear
your

Sir

:

letter of

5,

1895.

Jr.,

Civil Service Commissioners.

—I

have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of
June 21, asking my opinion on the construction of

"An

act relative to the
Statutes of 1895, chapter 501, entitled
preference of veterans for employment in the public service," and
to reply thereto as follows

:

—
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amendatory of existing legchange or modify previous

It follows that it operates to

laws upon the same subject only so far as

does so expressly or

it

by implication. The statute further recognizes the rules of the
commission which have been approved by the governor and coun-

The

cil.

statute, therefore, is

be construed in view of the

to

existing legislation and of the rules established under

Keeping

in view the statutes

it.

already enacted, and the rules

established by the authority of the same, I proceed to answer the

questions contained in your letter specifically.

" First.

Under

civil service rule

X.

there are certain require-

ments of age, height and weight in certain classes of the public
service.
For instance, in the police force of Boston every applicant must be less than thirty-three years of age (see rule X., pages
55 and 56 of the report of the Civil Service Commission, October, 1894).
The first section of the recent act requires the commissioners
to cause the names of veterans, who having been
examined. and found qualified for the appointment to the position
for which they have applied,' to be placed upon the eligible list,
and to be certified in preference to others and provides that vet'

;

erans so certified

'

shall be appointed in preference to those

are not veterans,' excepting

women.

Under

who

this statute provi-

sion, are the present requirements of civil service rule

X

,

fixing an

age limit in the designated classes, applicable to veterans applying for examination under the section, or has any veteran, without regard to any absolute requirements as to age, weight or
height, a right to apply for and

cation

if

he passes the

requirements of

demand examination, and

examination?

civil service

rule

X. apply

examination and the preference under section

The

certifi-

In other words, do the

section referred to in this question

to veterans seeking
1

is

of the act?"

an amendment of

Statutes of 1884, chapter 320, section 14, clause 6.

The

clause

it

originally stood gave a preference in the appointment to

office

and promotion in office (other qualifications being equal)
but it had reference only to appointments that were

as

to veterans

made

;

after examination.

words " other

The

statutes of this year strike out the

qualifications being equal,"

and make it the duty
names of veterans

of the Civil Service Commission to cause the

who have been examined and found qualified for the position to
which they have applied to be put upon the eligible list in the
order of their respective standing, above the names of all other
persons.

This section
provisions of

is

not to be construed as inconsistent with the

civil service

rule X.,

which was in force

at the time
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which rule prescribes certain
These requirements
are to be taken to be still in force, and applicable to the case of
persons coming within the provisions of section 1. The purpose
and effect of the amendment was merely to repeal the provision in
the 6th clause, that other qualifications should be equal, and to
of

enactment and

its

in force,

is still

requirements as to age, height and weight.

prefer
to

all

all

persons included within the provisions of said section

other persons otherwise qualified for

" Second. Under section
apply for employment under

.the office.

veterans

of the recent act,

2

civil service rule

XII. (that

who
with-

is,

out examination) shall be preferred for certification and appoint-

ment in preference to all other applicants not veterans except
women. The section then contains a proviso, 'that the age limit

now

established by the civil service rules with regard to appoint-

ments

in the police

and prison

service,

lished'

and

This

be applied to such appointments.'

fire

'

departments,

contained in rule X., above referred to.

is

that in that rule (clause c)

it

is

may

age limit now estab-

provided that

You
'

will notice

applicants for

appointment to the police force of any city other than Boston

must be not less than twenty-two nor over forty years of age
and applicants for appointment to the district police force must
;

be not less than twenty-two nor over
time of

filing the application

fifty-five

years of age at the

provided, however, that this limita-

;

tion as to age shall not apply to persons

who

served in the army

or navy of the United States in time of war, and have been honor-

With

ably discharged therefrom.'
of the act of the

and with

rules,'

'

this

the recognition in this section

age limit now established by the

exemption

in the rule of

civil service

an age requirement

of veterans applying for positions on the police force of cities
outside of Boston, and on the district police force, can the age
limit provided in this rule be applied to veterans applying

without

section 2 for appointment,

under

examination, to such posi-

tions?"
Section 2 referred to in the foregoing question relates to vet-

erans

who

desire appointment to office or

employment

in the ser-

vice classified under the civil service rules without having passed

examination.

The age

limit referred to is to

be found in the various

X. of the civil service rules. Clause
c in said rule provides that "in class 3 applicants for appointment to the police force of any city other than Boston must be
not less than twenty-two nor over forty years of age, and applicants for appointment to the district police force must be not
divisions

less

than

time of

and clauses of

rule

twenty-two nor over

filing the

application

;

fifty-five

years of

age

at

the

provided, however, that this limita-

"
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who served
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in the

army

or navy of the United States in time of war, and have been honor-

In

ably discharged therefrom.

all

cases in this class, except the

inspection force of the district police, applicants must be not less

than

five feet

hundred and

seven inches in height and weigh not less than one
thirty-five

pounds."

Construing section 2 of the act
in the clause

proper effect

in

connection with the proviso

above quoted, I am of opinion that, in order to give
to the language of said section 2, it must be held

that the age limit established by the civil service rules

applied to

all

is

to be

applicants for appointment under section 2, except

appointment to the police force of
and applicants for appointment to the

in the case of applicants for the

any

city other than Boston,

being exempt by the terms of clause

district police force, these

above quoted.
" Third. The

civil

service act

c,

(chapter 320 of the Acts of

1884) provides, in sections 3 and 4, that no person habitually
using intoxicating beverages to excess, and no vendor of intoxicating liquor, and no person within one year after conviction of

an offence against the laws of
appointed to, or retained in, any

Commonwealth,

this
office.

be

shall

In view of the new

act,

and especially of the provisions of section 6, defining what shall
sufficient application' by a veteran, can the above-cited pro-

be a

'

visions of the civil service act be applied to, or enforced against,

a veteran filing an application which conforms to the requirements
of this 6th section of the act?"
I

and

am

of the opinion that Statutes of 1884, chapter 320, sections 3

4, as

amended by Statutes of 1888, chapter 334, are applicable
all veterans who file an application in conformity

to the case of

with the requirements of Statutes of 1895, chapter 501, section H.
Upon the principle already stated, inasmuch as the act under consideration

is

amendatory,

all

civil service rules, are in force,

fied or

existing legislation, including the

excepting so far as they are modi-

There

repealed by the statute of this year.

is

nothing

in

section 6 of the latter act, or in any part of the act, which repeals or

modifies in any

" Fourth.

way

Statutes of 1884, chapter 320, sections 3 and 4.

Civil service rule VII. requires as

cation residence of a year in the
service is sought, of six

application.

Can

months

an absolute

in

such

city,

city

before filing the

examnew act,

this rule be applied to veterans seeking

ination, or appointment without examination, under this

or does the act abrogate the rule as to them

This question

qualifi-

Commonwealth, and where

differs

?

from question three

in that there

were

certain prohibitions contained in Statutes of 1884, to which said
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while, on the other hand, the present question

;

which prescribes cerwhich are not found in any
existing statute.
But I cannot doubt that the Board clearly had
the right to adopt rule VII. under the provisions of Statutes of
1884, chapter 320, section 2, and that the governor and council

relates to rule VII. of the civil service rules,

tain qualifications for appointment

it.
The question is, whether persons seekappointment
under
the
act of 1895, either with examination
ing
under the provisions of section 1 or without examination under the

could properly approve

provisions of section 2, are subject to the provisions of this rule.

There

is

tion 1.

no reference to any rule of the
In section 2 there

civil service rules in sec-

a direct reference to the civil service

is

rules, with the proviso

which has already been recited.

language of section 2

is

employment

application for

shall be preferred for certification

civil service

and appointment

to all other applicants not veterans, except

now

women

rules,

in preference

provided that

;

established by the civil service rules with regard

to appointment in the police and prison service and

ments may be applied

The second

accordance

in the public service, in

with the second section of rule XII. of the

the age limit

The exact

"Veterans who have made

as follows:

depart-

fire

to such appointments."

section of rule XII. of the civil service rules pro-

vides as follows

:

" Any veteran desiring, under Statutes of 1887,
office or employment in the service

chapter 437, appointment to
classified

under the

without having passed any

civil service rules

examination provided therein, shall
appointment, stating on oath,
post-office address

;

first,

second, the

file

an application for said

his full

office

desires appointment without having passed

vided for by the

civil service act

name, residence and

he seeks

third, that

;

he

any examination pro-

or the rules thereunder

;

fourth,

army or navy of the United States in time of
fifth, that he
the war of the rebellion, and discharge therefrom

his services in the

;

has not suffered loss of limb, or other physical impairment, which
incapacitates

;

sixth, his citizenship

;

seventh, that he does not

beverages to excess, and

habitually use intoxicating

is

not a

vendor of intoxicating liquor eighth, that he has not within one
year been convicted of any offence against the laws of this Com;

Such application must be supported by

monwealth.

that the applicant has

veterans.

or

if

Commonwealth

for an office or

employment

in the

or of the city of Boston, shall be

the office of the commissioners in Boston

employment of any

certificates

the qualifications required by law of

Such application,

service of the
filed in

all

city other than

Boston,

the local board of examiners in such city."

it

;

if

for an office

shall be filed

with

"
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This rule makes it incumbent upon the veterans desiring employment without passing examination to conform to the second section of rule XII. of the civil service rules, and when they have
done so they shall be preferred for certification and appointment
above all other applicants not veterans, except women, with the
This being so,

limitations contained in the proviso.

it

follows,

upon the principles already stated, that applicants are subject to
The same is true of applicants under section 1.
rule VII.
" Fifth. In several of the classified offices there is a fixed term
of office. District police officers hold for three years. In six of
our cities, Lynn, Salem, Newburyport, Fitchburg, Taunton and
Northampton, the police officers hold for the term of one year.
By recent statute the term of office of the police officers of Haverhill is

In recognition of

fixed for four years.

XL. (page

this fact, civil ser-

No

examination shall be
required upon a reappointment of any person to the same office.'
This rule has had its intended effect in allowing the governor to
vice rule

65) provides

reappoint district police

officers,

'

:

and the mayors of these

cities

to reappoint police officers without examination, or civil service

application en the part of

and

arises,
if

:

of a person not a veteran, be made,

who has

any veteran

The question now
Can such reappointment,

the incumbent.

addressed by us to you

is

if

there

is

under

this act

applied for the position and complied with

the requirements of the act

?

Rule XL. provides that " no examination shall be required upon
the reappointment of any person to the same office." This rule,
it is

was intended to allow the governor to reappoint district
and the mayors of the various cities to reappoint

said,

police officers,

police

without

officers

various terms of

office.

examination at the expiration of their

There

is

no express provision

in Statutes

amendment thereof, establishing any such rule.
has been made by the commissioners under the authority

of 1884, or the
It

given them by section 2 of said act
that

;

and I am of the opinion

stands upon the same ground as the case considered under

it

the fourth question, and that, upon a reappointment to the office

named,

if

plied with

a

veteran has applied for the place

and has com-

the requirements of the act of 1895, the appointing

power may, nevertheless, reappoint the person whose term has
expired.

"

XLIII. provides for promotion by
and provides that,
made
promotion
shall
be
by successive
such
as practicable,

Sixth.

Civil service rule

competitive or non-competitive examination
so far

grades.
police

;

This rule in practicable operation affects mainly the

and

fire

forces, especially of Boston,

where the forces are

"
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Can

and chances of promotion correspondingly great.

now

rule be enforced against a veteran

this

in the force seeking the

higher grade by promotion under the preference secured by this
act, with or without

examination

?

XLIII. provides for promotion by competitive
and non-competitive examination, and provides that, so far as
practicable, such promotion shall be made by successive grades.
Civil service rule

The question
eran now on

is,

whether

enforced against a vet-

this rule is to be

the force seeking a higher grade, by this act, with

or without examination.

I

am

of opinion that

must be so con-

it

sidered.

w Seventh.

Under

that where there

is

civil

rule

service

no suitable

ment may be made by competitive
This

tion.

frequently the case

is

required, or when,

it

provided

is

or non-competitive examina-

when

special qualifications are

no

as in smaller cities,

this rule be enforced in

XXXVI.

eligible list a provisional appoint-

eligible list exists.

any case where a veteran,

Can

filing the certifi-

cates provided under section 6 of the act, applies for appointment

certified

Under
is

examination?

the position, without

to

Must such veteran be

and appointed?"
civil service rule

no suitable

XXXVI.

it is

eligible list a provisional

provided that where there
appointment may be made

by competitive or non-competitive examination. The question is,
whether this rule can be enforced in any case where a veteran,
filing the certificate

provided under section 6 of the act, applies

for appointment without examination.

I

am

of the opinion that

it

cannot, for the reason that, upon the application of a veteran in

accordance with the provisions of the act of 1895,
longer be said that there

is

no suitable

eligible list,

it

can no

and so the

rule

to that extent fails.

Under

"Eighth.

civil service rule

XLV.

provision

is

the registration of laborers in Boston and other cities.

made

for

Neither

an age limit nor an examination is required by the rules. In
cases, however, where the labor requires strong and active
men, the employing department has been accustomed to call for an

many
age

limit, as a special qualification in the requisition for laborers

;

and the commissioners, believing the requirement to be bona Jide,
have recognized it. Have the commissioners, under this new
statute, any right to recognize an age limit in a requisition for
laborers in Boston, if veterans are on the labor rolls seeking cerMust veterans, applying for city
tification and employment?
labor, be certified and employed in preference to all other persons,
if they have filed the statement and certificates required by section
6 of the act

"
?
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of the opinion, for the reasons already stated in reply to

the previous questions, that veterans applying for such labor, in
the absence of any rule of the Civil Service Commission prescrib-

ing an age limit, must be certified and employed in preference to
other persons,

all

if

they

file

the statements

and

certificates re-

quired by section 6 of the act.
I

have the honor to be,

Very

respectfully, your obedient servant,

Hosea M. Knowlton, Attorney-General.

duty of the examining board appointed by chapter 508, Acts of
approve any and all patterns of ballot boxes which comply
with the requirements of section 123, chapter 417, Acts of 1893.

It is the

1895, to

July

Hon. William M. Olin, Secretary of

Dear
your

Sir

:

—I

letter of the

the

19,

1895.

Commonwealth.

have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of
11th inst., requesting

my

opinion as to the con-

and
whether under the statute it is the duty of the examining Board
to approve any and all patterns of ballot boxes submitted to it
which in its judgment shall comply with the requirements of
Statutes of 1893, chapter 417, section 123, or whether the Board
struction to be given Statutes of 1895, chapter 508, section 2

;

shall approve only boxes 'of a single pattern which in its opinion
comply most fully with said requirements.
In my opinion, it was not the intention of the Legislature to
limit the Board in its approval to a single pattern of ballot box.
Such is not the plain intent of the language used. If the Board
finds that several patterns fully comply with the requirements
specified,

it

may

in its discretion

approve

all

such patterns.

was the intention of the Legislature to commit the whole matto the discretion and sound sense of the officers who consti-

It
ter

tute the commission,

having regard not only to the requirements

specified in Statutes of 1893, but also to the obvious fact that the

ballot boxes are liable to be used by people unaccustomed to the
working of machines, and to the further fact that the practice of
fraud in many places is to be expected, and must be guarded
against.
Keeping these considerations in view, the duty of the
Board, in my opinion, is to approve any and all patterns of ballot
boxes which, when put in practical use, in its opinion will fulfil

the requirements of the statute.

Yours very

truly,

Hosea M. Knowlton, Attorney-General.
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Water Board,

position of auditor and accountant of the Metropolitan

The

established by chapter 488 of the Acts of 1895, does not fall within the
classified service of the Civil Service

Commission.
Aug.

2,

1895.

Hon. Charles Theodore Russell,

Chairman

Dear

Sir

:

—

Civil Service Commission.

have the honor to acknowledge your commu-

I

July 29, requesting

nication of

my

opinion upon the question

whether the position of auditor and accountant of the Metropolitan

Water Board,

within

established by Statutes of 1895, chapter 488,

the classified service,

is

and whether the person occupying

that position should be appointed in accordance with the rules of

your Board.
It appears

with your

of the Water Board, submitted
commission proposes to appoint a

by the communication

letter,

that that

person as auditor and accountant.

The

duties of such officer will

be to organize and be at the head of the department of accounts.

These accounts will involve the expenditure of several millions of
The person to be appointed will have the
dollars per annum.
immediate oversight of the proper accounting for the expenditures, the scrutiny of contracts and agreements and the classificaThe person
tion and comparison of classes of work and supplies.
to be appointed will be required to give a bond with sureties for
the sum of ten thousand dollars, and it is expected that his duties
will include the disbursing of sums of money from time to time
It is also stated by the Water Board that the
for that amount.
person occupying the position in question should be " a man of
such experience, breadth of view and skill in organization and
classification that his system of accounts may be convenient for
the use of the engineering department in estimating cost of future
work from work already clone, and for the analysis of elements of
economy on work in progress."
It is not pretended that the officer to be appointed comes within
the classified service unless he

of the civil service rules.

is

included in schedule

Said schedule

A

A of

rule 6

includes " clerks and

other persons, of whatever designation, rendering service as copyists,

recorders, book-keepers, agents or any clerical, recording or

similar service."
I

am

of opinion that the officer proposed to be appointed by the

Water Board does not come within the scope
said schedule.

for he

is

He

is

of the language of

certainly not within the letter of the rule,

neither a copyist, recorder, book-keeper or like agent,

nor are his services

clerical.
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But as well upon a broader view of the question, and taking
it cannot be
one whose duties are of organization and supervision, and who is called upon to have charge of the contracts of
the Board and to disburse money as well, is an officer who could

into consideration the obvious intent of the rules,

fairly said that

properly be selected under the rules of examination of the Civil

No

Commission.

Service

form of examination would tend to

the qualifications of an applicant for such a position.

establish

He belongs rather to the class of officers who are to be selected in
view of their general experience, reputation and skill, as all principal officers and heads of departments are and must always be
selected.

While the question
opinion of

my

is

not in

all

learned predecessor,

respects identical, yet the

Mr. Pillsbury, given Oct.

1892, holding that the position of superintendent of water

12,

of Boston is not within the classified service, has
been of much assistance to me in coming to the conclusion above

inspectors

stated.

Respectfully yours,

Hose a M. Knowlton, Attorney-General.

Section

3,

chapter 465, Acts of 1895, applies only to officers commissioned

after the passage of the act and to officers so commissioned

whose

grade and date of commission are the same.
In the case of three commissions of the same grade and date, the holder
of one having served two years in the army, the holder of one of the
others having served three years in the navy, and the holder of the
third having served four years in the volunteer militia, the first has
seniority in rank over the second, and the second seniority over the
third.
in the case of two officers previous service in the army or navy has
been the same, their seniority is to be determined by the regulations
of the army and navy respectively applicable to such cases.
officer who resigns and is afterwards recommissioned with the same
rank is the junior of another officer who in the interim has been commissioned with such rank.

Where

An

Aug.
Maj.-Gen.

Dear
your

Samuel Dalton,
Sir

:

8, 1895.

Adjutant- General.

—I

letter of

have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of
June 25, asking my opinion as to the proper con-

struction of Statutes of 1895, chapter 465, section 3.

Your

first

question

is,

whether said section applies only to

officers
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whose present grade and commission date the same. The seccommissioned after the
passage of the act and to officers so commissioned whose grade
and date of commission are the same that is to say, in commissions issued after the passage of the act on the same day and for
the same grade the rank is not to be determined by lot unless
there has been no previous military service. " If there has been
tion in question applies only to officers

;

such service, the rank

is not to be determined by lot.
Your second question is, if A had served two years in the army,
B three years in the navy and C four years in the volunteer

which would take precedence in case of three commissions
same grade and date ? The language of the last sentence
of section 3 is somewhat obscure
but, upon consideration of the
whole statute, I am of the opinion that it must be taken as meaning that seniority shall depend upon the character rather than the
length of the service. There is no reference to the length of service, and it seems to declare quite explicitly that the three classes
of service are to be considered in the order named as establishing
militia,

of the

;

seniority.

This being so,

the senior and

C

it

follows that in the given case

A is

the junior.

Your third question is, " Does the sentence as in the army or
navy of the United States mean that credit be given for such
service, and also that the service is to be counted by the same
methods and custom as are employed in the army, as stated in the
'

'

army regulations ?

"

T

am

of opinion that the intention of the act

where the previous service in the army or navy has been
the same in the case of two given officers, seniority shall be determined by the regulations of the army and navy respectively applicable to such case that is to say, in case A and B have each
served two years in the army, their relative rank would be determined by the army regulations of the United States ; so in case of
two persons who have had equal previous service in the navy.
is that,

;

Your fourth question, briefly stated, is, whether one who held a
commission which he resigned and who was afterwards again commissioned with the same rank, would be the senior of another officer
who had been commissioned to the same rank prior to the date of
the last commission of the first named. This question is not within
the statute you quote.
Statutes of 1895, chapter 465, have no
application to the state of facts suggested in this question

am

of opinion that the seniority

;

but I

to be determined

by the age
of the existing commission, where there was a break in commission between the existing commission and a prior one.
Very respectfully yours,
is

Hosea M. Knowlton, Attorney-General.
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to issue a proclamation for the establishing

of a State institution or an addition to a State institution except
so authorized by statute.

Aug.

To His Excellency Frederic

when

15, 1895.

Greenhalge, Governor.

T.

—

Dear Sir:
I have examined the questions stated in the letter
from Elizabeth Gr. Evans, secretary of the trustees of the Lyman
I know
School, to your Excellency, and beg to reply as follows.
of no authority which the governor has to issue a proclamation
for the establishing of a State institution or an addition to a
State institution except when so specially authorized by statute.
In the case referred to by Mrs. Evans the proceedings were under
Similar
the authority of Statutes of 1884, chapters 322 and 323.
authority was conferred upon the governor by the original statute
establishing the State
ter 165, section 3).

Reform School

(vid. Statutes of 1847, chap-

Statutes authorizing such proclamations have

usually been passed by the Legislature, when, owing to delay in
erection or completion of buildings,

The

would be impossible to

it

a time in advance for the occupancy of

new

fix

or additional buildings.

plan, therefore, proposed by Mrs. Evans, seems to be imprac-

ticable.

So far as I have examined the matter, I do not see how boys
under sentence to the Reform School can be placed elsewhere,
even in quarters hired for the purpose by the trustees. If, however, without expense to the

Commonwealth, the

the exigencies of the case, see

fit

trustees, to

meet

to hire or purchase additional

it would seem to be a practicable solution of the difficulwhich now press upon them and I doubt if any serious trouble
would arise. The boys under sentence to the Lyman School who
were transferred to such unauthorized quarters might perhaps

buildings,

ties

;

escape therefrom without being liable
I apprehend

that

civilly

or criminally,

but

even this contingency will not give serious

trouble.

This, however,
ter referred to

is

not within the scope of the inquiry in the

me, and I only

cal consideration of the trustees in their present difficulties.

plan they propose, while

it is

let-

offer the suggestion for the practi-

The

unauthorized by law and cannot be

recognized by the governor, is yet one which the trustees
may, perhaps, well take the responsibility of, if they think the
exigency so serious that great harm is liable to result from the

officially

present condition of things.

Very respectfully,

Hosea M. Knowlton,

Attorney- General.
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statute authorizing the issue of bonds with the
principal and interest payable in gold coin of the United States or its

Under authority of a

equivalent, no legal right exists to issue bonds payable interchange-

ably in denominations of dollars or pounds sterling.

Aug.

Hon.

Edward

Dear

Sir

:

P.

Shaw, Treasurer

— I am

22, 1895.

of the Commonwealth.

in receipt of a

memorandum from your

stating the following question, viz.:

"By

office,

a provision of section

17 of chapter 488 of the Acts of 1895, the bonds to be issued
shall have the principal and interest made payable

thereunder

'

thereon in gold coin of the United States of America or its
I have the honor to ask if, in your opinion, the bonds
equivalent.'

contemplated to be issued under said section 17

made payable
ably, that

is

may

properly be

in denominations of dollars or sterling interchange-

to say, in pieces

made payable

either as $1,000 or

£205-9-9, the latter being the exact equivalent of $1,000 in gold
coin of the United States of America, at the legal par rate of
exchange of the United States at $4.8665 for each pound sterling,
as adopted by Massachusetts in chapter 110 of the Acts of 1882."
I am of the opinion that your authority is limited to the use of
the language of the statute, and that the bonds to be issued thereunder must be expressed to be paid "in gold coin of the United
The word equivalent must be taken to
States or its equivalent."

mean such

other

money

market value with gold.

of payment is of equal
The Commonwealth has no power to

as at the time

establish a currency or to fix the value of foreign currency.

constitution of the United States, are

of these, under the

prerogative of Congress.

Foreign money of any kind

is

Both
the

merchan-

and is not currency in the United States. It differs
from other merchandise only by reason of the fact that under the
The Commonwealth of
constitution Congress may fix its value.
Massachusetts has no authority to establish the value of English

dise only,

money.
Your memorandum

refers to Statutes of 1882, chapter 110; but

that statute does not assume to fix the value of foreign currency.
It

only adopts the value established by Congress for the " ac-

counts, entries and records " of the treasurer and auditor.

doubtful whether so

much was

It is

necessary, and whether the act of

Congress was not binding upon those officers with reference to
and records. But, whether that be so or not, the
statute cannot be taken to have fixed the value of foreign currency
that was done by Confor the Commonwealth of Massachusetts
While it is not
gress, acting under its constitutional power.
their accounts

;
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probable that a different value will be established by Congress,
within the power of that body to do so at any time.
you put into bonds issued by you a computation of the value
of the same in English money (which is what your proposition
amounts to) such a proceeding would bind the Commonwealth to
pay its indebtedness in merchandise, to wit, foreign money, at a
value which might not be its established value at the time of the
maturity of the bonds. Without doubt the Legislature might
A
authorize you to make such a contract but it has not done so
bond containing such a contract, therefore, would be beyond your

yet

it is

If

,

;

authority as treasurer.

But, independently of the foregoing considerations, I do not
think you have the right to

make

contracts in behalf of the

Com-

anything but the lawful and established currency of

monwealth
the United States, unless so
in

specifically authorized

by the Legisla-

Congress, acting under the authority of the constitution,
early declared that the money of the United States should be ex-

ture.

pressed in dollars, dimes and cents.

rency of the nation.

While

this

These coins are the cur-

law applies in terms only to the

accounts of the United States, and does not prohibit citizens of
States

from making contracts expressed in foreign money, it
my judgment, be not only unpatriotic,

would, notwithstanding, in

but unauthorized, for the State, without express authority of the
Legislature, to incorporate in the contracts of the

Commonwealth

any expression of the money of other nations. I am told that, if
the course you suggest could lawfully be adopted, the proposed
loan might be placed at better figures and with more profit to the
Commonwealth but it would be a profit acquired at the expense
of the dignity of the Commonwealth, and by means of a transac;

tion which in

my

judgment should only be entered into with the

sanction of the Legislature.

suggested that the bonds of the Commonwealth have herefrom time to time been expressed in foreign money. So
far as my attention has been called to the matter, this has never
been clone without express authority of the Legislature, either specifically authorizing the contracts to be expressed in pounds sterling or in " such currency as the governor and council should
It is

tofore

approve" (vid. Statutes of 1865, chapter 32 1868, chapters 51,
333 1869, chapter 450 1874, chapter 391).
In all of the above statutes, which were passed at a period in
the history of the nation when its credit and financial position were
less firmly established, there was incorporated express authority
The absence of any such
to make contracts in foreign money.
provision in the statute now under consideration must, I think, be
;

;

;
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by the Legislature that

not

it is

now

necessary or becoming that the contracts of the Commonwealth
shall be

expressed other than in the currency of the nation.

Yours respectfully,

Hosea M. Knowlton,

An employee on

Attorney- General.

the police force of the Metropolitan Park Commission,

although a veteran of the
sion for reasons which to

civil
it

war, can be discharged by the commis-

are satisfactory.

Aug.
H.

S.

Carruth,

—I

Dear Sir
me

:

23, 1895.

Secretary.

am

in

receipt

of

your

letter of

August

20,

that, for the purpose of reducing the force in the

informing

employ of the Metropolitan Park Commission, the Board has
selected certain

men

to be discharged, including

veteran of the late war,

My

opinion

is

who was employed on

among

others a

the police force.

asked as to whether you have the right to discharge

him.

no doubt that the Board has authority to discharge mempolice force for any cause satisfactory to it.
The
Board has power to employ and make rules and regulations to
govern its police force. This implies the power of discharge
(Statutes of 1893, chapter 407, section 4).
The only duty of the
commission with reference to the discharge of employees is to
report the fact to the Civil Service Commissioners (Statutes of
I have

bers

of

its

1884, chapter 320, section 22).

Yours respectfully,

Hosea M. Knowlton, Attorney -General.

Section 10, chapter 496, Acts of 1895, provides for compensation to owners of cattle taken by the Cattle Commissioners, provided the animal

"has been owned within the State six months continuously prior to its being killed." It is not necessary, under the
statute, that the animal should be kept within the State, provided it
in question

is

owned

here.

Sept.

Frederick H. Osgood,

Dear Sir

:

— Your

4,

1895.

Esq., Chairman.

letter of the

26th ultimo, asking

my

opinion

as to the construction of Statutes of 1895, chapter 496, section 10,
is

received.

stated in your letter is, whether the words, " if
such animal has been owned within the State six months contin-

The question
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uously prior to

its

owned and kept

being killed," are to be taken to mean both

in the State

many owners

letter, that

[Jan.

in other States, into

the fact being, as stated in your

;

of cattle in Massachusetts

which they turn

own

pastures

their cattle, returning

them

to Massachusetts in the fall.

The

amendatory of Statutes of 1894,
made for compensation to owners of cattle under similar cases, whenever such
animal had " been within the State six months continuously prior
statute in question is

chapter 491, section 45, in which provision was

to

The

being killed."

its

statute

of

this

year amended the

1894 by inserting the word "owned," so that the
expression under the present statute is, " has been owned within

statute of

the State," instead of the expression in the statute of last year,

" has been within the State."

"Owned

"owned [by a person]
the law stood last year, the clause " within

within the State" signifies

As

within the State."

"has been." In the present
"has been owned," and relates to

the State" modified the predicate

law

it

modifies the predicate

the place of ownership and not the place of keeping.

This,

it

is

true, is a radical

of the statute of last year, and

change from the letter and spirit
it may be urged that the consider-

ations which led the Legislature to limit compensation to such
cattle as

had been kept within the State for six months before

being killed by the commissioners should apply to the law as

now

stands

;

for, if

it

place of ownership only be considered, a

may

resident of Massachusetts

purchase cattle in another State,

keep them there for six months, and then, having brought them
into the State afflicted with tuberculosis, recover compensation
for their killing.

But

an argument as to what the law
The wisdom of the law does not
The Legislature saw
into the discussion as to its meaning.
its wisdom, to decree that cattle owned within the State for
this consideration is rather

should be than as to what
enter
fit,

in

six

months should not be

it is.

kept prior to their killing.
the expression, in

my

Very

killed without compensation,

No

judgment,

wherever

other consistent construction of
is

possible.

respectfully yours,

Hosea M. Knowlton,

Attorney-General.
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Concerning the validity of the commission issued Feb. 20, 1862, to Lieut.Col. Charles W. Whelden, of the Thirty -first Mass. Volunteers, by
His Excellency Gov. John A. Andrew.
Sept.

To His Excellency Frederic

Dear

Sir:

—

I

T.

4, 1895.

Greenhaxge, Governor.

have the honor to acknowledge your communi-

referring to me " the case of Lieutenant-Colonel
den's commission " for my opinion.
cation,

It appears,

Whel-

from the voluminous correspondence and records

W. Whelden
by His Excellency Governor Andrew, as lieutenant-colonel of the
This comThirty-first Mass. Volunteers, to date Feb. 20, 1862.
mission was duly signed by Governor Andrew and Oliver Warner,
Secretary of State, and, I assume, was duly sealed. This commission was enclosed in an envelope directed to Lieutenant-Colonel Whelden, and with others was sent to Colonel Gooding, the
colonel of the regiment, in New Orleans, La., and was received
by him (Colonel Gooding) in July, 1862. At the time of the
submitted, that a commission was issued to Charles

receipt of the package containing the commission in question Colo-

Whelden was absent, and Colonel Gooding returned it to GovAndrew with a letter dated Aug. 21, 1862, declining to
transmit it to Lieutenant-Colonel Whelden. The commission
thus returned was received at the executive office and opened by
Col. A. G. Browne, the military secretary of Governor Andrew,
Nov. 6, 1862, who endorsed the fact that he had opened it upon
the envelope.
No action was taken upon the commission, but it
remained in the executive department and was finally deposited in
nel

ernor

the so-called " Shoe-string Library" in the State House, together

with the correspondence relating to the same, where
is in

the

Many
them

same envelope

which

it

was sent

it

now

is.

It

to Louisiana.

other factors appear in the correspondence, but none of

are, in

From

in

my

judgment, relative to the issue now presented.
it clearly appears that all the acts

the facts above stated,

and formalities necessary

to the

commission of Lieutenant-Colonel

Whelden were done by Governor Andrew. The appointment was
made by him, the commission prepared, signed, sealed and transmitted to be delivered to him.

In

my

opinion, these acts estab-

beg leave to refer to a discussion of the question in an opinion relating to the appointment
of justices of the peace, sent to your Excellency from this office
under date of March 29, 1894, in which the authorities pertinent
lish the validity of the

commission.

I

to the question were cited and considered.
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possible ground for holding that the commission did

not take effect was the fact that Colonel Gooding did not deliver
it

to Lieutenant-Colonel "Whelden, but returned

It is doubtful whether,

even

if

it

to the governor.

the governor had so desired, after

having taken the steps which have been recited, he could have
recalled the commission.

investure of office

Indeed,

it

might well be urged that the

was complete when the commission was duly

signed and sealed.

But that question does not arise in this case. The commission
was not recalled by Governor Andrew. Colonel Gooding was only
authorized to deliver it, and had no authority to return it. Even
had the governor been disposed to recall the commission, he did
not do so. It does not appear that any action was taken by him
in relation to it.
It was merely opened by his private secretary,
and remained without retransmission in the archives of the office.
Granting that the governor might have revoked the commission, it
appears that no effectual steps were taken to do so, and that no

was taken by the executive in relation to the commission
was transmitted in the manner above stated.

action
after

it

commission belongs to Lieutenantmay be done the military
records should be amended to conform to the truth.
It follows, therefore, that the

Colonel Whelden, and that so far as

Very respectfully yours,
Hosea M. Knowlton, .Attorney -General.

A town voting

to purchase an existing water supply and to issue bonds

payment

thereof, under the provisions of sections 27 and 28
of chapter 27, Public Statutes, is bound by such provisions of said
chapter as are general in nature, including those in relation to the
creation of sinking funds although the bonds are valid, even if the

for the

;

town does not

establish a sinking fund.
Sept.

Hon. E.

Sir
inst.

,

"1.

:

P.

—I

If a

town votes

to

:

—

purchase an existing water supply

plant, and to issue bonds for the

the

payment

necessary that the town shall

payment of said bonds under

section 9

?

1895.

have the honor to acknowledge your favor of the 4th

containing the following questions

thereof, under the pro-

visions of the Public Statutes, chapter 27, sections 27
it

13,

Sha.w, Treasurer of the Commonwealth.

establish

a

and 28,

is

sinking fund for

the provisions of chapter 29,

"
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If in such a case the

fund, are the bonds valid

town does not

establish a sinking

?

In replying thereto I have to say

—

:

Public Statutes, chapter 27, sections 27 and

1.
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28, are sub-

stantially a re-enactment of Statutes of 1870, chapter 93.

Statutes, chapter 29, section 9,

was

first

Statutes of 1870, chapter 93, was an act to

1875, chapter 209.

authorize cities and towns to purchase water plants.

among

Public

enacted in Statutes of

how

It

provided,

and towns might vote to exercise
the right granted them of purchasing water plants, and in what
manner bonds might be issued in payment thereof. It provided
that in the case of towns the right of purchase should not be
other things,

exercised without the

cities

consent of a majority of the selectmen,

sanctioned and ratified by a majority of the voters present and
voting thereon at a legal meeting

;

and that bonds might be issued

redeemable at any time not exceeding twenty years from date.
Statutes of 1875, chapter 209, was a general act

and

with debts of

all

kinds.

"to

It provided that debts should be incurred

only by a vote of two-thirds of the voters of a town.

made

regulate

This act purported to deal

limit municipal indebtedness."

It also

provision for the period of time for which bonds might be

issued, especially providing that debts incurred in supplying the

inhabitants with pure water might be

made payable

at a period

not exceeding thirty years.
It will

be observed that in the particulars specified, at

provisions of Statutes of 1875 were
Statutes of 1870.
indicate that

water rights.
itants

of

it

There was nothing

least, the

inconsistent with those
in the

of

terms of the act to

did not include debts incurred for the purchase of

On

the other hand, debts for supplying the inhab-

exempt from
For example, the limit of

a town with pure water were expressly

certain general provisions of the act.

indebtedness was by section 10 declared not to be applicable to

water debts.

had been no subsequent action by the Legismight well have been presumed that Statutes of 1875,
being general in their nature, and applicable to debts of all kinds,
superseded the provisions of Statutes of 1870, chapter 93, in so
If, therefore, there

lature,

it

far as they

But,

were inconsistent therewith.

when

the statutes of the

Commonwealth were

revised by

commissioners and consolidated into Public Statutes, both
these acts were brought forward and made a part of the Public
the

Statutes, as above stated.
Both, therefore, must be taken as
independent and co-existing statutes one (chapter 27) relating to
;

a particular form of municipal indebtedness, the other (chapter
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29) relating to municipal indebtedness in general.
the true rule of construction, I apprehend,

is this

[Jan.

This being so,

"When the pro-

:

visions of the particular statute conflict with those of the general
statute, they are in force as to the particular

form of municipal

indebtedness with reference to which they are enacted, and are not

On

superseded by the general provisions.

other hand,

the

all

provisions in the general act which are not inconsistent with the
particular act

must be held

to be in

force

as

to

forms of

all

indebtedness, including debts created under the authority of the
particular statute.

For example, chapter 29 provides that indebtedness

shall

be

incurred only by a two-thirds vote of the inhabitants of a town

;

chapter 27 provides that debts for the purchase of a water supply

may

be incurred by a majority vote.

consistent,

must both stand

These provisions, being inand chapter 27 must in this respect

;

be taken to be an exception to the general provision of chapter 29.

Again, chapter 29 provides that debts incurred for supplying the
inhabitants of a town with pure water may be made payable at a
period not exceeding thirty years by chapter 27 debts incurred
;

for the purchase of a water plant

ceeding twenty years.

must be redeemable

in not ex-

Here, again, the general provisions of

must be taken as not applicable to debts incurred
under the authority of chapter 27.

chapter 29

On

the other

hand,

chapter 29, section

creation of a sinking fund,

is

general in

its

9,

providing for the

terms, and

may

prop-

forms of municipal indebteddoes not apply to debts created

erly be held to be applicable to all

ness.
I see no reason why it
under the provisions of chapter 27.

This view

is

strengthened by the fact that another important

provision of chapter 29, to wit, that fixing the limit of municipal

indebtedness,

is

expressly declared not to be applicable to debts

There can be
no doubt that debts created for the purpose of a water supply,
under the provisions of chapter 27, are debts incurred for the supply of pure water, and as such are exempt from the provisions of
law relating to the limit of municipal indebtedness.
But such provisions of chapter 29 as are general in their nature,
created for supplying inhabitants with pure water.

including those in relation to the creation of sinking funds, are, in

my

judgment, applicable to

all

forms of municipal indebtedness,

including debts created under the authority of Public Statutes,

chapter 27.
2.

It is expressly

provided in Public Statutes, chapter 29, by

section 16, that the restrictions contained in the chapter

not exempt a city or town from

its

liability to

"

shall

pay debts con-
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lawfully expend money."

This section was undoubtedly intended to relieve the creditor from
any responsibility or interest in the observance by the town of the
statutory provisions limiting and regulating municipal indebtedIt follows that, inasmuch as debts created for the purchase
ness.
of a water supply are " contracted for purposes for which it may
lawfully expend money," the town is liable for the payment

thereof, notwithstanding the fact that

it

has not created a sinking

fund.

The

provisions with relation to sinking funds are for the benefit

of the taxpayer rather than the creditor

;

and

it is

expressly pro-

vided by section 17 of chapter 29 that taxpayers may enforce the
Excepting so far as the sinking fund adds
provisions of the law.
to the practical security of the debt, I do not see how a purchaser
of the bonds

interested in

is

Yours very

its

establishment.

truly,

Hosea M. Knowlton,

Attorney- General.

*

The building committee of the Medfield Insane Asylum has
to compromise disputed claims for expenses incurred

legal authority
in the erection

of the buildings.
Oct.

W.

5,

1895.

O. Blaney, Esq.,

Chairman Building Committee

Dear

Sir

:

—

I

Medfielcl

Insane Asylum.

understand the facts upon which you ask my
who has done work upon the

opinion to be that a contractor,

asylum buildings or grounds, claims a large additional amount
above his contract for work done by reason of alleged misrepresentations made to him by your agents to induce him to enter
into the contract.

Whether the alleged misrepresentations con-

sisted in stating things that were not true, or in keeping back

A

proposition has been subis not to the point.
mitted to compromise this claim, which the building committee
may desire to consider if it is authorized to do so. The question

material facts,

is,

whether

Under

it

has such authority.

the provisions of Statutes of 1892, chapter 425, section

which authorizes the building committee to build the asylum
and to make contracts therefor, the only restraint upon their
power being that contracts shall be approved by the governor and
council, and that the aggregate cost shall not exceed the sum
named in said section, I see no reason to doubt that, in the exer2,

;
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cise of the discretion

may compromise
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committed to them, the building committee

disputed claims upon such terms as they shall

Commonwealth.
Yours very truly,
Hosea M. Knowlton, Attorney- General.

deem

to be for the interest of the

Concerning the interpretation of sections 25 and 26 of chapter 481, Acts of
1894, regarding the filing of plans with the inspector of buildings
also concerning the order to be issued by the inspector under section
42, chapter 508, Acts of 1894.
Oct.

Rufus

Wade,

R.

Dear

Sir:

1895.

5,

Esq., Chief Massachusetts District Police.

—I

have your

27th

letter of the

ult.,

containing

questions calling for a construction of Statutes of 1894, chapter

481, sections 25 and 26.

The

intent of section 25

easily have

may

been

but, in

;

it

might

opinion, the purpose of the section

before entering upon the erection of a buildcomes within the provisions of this act, a plan with

be thus stated

ing, such as

not so clearly expressed as

is

my

:

such specifications as

may

be called for

is

to be

inspector of public buildings for his examination.

filed

with the

It is his

duty

thereupon to examine the plans, and to see whether they include a
system of ventilation, and whether, when constructed, the building will comply with the provisions of the statutes relating to
means of escape from fire. If he finds that the plans provide a
system of ventilation, and that when erected the building will

conform to such provisions of law,
plans

He

;

if

he finds otherwise,

it

is

it is

his

his

duty to approve the

duty to disapprove the plans.

has nothing to do with the general construction of the build-

ing.

If the plans are

conformable to law in matters within his

jurisdiction, it is his duty to

The approval

approve them.

of the inspector does not appear to be a condition

precedent to the lawful construction of the building.

may
filed

The

builder

proceed with the construction of the building when he has
If, however, the plans are disapproved, he does
the plans.

so at his

peril

;

and,

if

statutory requirements, he

of section 26, or,

The approval

the building does

may

not conform to the

be enjoined under the provisions

when completed, he may be prosecuted

of the inspector

is,

as the act states,

evidence that the building, when erected,

is

in

therefor.

conclusive

conformity with

the requirements of the statutes, and operates as a protection to

him

to that extent.

Even

if

the inspector disapproves the plans,
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it may be that the building erected in accordance with them will
conform to the requirements of the law but of that the builder
If, on the other hand, the plans are
takes the responsibility.
approved, the builder is relieved from further responsibility in the
matter, so long as he conforms to the plans.
The last question in your letter is in reference to Statutes of
Section 42 provides
1894, chapter 508, sections 40, 41 and 42.
;

that

when

appears to the inspector that " further or different

it

means of ventilation are required, and that
same can be provided without incurring unreasonable expense,

sanitary provisions or
the

may

such inspector

itary provisions or

issue a written order

means of

.

.

.

directing such san-

ventilation to be provided."

In

my

opinion, the order to be issued by the inspector should conform to
the words of the statute, and that he

is

not responsible, and should

not undertake to be responsible, for the particular means adopted

by the owner of the building to comply with the order. If any
changes which have been made by the owner prove faulty, the
inspector

may

issue

further

general orders in reference to the

same, and so continue until the building conforms to the law.

Very

truly yours,

Hosea M. Knowlton,

Attorney- General.

The treasurer of the Commonwealth has no discretionary power to allow
time for the payment of taxes under the laws relating to collateral
legacy taxes. The time for payment is fixed by the statute.
Oct.

Hon. E. P. Shaw, Treasurer of

Dear

the

5, 1895.

Commonwealth.

—

Sir
The time for the payment of taxes on collateral
and successions, and all interest thereon, is fixed by the
original act, chapter 425 of the Acts of 1891, as amended by
and by said acts no discretion
chapter 430 of the Acts of 1895
:

legacies

;

is

given to the treasurer of the Commonwealth in the matter.

This being so, of course there

would be a reasonable time
from interest.

The only
of a tax

is

is

no occasion to consider what

to allow the

payment of taxes

discretion as to the extension of time for the

free

payment

that given to the court in the last paragraph of section

There is nothing in the
any discretionary powers
by the treasurer, either in this or in any other respect, as far
When the original act was first
as I have been able to discover.
18 of chapter 425 of the Acts of 1891.

act which contemplates the exercise of
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passed a similar question was then examined quite carefully by
the attorney-general, and his views were communicated to the
treasurer (see Opinions of the Attorney-General,

May

11, 1892,

Feb. 13, 1893, and June 19, 1893).
I agree with the conclusions stated in the opinions above cited.

Very respectfully yours,
Hosea M. Knowlton, Attorney- General.

A

foreign insurance compaDy, organized for the purpose of insuring impaired lives and applying for admission into this Commonwealth, is

not to be excluded therefrom merely on account of this characteristic
of its business.
The insurance commissioner, under the provisions of section 11, chapter
522, Acts of 1894, is required to use the tables therein provided in
order to estimate as required by said section the financial standing of
such a company but if he is not then satisfied that the company is in
sound financial condition, under authority of section 67 of said act,
he may refuse it admission to the Commonwealth.
;

Oct.

Hon. George

Dear
letter of

S.

11, 1895.

Merrill, Insurance Commissioner.

—

I have considered the question stated in your
September 4, and more explicitly stated orally at the

Sir

:

time of the hearing given to counsel for the insurance company
interested,

The

and beg

to reply as follows

facts, as stated both in

your

:

—

letter

and

at the hearing,

and

The St. Paul
which are practically undisputed, are as follows
Life Insurance Clearing Company, a foreign corporation, has
applied to the insurance department for admission to do business
:

in the

This company is organmaking insurance upon what are called
intending by that expression persons who, by

Commonwealth

of Massachusetts.

ized for the purpose of

impaired lives

;

reason of hereditary disease or other cause, are unable to pass
the medical examinations of

ordinary

life

insurance companies.

claimed by the company, and I understand

it to be conceded
by yourself, that the plan of the insurance company is a good
one and that, so far as the experience of other companies doing
the same business, particularly in Great Britain, affords a guide,
its method of business is safe.

It is

;

The statutes in relation to the admission of foreign corporations
provide (Statutes of 1894, chapter 522, section 67) that " a company organized under the laws of any other of the United States
for the transaction of life insurance

may

be admitted to do busi-
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The meaning of the expression
company " is to be ascertained
statute.
The same chapter provides

financial condition."

requisite funds of a life insurance

from other provisions of the

(section 11) that the insurance commissioner shall annually

pute the net value of

comcompanies
Commonwealth " upon the basis

policies of life insurance in

all

authorized to insure lives in this
of the

combined experience or

'

actuaries' tables' rate of mortality,

with interest at four per cent, per

annum

;

and the aggregate net

value so ascertained of the policies in any such

deemed

its

on account of

liability

section further provides that

"

its

shall hold

it

company

The funds so provided

for

be

The

funds in secure invest-

ments of an amount equal to such net value above
ties."

shall

policy obligations."

all

in this section

other

liabili-

are without

doubt the "requisite funds of a life insurance company," which,
67, above quoted, it is required that a foreign company

by section

shall hold in order to be

wealth.

and

it

is

admitted to do business

in this

Common-

This appears by various sections of the same chapter,
practically undisputed by the company that such is the

intention of section 67 in relation to the admission of foreign life

insurance companies.

appears that the "combined experience" or "actu-

It further

tables" rate of mortality

aries'

is

ascertained by taking the average

of what are called selected lives between the ages of ten and

By

eighty years.

meant the lives of persons who
and who have no hereditary or other ten-

selected lives is

are free from disease,

dencies or susceptibility to disease.

excludes the lives which

pany

to insure.

it is

This classification clearly

the business of the St. Paul

Com-

It follows, therefore, that these tables afford

no

accurate guide to the value of the policies issued by the St Paul

Company.

This

is

not disputed by the company, but

that, if the insurance

established by that
holders,

it is

his

commissioner

company

is

sufficient

is

it is

claimed

satisfied that the reserve

to protect the policy

duty to admit the company.

I cannot agree with the contention of the insurance commissioner that the provisions of section

the net value of
fied,

life

of themselves prohibit

ness in this

life

1

,

requiring him to ascertain

insurance companies doing busi-

Commonwealth from

upon selected

1

insurance policies by the tables therein specieffecting insurance other than

between the ages of ten and eighty years.
There is nothing in the charter of any of the five domestic insurance companies doing business in this Commonwealth to limit
them to that extent, nor in any provision of law regulating the
lives
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admission of foreign companies which can be regarded as a limita-

power to effect such life insurance. It would be, in
judgment, an unwarrantable inference to say that, because the
insurance commissioner is required to make use of certain tables
tion of their

my

to ascertain the net value of policies, companies can only insure

upon which those tables are based. If the Legishad intended to prohibit the insuring of impaired lives, or
lives of persons over eighty years of age, it would undoubtedly
have expressed the prohibition in plain terms, and not left it to
be drawn by inference upon the consideration of extraneous facts,
the class of lives

lature

I

as applied to the provisions of section 11.

am

of opinion, there-

fore, that the insuring of impaired lives of itself is not prohibited

or unlawful in this

Commonwealth

and that the company seek-

;

ing to do business of that character

is

not for that cause to be

excluded.

Neither can I accept the contention of the company that the
expression " upon the basis of the combined experience' or act'

'

commissioner to
use the figures of those tables as a starting point of computation,
and to make estimates therefrom applicable to the facts of each
uaries' tables' rate of mortality" authorizes the

Such, in

policy.

But one

my

judgment,

is

not the intention of the statute.

rule for the valuation of policies

is

permitted to him.

He

has no authority to put any other valuation than such as the
tables prescribe.
specified life,

is

If such valuation,

inaccurate,

it is

by reason of

not his fault, but

the facts of the
is

the result of

the limitations prescribed upon his work by the Legislature.

performance of his duty when
company applies for admission to do business in this
Commonwealth, he must ascertain its financial standing in accordIt follows, therefore, that, in the

a foreign

ance with the rule stated in section 11.

He

is

to

compute the
; and

value of outstanding policies by means of the tables provided

by the use of those tables he ascertains that the company has, as
provided in section 67, " the requisite funds of a life insurance
company," it would be his duty to admit the company to do business in this Commonwealth but for a further and very salutary
provision of the same section, to wit, he is to be satisfied not only
that " it has the requisite funds of a life insurance company,"
but further that, in his opinion, it is " in sound financial condiif
is

tion."

In other words, the Legislature contemplated the very con-

That is, ascercompany by the rule estabby reason of the method of doing

tingency which seems to have arisen in this case.
taining the net value of policies of a
lished,

it

might yet happen that

business such value would be misleading, and give no guide to the
actual financial condition

of the

company.

If,

for example, a
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indiscriminately without

medical examination, the commissioner would

still

be required to

ascertain the nominal net value of the policies by the tables pre-

scribed

but, in view of the

;

have no

difficulty in

company was not good.

condition of the

The same

method of doing business, he would

arriving at the conclusion that the financial

would apply in the case of a domestic company.
Supposing one of the domestic companies were to engage in the
rule

The

business of issuing insurance upon impaired lives.

computation prescribed for the

commissioner for

whether the funds carried by the company were

sufficient for the

protection of the insured would not thereby be altered

the general authority conferred upon him by

all

rule of

ascertaining

;

but, under

the sections which

prescribe his duties to pass upon the financial condition of the

company, he would be justified, if in his judgment the business of
company was hazardous, in taking measures to restrain its

the

further continuance.

In the case in question the insurance commissioner, upon ap-

bound to examine the policies by the
and thus to ascertain whether the
amount of funds carried by the company is requisite for the pro-

plication for admission,

down

rule laid

is

in section 11,

tection of the insured within the rule laid

But

it

is

down by

that section.

thereupon his further duty to examine the method of

doing business adopted by the company, and to determine whether,
in his opinion, it is in a

whether

it

policy holders.
nally

its

sound

financial condition

;

that

is

to say,

has in fact funds sufficient for the protection of the

reserve

He may
fulfils

be of the opinion that, although nomi-

the requirements of section 11, yet in fact,

owing to its method of doing business, the reserve is insufficient.
He may, in the exercise of the discretion conferred upon him, go
further, and say that, in view of the fact that the rule laid down
for him by section 11 is misleading when applied to the policies
carried by the company seeking for admission, he can form no
opinion that is satisfactory to him as to whether the company is
solvent or not, and, on that ground alone, decline to admit the
company. But the exercise of that discretion rests upon him, and
do not understand it to be the duty of the attorney-general to
advise him with reference thereto.
Very respectfully yours,
Hosea M. Knowlton, Attorney-General.

I
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The power of

discharge of a boy transferred from the

final
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Lyman School

to the State Primary School, and thence by the trustees placed in

charge of a person outside the institution, is vested, since the passage
of chapter 428, Acts of 1895, in the same body that held the power of
discharge before such transfer was made.
Oct.

Mrs. Elizabeth G. Evans,
Secretary Trustees

Dear Madam

Lyman and

16,

1895.

Industrial Schools.

— Your

letter of the 2d states the following
boy committed by the court to the Lyman School during
his minority was transferred in November, 1893, to the State
Primary School, under the provisions of Public Statutes, chapter
In June, 1894, he was placed by the trustees in
89, section 7.
charge of a person outside the institution, who, upon investigation, was deemed suitable by the State Board of Lunacy and
This was done under the provisions of Public Statutes,
Charity.

case

:

:

A

chapter 89, section

Your inquiry

is,

6.

"In whom was

the power of final discharge

of such boy vested after he had been placed out and prior to the

passage of Statutes of 1895, chapter 428

power vested since the passage of said
1.

act

;

and

in

whom

is

the

"
?

Prior to Statutes of 1895, chapter 428, the power of final

discharge was vested in the State Board of Lunacy and Charity.

This question was considered in a

letter written

by me

to

Excellency the Governor, dated Aug. 25, 1894, and printed in

His

my

annual report for 1894, on page 95, to which I beg leave to refer.
2.
On the first Monday of July, 1895, under the provisions of
Statutes of 1895, chapter 428, the State Primary School ceased
to exist.

Section 3 of said act provided substantially that the

trustees of the

sonal

Lyman

care and

School should thereupon resume the per-

possession of children released on probation or

previously transferred to the State Primary School, and might
recall

Under

them

to the school to which they

were originally committed.

the provisions of this statute, therefore, children

who had

been previously transferred from the Lyman School to the State
Primary School were to be restored to their former status as
inmates of the Lyman School, and therefore in the custody of the
trustees under the provisions of the Public Statutes, chapter 89,

section 50.

The

right of the State

Board to discharge such boys

under the provisions of Public Statutes, chapter 89, section 6,
thereupon ceased,' and the power of discharge of such boys as
inmates of the State Reform School is to be determined as though
they had never been transferred.
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upon the facts submitted to me, and

recited in the first paragraph.

In an informal discussion of the

it was suggested that the facts
were not as stated, and that the boy was "placed out" by the
and I understand it to be claimed by
State Board of Charity
the members of the Board that if they had no power to place out

question after receiving your letter

;

boys from the State Primary School, their action

is

to be regarded

and that therefore the State has no further right
It is not the
of custody of boys so placed out by the Board.
province of this office to determine questions of fact, and I see no
occasion to discuss the hypothetical questions which might arise
upon a state of facts not given me by the trustees.
I may say, however, that it appears from Public Statutes,
chapter 89, section 6, that the respective duties of the Board and
The Board has the power of visitatrustees are clearly defined.
and the trustees have the right and duty
tion and final discharge
If the State Board has assumed the jurisdicof "placing out."
tion of placing boys from the State Primary School in families,
their action would apparently be illegal, unless there is some
further provision of law authorizing some action, to which my
as a discharge,

;

attention has not been called.
I

cannot agree with the position suggested by the secretary of

the State Board, that an illegal "placing out" of an inmate of

the Primary School by the State Board would operate as a dis-

The only power vested in the Board is that
assumed to exercise that power the boy would
be free if it did not assume to exercise that power, its removal
of the boy would operate only as an escape, and not a discharge,
and he could be retaken by the persons entitled to his custody.
Very truly yours,
charge of the boy.
of discharge

;

if it

;

Hosea M. Knowlton,

The

Attorney-General.

fact that a proposed corporation is to deal in bonds, stock, grain,
petroleum and other articles of a speculative nature, is not a bar to
its becoming incorporated under section 14, chapter 106, Public Statutes.

Oct.

26, 1895.

Hon. Charles Endicott, Commissioner of Corporations.

Dear

Sir:

—

I

have examined, at your request, the articles of

association of the proposed corporation, to be

ton Stock and Grain Exchange, and

purpose set forth therein

is

am

known

as the Bos-

unable to see

why

the

not within the provisions of Public

Statutes, chapter 106, section 14.

This section provides, among

,
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other things, that corporations
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be formed for the purpose of

carrying on any lawful business not mentioned in the seven pre-

ceding sections, excepting buying and selling real estate, banking,
insurance, and any other business the formation of corporations
for which

is otherwise regulated by these statutes.
Whatever may be said of the manner in which the business of

buying and selling bonds, stock, grain, petroleum and other

articles

obvious that the busi-

of a speculative nature

is

ness in itself

and not within the above-specified excep-

is

lawful,

carried on,

it

is

tions.

Yours very

truly,

Hosea M. Knowlton, Attorney-General.

Chapter 501 of the Acts of 1895 does not exempt veterans from the rule
that an applicant for appointment to the police force shall be of good
moral character and shall be physically able to perform the duties of
the position. These requirements are still in force, and the commissioners have the right to determine them.
Oct.

28, 1895.

Hon. Charles Theodore Russell, Jr

Chairman of

Dear

Sir

:

—I

the Civil Service

Commission.

have the honor to acknowledge your

letter, in

which, after stating that a veteran soldier in a city outside of Boston, admitted to be entitled to any preference provided

chapter 501,

of 1895,

who

is

by Statutes

reported to the commissioners as

receiving a pension from the United States for total disability, has

applied under section 2 of said act for appointment without examination on the police force of such city, and has filed certificates

from three
they

citizens of

good repute

in the

community, stating that

said applicant to be fully competent to perform the

know

provided by section 6 of the act, defining the word
"application" used in section 2 of the act, you ask my opinion

duties, as

upon two questions
Whether
First.

—

:

—

this application,

made under

Statutes of 1895,

view of the definition of the term
chapter
"application" in section 6 of this act, must be received as conor whether, in view of the reference
clusive of the qualifications
in section 2 of the act to civil service rule 12, the commissioners
501, section

2, in

;

still

have power to investigate the physical qualifications of the

applicant.

Second.

— Can the commissioners

under the same circumstances

investigate the moral qualifications of the applicant under the act,

provided his application conforms to Statutes of 1895, chapter
501, section 6?
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in ray letter to your Board, dated

1895, furnish the answer to the above questions.

5,

I

then

stated that I construed the act of 1895 to be amendatory of the
legislation already enacted

by the

rules established

upon the

service

civil

;

and that the

commissioners, in pursuance

civil service

of the authority vested in them, are valid and in full force, except-

ing so far as the act of 1895 expressly repeals or modifies them.
Under the civil service rules it is necessary that the applicant
for appointment be physically able to perform the duties of his
position

also that he be a person of

;

requirements are

in force,

still

good moral character. These
my opinion, the commis-

and, in

sioners have the right to determine them.

By

Statutes of 1895, chapter 501, section 2,

veterans

who have made

application for

all

provided that
in

accordance

civil service rules shall

with the second section of rule 12 of the

be preferred in preference to

it is

employment

other applicants not veterans,

"provided, that the age limit now established by
the civil service rules with regard to appointments in the police
and prison service and fire departments may be applied to such

except

women

veterans."

;

It

may

be urged that the proviso above quoted, au-

thorizing the application of a single one of the conditions (to wit,

age) prescribed by the

civil service rules,

must be taken

to exclude

the application of other terms and conditions in said rules.
section were taken alone, there
gestion.

wouM

be

much

If the

force in the sug-

But by Statutes of 1887, chapter 437, providing that
it was further provided that " age,

veterans need not be examined,

loss of limb, or physical impairment,

capacitate, shall not be

deemed cause

which

shall not in effect in-

to disqualify

under

this act."

more reasonable construction of the proviso in Statutes
of 1895, chapter 501, section 2, is that it was intended to repeal
the provision in Statutes of 1887, chapter 437, by which age was
not deemed cause for disqualifying a veteran.
Very respectfully yours,
I think the

Hosea M. Knowlton,

Attorney- General.

The general public has no right to demand inspection of the tax returns
of corporations made to the tax commissioner under the provisions of
section 38, chapter 13 of the Public Statutes.
Oct.

29, 1895.

Hon. Charles Endicott, Tax Commissioner.

Dear

Sir:

— I have received

ing whether the

office of

your

letter of

October 25, inquir-

the tax commissioner "is so far a public

record office as that the tax returns of corporations under chapter
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13 of the Public Statutes for taxation purposes are public records,
demand their production,

so that the general public has a right to

make and

or require the office to

certify copies thereof, or allow

others to do so."

The

provisions of the statute referred to (Public Statutes, chaprequire every corporation chartered under the

ter 13, section 38)

to make a return to the tax commisand the tenth days of May annually, of
its shareholders, with their places of residence and the number of
Under the sysshares belonging to each on the first day of May.

laws of the
sioner,

Commonwealth

between the

tem of taxation

first

Commonwealth

in force in this

all

taxes against

corporations other than those upon their real estate are assessed

by the tax commissioner of the Commonwealth and paid to the
treasurer of the Commonwealth, and thereafterwards distributed'
to the cities and towns where the stockholders reside, in proporThe
tion to the number of shares owned in each city or town.
return in question

is

required for the purpose of enabling the tax

commissioner to make

this

distribution,

and, so far as I

am

informed, for no other purpose.

There

is

no provision of law by virtue of which the general

public has the right to

demand

the production of such tax returns,

or to require the tax commissioner to
thereof, or to allow others to

do

On

so.

make and

certify copies

the other hand,

by way

of contrast, under Statutes of 1888, chapter 307, the valuation

and assessment books of town and

city assessors are expressly

The absence of any such promade to the tax commissioner by

declared to be open to the public.
vision in regard to the returns

corporations under chapter

13

is

a strong indication that the

Legislature did not intend them as public records.

They

are not

and are only required for the tax comthe discharge of his duty of assessing and distributing

for the use of the public,

missioner in
the tax.

On

the other hand, by Public Statutes, chapter 106, section 54,

of 1887, chapter 225, every corporation
excepting banks, steam and street railway companies and insur-

as

amended by Statutes

required to make and file in the office of the
annually a certificate stating,
Commonwealth
secretary of the
shareholder and the numeach
name
of
the
things,
among other

ance companies,

is

ber of shares standing in his name. It is further provided by
section 59 that this certificate shall be examined by the commissioner of corporations for the purpose of ascertaining

if it

com-

and upon his approval it is to be filed in the
office of the secretary of the Commonwealth, who shall receive and
record the same in books to be kept for that purpose. The object
plies with the law,
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obviously to furnish to the citizens of the

of this requirement

is

Commonwealth

necessary information both in regard to the

all

condition of the corporations specified therein and of the names of
the stockholders thereof.

So

have been able to discover, the only provisions
names and number of shares of stockholders of
steam and street railway companies are Public Statutes, chapter
far as I

relating to the

Under the
112, section 23, and Statutes of 1889, chapter 222.
former statute the Board of Railroad Commissioners shall at all
times have access to the

list

of stockholders of said corporations,

and may cause the same to be kept for its information, or for the
information of persons owning stock therein. And under Statutes
of 1889, chapter 222, upon request of a stockholder such corporations shall make and file in the office of the secretary of the Commonwealth a list of stockholders and the number of shares held
by each. This certificate also when so filed is open to the public.
There appears to be no provision by which the public generally
can ascertain the names of the shareholders in railroad companies,
excepting through the intervention of a stockholder acting in pur-

suance of the statutes above quoted.

But

may

this

apparent failure to provide means by which the public

obtain the names of the stockholders of railroad corporations

does not modify

my

opinion that the returns to the tax commis-

sioner are not intended to be public records, " so that the general

public has the right to
office [of

demand their production, or require the
make and certify copies thereof, or

tax commissioner] to

allow others to do so."

Very respectfully yours,
Hosea M. Knowlton, Attorney- General.

Concerning the right to hold an Armenian committed for larceny.
Nov.

6,

1895.

Mrs. Elizabeth G. Evans,
Secretary Trustees of

Lyman and

Industrial Schools.

Dear Madam — I beg to acknowledge your letter of October
my opinion as to the right of the trustees to hold
within the Lyman School one John G-. Alexanian, an Armenian,
recently committed to the Lyman School for the offence of lar:

29, requesting

ceny.

The fact that Alexanian is an Armenian does not invalidate his
commitment to the Lyman School. An Armenian has no more
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in Massachusetts than an American.

Liv-

ing here, he subjects himself to the penal statutes of the

Com-

right to

monwealth, as though he were a

Very

citizen.

respectfully yours,

Hosea M. Knowlton,

The Board of

Cattle Commissioners is under

mit

its

Attorney- General.

no legal obligations to sub-

records to public examination.

Nov.

Frederick H. Osgood, Esq.,
Chairman Board, of
Dear Sir
I have the honor

Cattle Commissioners.

—

to acknowledge the receipt of
October 31, requesting my opinion upon the question
is the duty of the commission to furnish or expose to
:

your

19, 1895.

letter of

"whether it
any or all applicants " the records required

to be kept

by the com-

mission, under the provisions of Statutes of 1894, chapter 491,
section 51.

The

section in question

Commissioners

keep a

shall

is

as follows:

full

"The Board

of Cattle

record of their doings, and report

the

same

in

each year, unless sooner required by the governor

to the Legislature

abstract of the

same

on or before the tenth day of January
and an
;

shall be printed in the annual report of the

State Board of Agriculture."

Under

this statute the

Board

required to report

is

its

records to

the Legislature on or before the tenth day of January, and

be sooner required to do so by the governor.
that this provision

is

I

am

may

of opinion

intended to define the whole duty of the

Board with reference to the inspection of its records, and, therefore, to exclude any right of the public generally to examine them.
It should be said that under section 5 of the same chapter the
records of inspectors appointed by the commissioners are open to
the examination of the board of health of the city or town for
which the inspector is appointed and that all your records are
open to the examination of the auditor, under the provisions of
;

Public Statutes, chapter 16, section 5.

Very

truly yours,

Hosea M. Knowlton, Attorney-General.
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The amount to be expended in providing suitable clothing for prisoners
upon their discharge is, by section 64, chapter 220, Public Statutes,
limited to the

sum

of ten dollars.

Nov.

Frederick

20, 1895.

G. Pettigrove, Esq.,

Secretary of the Commissioners of Prisons.

Dear

Sir

— I beg leave

:

22, in which, after calling

acknowledge your

to

my

letter of

attention to a rule

October

made by

the

Commissioners of Prisons, you ask my opinion whether said rule
is repugnant to the statutes.
The rule referred to is in the follow" The clothing of each prisoner received shall be
ing language
taken from him, and, if worth preserving, shall be cleansed,
securely kept and restored to him upon his discharge each prisoner having a sentence of six months or more shall, upon his
release, be decently clothed with clean garments, with good under:

;

clothing, shoes and stockings, and if the release takes place between the first of November and the first of April, he shall have
a decent and warm overcoat."
Public Statutes, chapter 219, section 14, which substantially re-

enact Statutes of 1879, chapter 294, section 10, provide that "the
commissioners shall from time to time prepare rules, not repugnant to law, for the direction of the officers of each jail or house
of correction in the discharge of their duties, the government,

and the custody and presand shall cause
copies thereof to be laid before the governor and council, who may
approve, annul or modify the same. Jailers, keepers of houses of
correction, county commissioners and the directors for public institutions in the city of Boston shall make no rules inconsistent with

employment and

ervation

discipline of convicts,

of the property connected therewith

;

the rules of the commissioners."

Public Statutes, chapter 220, section 64, which substantially reenact Statutes of 1881, chapter 126, provide that " the keeper or

master of a

or house of correction may, with the approval of

jail

the county commissioners,

expend

in

aiding

any prisoner

dis-

charged from his custody such sum, not exceeding ten dollars, as
in his opinion will assist said prisoner in his endeavors to reform.
The money so expended may in the discretion of the keeper or

master be paid to the prisoner, or to such person to be expended
in behalf of the prisoner as the keeper or master may select, or for
furnishing the
tools.

prisoner

with

board,

The sums expended by

section shall be allowed
like other prison

and paid

expenses."

clothing, transportation or

the keeper or master under this
to

him from the county treasury
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must be taken as
expended for clothing, etc., fur-

of the opinion that the section last quoted

fixing a limit to the

amount

to be

nished to a prisoner at the time of his discharge.

The

authority

conferred upon the commissioners by Public Statutes, chapter 219,
section 14, to provide rules, even

if

it

authorizes the rule in ques-

cannot be taken to authorize a rule in respect to a matter as
to which the statutes have made explicit provision.
In so far,
tion,

you call my attention contemplates
an expenditure above the sum of ten dollars, as provided by statute, it is without authority.

therefore, as the rule to which

The same

consideration disposes of the suggestion that

"

the

master or keeper shall furnish, at the expense of the county, necessary fuel, bedding and clothing for all prisoners in his custody."
This provision obviously relates to prisoners, and not to discharged
prisoners.

Very

truly yours,

.

Hose a M. Knowlton, Attorney-General.

A

voluntary patient may be received in a private insane asylum, but there
is no power vested in the officials of such an asylum to detain such a
patient against his will.

Nov.

Charles

Dear

Woodbury,

E.

Sir

November

:

—I

14,

have the honor to acknowledge your letter of
whether private insane asylums may

inquiring

receive and detain

what are called " voluntary "

"Voluntary" patients

I

patients.

understand to be those referred to by

Public Statutes, chapter 87, section 28, which

is

as follows

superintendent or keeper of any hospital as aforesaid

and detain

application therefor, but
it

:

may

boarder and patient, any person

therein, as a

desirous of submitting himself to treatment, and

render

20, 1895.

M.D., Inspector of Institutions.

whose mental condition

is

" The
receive

who

is

makes written
not such as to

legal to grant a certificate of insanity in his case.

No

such boarder shall be detained for more than three days after having given notice in writing of his intention or desire to leave such
hospital."

The

hospitals which, under the section quoted, are authorized to

receive such patients, are
ter.

They

named

in

same chapand the McLean Asylum

section 26 of the

are the State lunatic hospitals

at Somerville.

The

patients described in section

28 are not insane.

have, therefore, the right to make contracts

;

They

and they may not be
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confined or detained excepting as specially authorized by the provisions of section 28.

Private insane asylums are authorized by section 53 of the same

"the governor and council may license
any suitable person to establish and keep an asylum or private
house for the reception and treatment of insane persons." Although
chapter, providing that

such institutions are licensed especially for the reception of insane
persons, I see no reason why the keepers of them may not receive
boarders

who

are

not insane, including those of the character

referred to in section 28.

But such boarders do not become subCommonwealth, and may not be
for any length of time whatever.

ject to the jurisdiction of the

detained against their will

Very

truly yours,

Hosea M. Knowlton, Attorney-General.

A

road taken under authority of section

chapter 498, Acts of 1894,
of the plans and certificate.
not liable for injuries to travellers

becomes a State highway upon the

2,

filing

it is a new way, the State is
thereon until it is constructed and open to public use
if an existing
highway, the State becomes liable immediately, provided, however,

If

;

that the road

is still left

open for public

travel.

Nov.

George

22, 1895.

A. Perkins, Esq.,

Chairman Massachusetts Highway Commission.

Dear

Sir.:

—I

have considered the question orally stated by

your commission, to wit, as to when, under Statutes of 1894,
chapter 498, section 2, a highway taken thereunder becomes a
State highway, so as to make the State liable for defects and injuries resulting therefrom to travellers.

The

section in question provides that

when a

petition

is

filed

with the Highway Commission, asking them to take charge of a

new

or existing road as a highway, the commission shall consider
and determine what the public necessity and convenience require
in the premises; and, "if they deem that the highway shall be
laid out or taken charge of by the Commonwealth, shall file a plan
thereof in the office of the county commissioners of the county in

which the petitioners reside, with the petition therefor and a certificate that they have laid out and taken charge of such highway

and shall file a copy of the plan
and location of the portion lying in each city and town with the
clerk of said city or town."
I am of the opinion that these proceedings constitute a taking of the highway by the Commonwealth
analogous to the taking of land for the purposes of a highway by

in accordance with the said plan,
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when

that,

the plan and certificate are filed in the office, the way,

if

an exist-

ing town or county way, ceases to be such and becomes a State

highway.

If

it is

new way, then

a

lished as a State highway, in the

it is by such proceedings estabsame sense that a new way is

established by the proceedings of local boards.

the liability of the town to keep the road

when

acts;

town

is

the commission "takes charge " of the highway, the

that section 2 further provides that after the filing

"be

of said plans said highway shall

and kept

shall be constructed

laid out as a highway, and
good repair and condition as a
The words " lay out" are some-

in

highway by said commission."
times used in the statutes of the

Commonwealth

to designate the

act of taking, and at other times as descriptive of the

construction.

after the filing of the plan

and the

The

it is

certificate recites in

"

laid

out,"

used in the

so

the establishment of the

way

work

of the road

title

terms that the commis-

sion " have laid out and taken charge of" the way.
sion

to be done

certificate, refers to the

of construction, and not to the act by which the
established.

work of

obvious from the connection that the laying

It is

out referred to by the language quoted, inasmuch as

is

that

discharged.

am aware

I

It follows

determined by these

is

certificate,

The expres-

obviously signifies

as a State highway.

The

further

provision that after the filing of the certificate the highway shall

be "laid out" must therefore refer to the construction of the
for it would be absurd to provide for its being established

way

;

twice.

As

way has been taken by

the filing of the certificate

plan referred to in section 2, the situation

road

from defects
and
the same as when a

to the liability of the State for injuries resulting

after the

is

established

way, there
public use.

is

no

is

by a county or municipal board.

liability until the

(Bowman

v-.

road

is

If

it is

a

new

constructed and open to

Boston, 5 dishing,

1, 7.)

If the taking

by the commission is of an existing highway, the Commonwealth
becomes liable for its condition immediately, if it is permitted to
be open to travel. It is to be presumed that the commission will
not invite the public to use the road until
it is

safe for use or not.

If

it

is

it

has ascertained whether

judged expedient by the com-

mission to reconstruct the highway, the road
closed up while

it

is

may

of course be

rendered dangerous by the work, as in the

case of ordinary highways.

Very

truly yours,

Hose a M. Knowlton, Attorney- General.
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by chapter 407, Acts of 1893, chapter
and chapter 305, Acts of 1895, may be expended by
the Metropolitan Park Commission for any purpose for which it is
authorized to expend money provided, that not over ninety per cent,
can be expended in acquiring land.
The appropriation of three hundred thousand dollars, made by chapter 509
of the Acts of 1894, can be expended only for parks on the banks of
the Charles River; although the sum appropriated under the general
appropriation may still be expended upon this district, notwithstandmillion dollars appropriated

483, Acts of 1894,

;

ing the special appropriation.

Nov.

Hon. John

Dear
22d

W. Kimball,

Sir

inst.,

:

— I have the honor to acknowledge your

asking

my

23, 1895.

Auditor.
letter of the

opinion as to the proper construction of the

various acts appropriating

money

politan Park Commission, to wit

Statutes of 1894, chapter 483

;

:

for the purposes of the Metro-

Statutes of 1893, chapter 407

Statutes of 1894, chapter 509

;

;

and

Statutes of 1895, chapter 305.

The

original act (Statutes of 1893, chapter 407) which created

the Board authorized

"open

by purchase,

quire

it

to acquire, maintain

spaces for exercise and recreation,"

and make available
and to take, or ac-

gift or otherwise, lands therefor.

The sum

of

$1,000,000 was appropriated to meet the expenses incurred under
the provisions of the act.

The only

limitations

imposed upon the

expenditures of the Board under this appropriation seem to have

been that

named
trict

;

its

was confined to certain cities and towns
which were called the metropolitan park disshould not take or purchase land to an amount

jurisdiction

in said act,

and that

it

exceeding in value ninety per cent, of the money available for

its

use.

Statutes of 1894, chapter 483, gave to the commission the right
to acquire all rights of the public, or of

vidual, in the property

known

any corporation or

indi-

as Revere beach, including the

Beach & Lynn RailRevere was named in the original act as one of
the towns comprised in the metropolitan park district
and no

location and railroad of the Boston, Revere

road Company.

;

was necessary to authorize the Board to establish a
park in that town. The object of the statute was undoubtedly to
enable the Board to acquire for park purposes the rights of the
public in the flats, and also the location of the railroad company,
which, under the original act, it would have had no. right to take.
In the fourth section of this act the original appropriation was in-

legislation

creased $500,000

;

but there

is

nothing in the terms of the statute

to limit the increase to Revere beach.

It

was plainly intended
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as an increase of the original appropriation from $1,000,000 to

$1,500,000.

Statutes of 1895, chapter 305, farther increased the

original appropriation

stead of $1,500,000.

by making the total amount $2,000,000 inBoth this act and the preceding act are

act, and the whole sum of $2,000,000
be expended by the Park Commission for
any of the purposes for which they are authorized to expend money,

amendatory of the original

thus appropriated

may

with no other limitation upon their authority than that not more
than ninety per cent, of the whole sum can be expended in acquiring laud.
Statutes of 1894, chapter 509,

is

a special act concerning the

Board to " expend the sum of
$300,000 in addition to any and all sums hitherto authorized to be
expended by them" by the original act and by all acts in addition
thereto or in amendment thereof, for the purpose of acquiring and
making available open spaces for exercise and recreation along or
Charles River.

It authorizes the

near the Charles River.
is

I

am

of opinion that this appropriation

not to be regarded as an increase of the general appropriation,

but as a special appropriation for parks on the banks of the
Charles River.

It does not, however, otherwise limit the authority

In so far as under the previous acts any part of
the general appropriation might have been expended for "open
of the Board.

spaces for exercise, etc.," along or near the Charles River,

it

may

be so expended, notwithstanding the special appropriation in

still

this act.

Very respectfully yours,
Hosea M. Knowlton, Attorney -General.

The Board of Commissioners of Inland Fisheries and Game has no authority, upon leasing one of the great ponds belonging to this Commonwealth, to authorize the rental thereof to be paid to the towns of West
Tisbury and Edgartown.
Nov.
E. A.

27, 1895.

Brackett, Esq.,
Chairman Board of Commissioners of Inland Fisheries and Game.

Dear

Sir

:

you are about

— I have your

letter of

to lease Oyster

Pond

November

in the

20, stating that

county of Dukes County,

acting under the authority of Statutes of 1895, chapter 180, and

asking
of

is

if

you have the right

to

have the rental paid to the towns

West Tisbury and Edgartown.
The only possible ground for doubt
the fact that, as I

am

that can arise in the matter

informed, you have heretofore leased

another pond, to wit, Tisbury Great Pond, by a lease which purported that the rental should be paid to the town of Tisbury.
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is

There

a great pond, and
is

is

the property

no authority to divert the rental

excepting the Legislature.

Yours

truly,

Hosea M. Knowltoh, Attorney-General.

Chapter 307 of the Acts of 1895

is

not retroactive.

Nov

Edward
Dear Sir:

Hon.

P.

Shaw, Treasurer of

— I have

your

letter of

29, 1895.

the Gommontveallh.

November

5, requesting

my

opinion as to whether Statutes of 1895, chapter 307, are retroactive in

The
whose

any respect.
statute in question provides that

" no bequests of a testator

estate is subject to taxation under the provisions of chapter

425 of the Acts of the year 1891 shall be subject to the provisions
of said chapter unless the value of said bequests exceeds the sum
of five hundred dollars

;

nor shall bequests to towns for any public

purpose be subject to a tax under the provisions of said chapter."

In response to an inquiry by the treasurer of the Commonwealth,
asking the opinion of the attorney-general upon certain questions
arising under the collateral inheritance tax statute (Statutes of

1891, chapter 425), my predecessor, Mr. Pillsbury, in his opinion
dated June 19, 1893, and published on page 28 of his report for
that year, advised the treasurer as follows

Commonwealth has

:

" The treasurer of the

neither the power to determine nor the duty to

advise in advance in any case as to whether a particular legacy
taxable, or for

how much

it is

is

when the tax shall be
The statute makes it the duty

taxable, or

paid, or any other such question.

of executors, administrators and trustees to ascertain, or cause to

be ascertained, the amount of all taxes due the Commonwealth,
and to pay them within a prescribed period, and makes it the duty
of the court to find that all such taxes have been paid before allowing settlement of the accounts.

The probate court

is

the only place

which such questions can be determined, and is undoubtedly the
only place in which the Legislature intended to have them determined. There is no reason to believe that the Legislature intended
to cast this duty or any part of it upon the treasurer of the Commonwealth." He further advised the treasurer that it was his duty
to claim in each case that might arise " the maximum amount

in

which

may

be due to the

Commonwealth under any

construction of
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no reason to dissent from these views.

The

collateral inheritance tax statute confers the jurisdiction of the

whole subject matter upon the probate court.
have no right to waive any claims the State

In

my

opinion, you

may have under any

reasonable construction of the law.

The question contained in your letter, however, cannot be of
The taxes due from the estates of people who

great importance.

died in 1891 and 1892 were due and payable prior to the passage

The only

of the act in question.

bly affect

persons

legacies which the act can possi-

retroactive are those under five hundred dollars of

if

who

died since April, 1893, being a period within two

The number of such legamust be comparatively insignificant, and the tax of five per
The same may be said as to
cent, would be a very small amount.
although it would seem that
legacies to towns for public purposes
years prior to the passage of the act.
cies

;

such legacies are not taxable

(Essex

poses.

But

v.

is

transmission

and succession.

sion

is

is

is

It has

been held

(Minot

v.

Winthrop,

162 Mass.

exercise of the right of transmission and succes-

complete when the will

which the tax

not retroactive.

not upon the property, but upon the privilege of

that the tax

The

for charitable or educational pur-

Brooks, 41 N. E. Rep. 119.)

I think that the statute

113, 115.)

if

probated.

is

levied has then been enjoyed,

tax thereupon accrues to the Commonwealth.

The

franchise for

and the right to the

The

fact that

it

is

not payable until some later period does not modify this proposition.

under consideration is retroactive, it must operof a tax to which the Commonwealth is
discharge
of
way
by
ate
If the statute

already entitled.

This

is

not in accordance with the general rule

of construction of statutes.

One who claims exemption from a

tax must bring himself strictly within the terms of the statute
under which he claims exemption much more one who seeks to
;

be relieved from the payment of a tax to which he has become
subject.
It is also well settled that a statute is not to be given a retro-

active effect unless such a construction

is

necessary from

its

lan-

guage.

Very

respectfully yours,

Ho&ea M. Knowlton,

Attorney- General.

"
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health of the town of Concord has no authority to inspect or
order changes in the plumbing and drainage of that part of the Massachusetts Reformatory within the walls, or in the houses occupied

The board of

by the superintendent or deputy superintendent upon the front of
the prison building, or in the unattached tenements belonging to the
reformatory and upon the land of the Commonwealth; nor has it authority to make regulations concerning the keeping of swine by the

reformatory.

The board has

the power, however, to order the discontinuance of the
transportation of swill through the streets of the town.
The town of Concord has authority to demand that the dogs belonging to

the reformatory shall be licensed.

Dec.

Joseph

F.

4, 1895.

Scott, Esq.,
Superintendent Massachusetts Reformatory.

—

Dear Sir
The questions submitted in your letter of October
30 are important, and are by no means free from difficulty. They
involve an inquiry into the extent of the jurisdiction of a local
:

board of health over the property of the Commonwealth and over
charge of such property. They are

its officers in their

"1.

Has

:

—

the board of health of the town of Concord authority

plumbing and drainage of that part of the MassachuReformatory within the walls, or order changes therein?

to inspect the
setts

"

Has

2.

the said board authority to inspect the houses occu-

pied by the superintendent and deputy superintendent upon the
front of the said prison building, or to order changes therein?

"3. Has the said board authority to inspect the unattached
tenements belonging to the said reformatory and upon the land of
the

Commonwealth, and occupied by

therein

"

its officers,

or to order changes

?

Has

4.

the board of health authority to

make

regulations

concerning the keeping of swine by the Massachusetts Reformatory,
and, if so, do we come under the regulation prohibiting piggeries
to be within six

"5.

Has

hundred feet of the highway?

the said board of health authority to order the dis-

continuance of the transportation of swill from the State Prison
at Charlestown to the reformatory piggeries ?

"6.
dogs
-

Has

the

belonging

licensed

town of Concord authority to demand that the
to the Massachusetts Reformatory shall be

?

The reformatory at Concord was first established as a State
Prison.
By Resolves of 1872, chapter 39, the inspectors of the
.State Prison, which was then at Charlestown, were directed to
report to the next Legislature, among other things, upon the expe-
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diency of building a new prison upon another site. The inspectors
having reported that a new prison was expedient, an act was
passed (Statutes of 1873, chapter 155) authorizing the governor
to appoint a board of commissioners, with full power to select a

plan of a State Prison, to purchase an eligible
the limits of the

thereon a suitable

site therefor

within

Commonwealth, and to cause to be erected
prison, " together with such household accom-

modations for the warden and his family, and for subordinate
The
officers in attendance, as said board may deem necessary."

commission entered upon

its

work, and, after much discussion and

consideration of plans, selected the present site of the reforma-

tory at Concord, being a tract of more than one hundred acres,

and proceeded

to erect thereon a prison with workshops, dwelling-

houses for the

officers,

deemed necessary

cook houses, a chapel and other buildings

for the

maintenance of a prison.

Its plans

and

doings were reported to the Legislature (vid. Legislative Docu1876, Senate No. 3, House No. 70),
and appropriations were made by the Legislature from time to
time for the prosecution and completion of the work in accordance

ments, 1875, House No. 120

;

with those plans.

By

Statutes of 1884, chapter 255, the State Prison, which had

been established in the buildings built therefor at Concord, was
ordered to be removed back to Charlestown and the governor
was authorized to issue a proclamation " establishing the Massa;

chusetts Reformatory in the buildings

now owned by

the

Common-

wealth in the town of Concord and occupied as the State Prison

;

and said buildings and all land and buildings owned by the Commonwealth in said town of Concord are hereby devoted to the use
of said reformatory."

and

still

The reformatory so

established comprised,

comprises, buildings used as dormitories for the prison-

ers, other buildings for

workshops, cook houses, farm buildings,

dwelling-houses for the warden and for the other officers of the
institution,

institution.

wall, while

and an extensive farm, carried on as a part of the
Some of these buildings are enclosed by the prison
others,

particularly the officers' houses, are not so

enclosed, but yet are on the land taken and held by the

wealth for prison purposes.
ings

elaborate

provisions

sanitary arrangements,

all

were made for plumbing and other
of which were duly reported to and

Whatever buildowned by the
a part of the reformatory, and may
be established as such by authority

approved by the governor and the Legislature.

ings or structures, therefore, exist upon the land

Commonwealth

in

Concord, are

be considered to exist and to
of the Legislature.

Common-

In the construction of these build-
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Statutes of 1884, chapter 255, provide in section 28 that the

Commissioners of Prisons " shall have the general supervision of
said reformatory, and shall make all necessary rules and regulations for the government and direction of the officers in the discharge of their duties, for the discipline of prisoners and custody

and preservation of the property of said reformatory." Section
24 further provides that the superintendent shall have "the management and direction of the reformatory, under the rules and
regulations of the same,

.

.

.

and shall have the custody and con-

trol of the buildings and property of the

Commonwealth connected

Section 32 further provides that the prisoners confined

therewith."

in said reformatory " may be employed in the custody of an officer
on any land or buildings owned by the Commonwealth in the town

of Concord."

The

first

four questions contained in your letter raise the inquiry

any respect this institution, the general control and
of which is so vested in officers of the Commonwealth
designated for that purpose, is in any way subject to the supervision and regulation of the board of health of the town of Concord.
The town board of health derives its' authority from the proviwhether

in

management

sions of

Public Statutes, chapter 80.

authorized to

"make

Under

such regulations as

it

this

statute

it

is

judges necessary for

and safety, respecting nuisances, sources of filth
and causes of sickness within its town " (section 18) to " examine
into all nuisances, sources of filth and causes of sickness within its
" and to " destroy, remove or prevent the same, as the
town
to " order the owner or occupant,
case may require" (section 20)
at his own expense, to remove any nuisance, source of filth or
and if
cause of sickness found on private property" (section 21)
the public health

;

.

.

.

;

;

owner or occupant fails to comply with the order relating
thereto, to " cause the nuisance, source of filth or cause of sickness to be removed;" and to "collect the expense thereof from
"
the owner or occupant or person who caused or permitted the same
upon
due
satisfied
(section 23).
It is further authorized "when
building in its town occupied as a dwellexamination that a
ing-place has become, by reasofi of the number of occupants, want
of cleanliness or other cause, unfit for such purpose," to " issue a
the

.

.

.

notice in writing to such occupants or any of them, requiring the

premises to be put into a proper condition as to cleanliness ;. or, if
they see fit, requiring the inmates to quit the premises within such
Section
a time as the board may deem reasonable" (section 24).
27 further provides that when the board thinks it necessary for the
preservation of the lives or health of the inhabitants,

it

may

enter

any land, building, premises pv vessel within the town, for the
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purpose of examining into and destroying, removing or preventing
a nuisance, source of filth, or cause of sickness and when the
;

board or any agent thereof sent for the purpose is refused such
entry, "the board may make complaint to a justice of the peace,
who may issue a warrant directed to a constable, commanding him
to take sufficient aid and to repair to the place where the nuisance
exists, and to destroy, remove or prevent the same under the direction of the board."

Statutes of 1894, chapter 455, provide in section 7 that, every

town having a system of water supply or sewerage shall, "by
ordinance or by-law, within six months of the passage of this act,
prescribe rules and regulations for the materials, construction,
alteration and inspection of all pipes, tanks, faucets, valves and
other fixtures by and through which waste water or sewage is used
and carried.
But nothing in this section shall prevent boards
of health from making such rules and regulations in regard to
plumbing and house drainage hitherto authorized by law which are
not inconsistent with any ordinance or by-law made under the
.

.

.

authority of this section."

The board

of health of the

town of Concord,

in

pursuance of

the authority of the statutes above quoted, and perhaps of other
statutes not quoted, has established certain regulations relating to

and to the prevention and restricand also certain rules in relation to plumbing.
These regulations and rules are minute and explicit in their charac-

disinfection, swine, swill, etc.,
tion of disease

ter,

;

providing for the manner of constructing privies, water-closets,

privy vaults, sewers and cesspools
ing and removing swill and house

;

and

for the

offal, for the

manner

of keep-

cleansing of cellars,

for the keeping of swine, for the disinfection of houses in which

contagious diseases break out and for the construction of plumbing in dwelling houses.

No

question

is

made

that these regula-

tions are lawful and within the authority conferred
It is obvious that the

many

upon the board.

enforcement of these rules would be in

respects inconsistent with the exclusive control and direction

of the buildings and property of the reformatory, which by the
statutes are vested in the officers* established for that purpose.

Some

of

them could not be enforced except

prison discipline

;

at the

expense of

while others would require the admission of per-

sons not connected with the reformatory within the walls of the
institution, without the authority,

of the persons in charge.

and even against the objection,

It is not difficult to

come

to the conclu-

sion that, so far as concerns, for example, the inspection of the

plumbing within the walls of the reformatory where persons are
confined under sentence of court, and in the exclusive control and
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care of the officers of the State, the regulations of the board of

health cannot well be enforced, and must be held to be inapplicable.

The same objection does not

arise in the case of officers' dwell-

which are at some distance from the main prison, and are
not enclosed by its walls nor, perhaps, even in the case of the
warden's house, although, as I am informed, it is connected with
ings,

;

the prison itself.

I

am

told also that the swine are kept outside

would be practicable, and perhaps not necessarily
inconsistent with the government of the convicts, for the board to
inspect and regulate the plumbing in those buildings.
Nor would
the prison.

It

be subversive of prison discipline

it

if

the rules of the board with

relation to the keeping of swine were enforced

the institution.

But I am of opinion that

it

upon the grounds of
was not the intent of

the Legislature to subject the conduct of the reformatory, or the

and management of the property connected therewith, to
any other tribunal or board than
the officers constituted and designated therefor, to wit, the Comcontrol

the regulations or interference of

missioners of Prisons, and, under them, the superintendent of the

reformatory.

As was

well stated by Birdseye, J., in People v.

Eoff, 3 Parker (N. Y.) Criminal Reports, 216, 225 (a case involv-

ing the validity of the regulation of a town board of health over
the property of the State)

bounty and

:

" The

its

by

officers carefully selected

the State, and

its

who

institution of the State, the object

constant legislative attention, presided over

of

by the highest executive authority of

are vested with large powers and set apart for

the performance of highly important and delicate duties, permanent, comparatively speaking, in the tenure of their offices
is

to be preserved, to be kept in full vigor and efficiency

;

.

it is

.

.

not

to be sacrificed to the local, limited

board of health of a town or
whose members may change from year to year."
This view derives some support from section 49 of the statutes
(Public Statutes, chapter 80), describing the duties of town boards

village,

of health.
in a

This section provides that " when a person confined
jail, house of correction or workhouse has a disease

common

which in the opinion of the physician of the board ... is dangerous to the safety and health of other prisoners, or of the inhabitants of the town, the

board shall by

the removal of such person to
safety, there to be provided for

its

order in writing direct

some hospital or other place of
and securely kept so as to prevent

his escape until its further order."

This provision would obviwere the intention of the Legislature
that the jurisdiction of boards of health of towns should extend
over State or county penal institutions situated within the limits
of the town.
ously be unnecessary

if

it
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The establishment of a town board of health, and the authority
it to make regulations with regai'd to sanitary matters, are
a delegation of the police power of the Commonwealth.
Such a
given to

is to be strictly construed.
It is a well-recognized pringoverning the interpretation of statutes delegating such au-

delegation
ciple,

thority, that boards of health are to be strictly confined to

and by

the statutory provisions of the acts by which they are created.

(Spring v. Hyde Park, 137 Mass. 554 Rogers v. Barker, 31 Barb.
N. Y. 447; Wattuppa Reservoir Co. v. McKensie, 132 Mass. 71.)
;

Nor can

a local board under a general grant of authority adopt a

by-law which

is

repugnant to the public policy of the State.

lon on Municipal Corporations, Vol.
It has

cited.)

of authority

is

(Dil-

section 329, and cases

1,

been uniformly held, too, that a legislative grant

made subject

For

to certain implied reservations.

example, in the case of Beer Co.

Massachusetts, 97 U. S. 25,
a corporation was chartered by the State to manufacture and sell
v..

At a later date the Legislature passed a prohibitory liquor
The court held that the charter was subject to the implied

liquors.

law.

reservation of control under the police power of the State.
too,

when a general grant

land for the construction of
that

its

So,

given to a railway company to take

is

its

road, there

is

an implied exception

right shall not extend to the land of the State.

presumption of law that the Legislature

in creating its

It is a

laws has

primarily in view the establishment of rules regulating the conduct

and affairs of the citizen and not those of the sovereign.
on the Interpretation of Statutes, sec. 167.)

The

fountain of the police power of the

(Endlich

Commonwealth

is

Legislature, acting under the authority of the constitution.

Legislature has seen

fit

to delegate a portion of this police

to local boards of health.

terms,

it is

Although

the

The
power

this delegation is absolute in

not to be construed as exclusive of the authority of the

Commonwealth, or

as against

its

public policy.

It

would certainly

be against public policy to hold that a local and transient board
should have greater authority over the property of the
wealth, cared for and controlled by the officers of the

CommonCommon-

wealth, acting under direct authority of the Legislature, than those
officers

themselves.

It is

much more

consistent to assume that in

the delegation of police power to boards of health there
plied reservation as to the property of the

is

an im-

Commonwealth which

is

and fully provided for by legislation, and the care and
control of which are committed to boards and officers established for
that purpose and acting under the direction and authority of the

specifically

Legislature.

Any

other position

eignty of the Commonwealth.

is

inconsistent with the sover-

It follows, therefore, that, although
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the delegation of authority to local boards of health is general in
its terms, and purports to embrace all persons and property within

the limits of the town, there
erty as

is

and under
I

am

is

an implied exception of such prop-

Commonwealth

cared for and controlled by the
its

special and peculiar

itself,

jurisdiction.

of opinion, therefore, that your

first

three questions re-

Board of Health of the town of Coninspect and order changes in the plumbing and drainage

lating to the authority of the

cord to

(1) of that part of the reformatory within the walls, (2) of the

superintendent's house, (3) of the unattached tenements belonging
to the reformatory and on the land of the Commonwealth and oc-

cupied by

its officers,

The same

must be answered

considerations, in

in the negative.

my opinion,

apply to the keeping of

swine within the limits of the property of the Commonwealth occupied by it for the purposes of the reformatory. It is unnecessary
to decide whether

the penal

even such provisions of the

statutes of

common law

the

Commonwealth, or

as have the force of penal

statutes, are in all cases applicable to the officers of the

Many

wealth.
of the

Commonwealth, even under

Common-

An

of them, obviously, are so applicable.

officer

the direction of the superintend-

ent or the Commissioners of Prisons,

any other grave crime or misdemeanor.
utes relating to hours of labor and to

may

On

not commit felony or
the other hand, stat-

fire-escapes,

and even the

ordinary rules of law relating to assault, are inapplicable to the
conduct of the reformatory. It may be a question whether, if the
officers of

the reformatory permitted a preventable nuisance to

upon the land of the Commonwealth, such, for example, as a
decaying heap of vegetable matter, a filthy and offensive piggery
exist

or other source of pollution of the health of the neighborhood, they
could not be indicted and punished for maintaining a nuisance.
It is not to be

presumed that the

officers of the

Commonwealth

will

direct or authorize acts which are in violation of the rights of the

community and if such acts occur, it may well be that the court
would hold them to be unauthorized or, if authorized, that the
;

;

persons in charge exceeded their

own

authority.

So,

if

the keep-

ing of swine should become, in fact, a nuisance to the extent
in the neighborhood were endangered in
be that the persons in charge or responsible
for such keeping would be liable to be indicted therefor as for a

that people

residing

their health,

it

may

nuisance.

But

this

is

a very different question from that which involves

the right of the local board of health to prescribe an arbitrary

distance from the highway within the limits of which swine shall

not be kept.

That

is

a local police regulation in which a limit

is
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and under which the question of the actual
An offensive and unhealthy pigsty more
than six hundred feet from the highway could not be complained
of under such a rule while, on the other hand, one that was clean
and in fact inoffensive would still be unlawful within that limit.
Even if the officers are liable for maintaining what is in fact a
nuisance, it by no means follows that they are subject to the regulations of the board of health with respect to the place where
swine shall be kept, or that, in order to keep them, they shall be
required to obtain a license from the board.
I assume that the
keeping of swine is an incident of the business of carrying on the
reformatory, an institution which involves manufacturing, farming
and other industries, carried on under the exclusive jurisdiction
of the State.
For the reasons above stated with reference to the
fixed for convenience,

nuisance does not arise.

;

plumbing, I am of opinion that the rule of the board of health
which prohibits the keeping of swine within six hundred feet of
the highway does not apply to the land of the Commonwealth
which comprises the reformatory.
Question

5, relating to the right of transfer of swill

public streets, stands

upon a

different principle.

through the

There

the prison officers.
the uses of the

When

they leave the property set apart for

Commonwealth and

they should be, and in

my

travel

its officers, in

upon the public

opinion are, subject to

regulations and laws, whether of the

town or

no
upon

is

exclusive authority over the streets of Concord conferred

streets,

reasonable

all

Commonwealth

or of

regard to the use of such streets.

the

And

if

by the officers of the Commonwealth through the
streets of Concord in violation of the regulations of the board of
health, I think the persons so offending may be prosecuted and
convicted, and that they cannot plead in justification any authority
swill is carried

or direction of the officers of the institution.

The
102)

statutes

provide

of the
for

licensing of dogs.
tection of the

the

Commonwealth (Public
registration,

This

community.

a police regulation,

is

The

Statutes, chapter

numbering, describing

license fee

is

made

and

for the pro-

not a tax.

It is not

authorized or designed for the purposes of a revenue, general or
local, but is in the nature of a license

under a special police regu-

an exercise of the police power rather than the
power to levy excises. (Desty on Taxation, 1404 Blair v. Forehand, 100 Mass. 136, 142, 143.)
The object of the law may
be said to be the identification and regulation of dogs running at
large.
There is, it is true, no exemption in the statutes of dogs

lation,

and

is

;

which are not allowed to run

at large,

and

it

may

well be that the

J
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Legislature contemplated the possibility that dogs, which, although

not beasts ferae natures, are yet less under subjection than neat
I see
cattle and other like domestic animals, would run at large.
no reason why dogs kept by the officers of the Commonwealth,
even though they be the property of the Commonwealth, should
not be registered, described and licensed and, inasmuch as the
fee is not in the nature of a tax, but for the registration and
license, it should be paid as well in the case of dogs kept by
officers of the Commonwealth, or owned by the Commonwealth,
as in the case of other dogs.
It would destroy the purpose of the
law if any clogs were allowed to go at large unlicensed, and with;

out the provisions for identification prescribed by the statutes relat-

The Commonwealth,

ing to the licensing of dogs.

may

whoever, whether a State

my
is

of course,

not be prosecuted for the keeping of an unlicensed dog
officer or

;

but

other person, keeps a dog, in

opinion, must have him licensed and pay the fee therefor, and

subject to the penalties of the statute for failure so to do.

Yours very

truly,

Hosea M. Knowlton, Attorney -General.

Concerning the payment of a fee by a corporation upon
of increase of

filing

a certificate

its capital stock.

Dec.

Hon. William M. Olin, Secretary of

Dear
for

my

Sir

:

—I

in

Commonwealth.

acknowledging your request

opinion whether a fee can be demanded from a corpora-

subject to

tion,

take pleasure

the

10, 1895.

Statutes,

the

provisions

for filing and

of

chapter

106 of the Public

recording a certificate of increase of

any instance where fees aggregating two hundred dolhave previously been paid by such corporation for filing

capital in
lars

and recording

its

organization certificate and certificates of in-

crease of capital.

The

provisions of section 84 of chapter 106 of the Public Stat-

utes regulate

the

collection

of

Under
demand a

fees in such cases.

provisions of this statute you have no authority to

the
fee

in the instance cited.

Very

respectfully yours,

Hosea M. Knowlton, Attorney-General.

;
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appointed under chapter 224 of the Acts of 1894,

who

is

directed to correct deficiencies in his returns, has a valid claim for'

payment

for the time

consumed by him

in

making such

corrections.

Dec.

Hokace

G.

Wadlin,

14, 1895.

Esq.,

Chief of the Bureau of Statistics of Labor.

Dear

Sir

:

—I

have the honor to acknowledge your letter of

the 4th inst., in which yon inquire,

first, in case the returns of an
enumerator are found to be defective and not properly made, and
he is directed to correct the deficiencies, whether he has a valid

claim for payment for the time consumed by him in making such
corrections

meaning

;

of

second, in case of a conflict of opinion
the

given to enumerators,

instructions

as

to

the

so that a

question arises as to whether the work of an enumerator has been

done

in

accordance with the instructions or not, has the enumera-

tor a valid claim against the decision of the chief, or
in such cases conclusive

is his

decision

?

Statutes of 1894, chapter 224, section 8, provide that the enu-

merators shall, before entering upon their duties, take and subscribe an oath or affirmation that they will faithfully perform the

same

to the

that in

best of

making

their ability.

The same

their returns they shall sign

section

provides

and transmit there-

with a certificate that the information reported in such returns
is

correct to the best of their knowledge and belief.

Section 4 provides that in any case where an enumerator shall

be found incompetent or derelict

in the performance of his duties
commission may at any time be revoked by the chief of
the bureau and another enumerator may be appointed in his

his

place.

Section 12 provides that

if

an enumerator

is

guilty of wilful

deceit or falsehood in the discharge of his duties he shall forfeit

a

sum not exceeding two thousand

dollars, or be imprisoned for

not more than one year.
Section 14 provides that the

sum

of three dollars for each

day

of nine hours actually employed in the service shall be paid to

each enumerator employed under the provisions of the act.
It is to be observed that under the above provisions the enumerator is paid not for piece work, but for the time during which
he was actually employed. The statute makes ample provision

for discharge in case of incompetency,

case of deceit or falsehood.
laborer, the employer

but

if

may

and also for punishment

in

In the ordinary employment of a daydischarge him

if

he

is

incompetent

he chooses to retain the employee, and directs him to do the
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work over again, the employee would have a good claim against

his

employer for the additional time employed. I am of the opinion,
therefore, that an enumerator is entitled to payment for each day
actually employed, whether it be in correcting mistakes, or other-

The

wise.

chief has his

remedy by the power of discharge and

fine.

my opinion upon the first question contained in your
presume the second question becomes unimportant. If,
however, such a question should arise, it would relate rather to
the rights of the enumerator than to the duties of the bureau, and
is therefore not one upon which I am called to advise.
Very truly yours,
In view of

letter,

I

Hosea M. Knowlton, Attorney-General.

Chapter 426 of the Acts of 1894 authorizes the State Board of Health " to
expend during the current year a sum not exceeding twenty thousand
dollars" for certain purposes. The Board may incur such expenses
until the first Wednesday of January, 1896.
Dec.

21, 1895.

Hon. John W. Kimball, Auditor.

Dear

— The question stated

in your letter of December 11
Under Statutes of 1894, chapter 426, section 1, it
is provided that "the State Board of Health is hereby authorized
and directed to expend during the current year a sum not exceed-

Sir

:

as follows:

is

ing twenty thousand
and Sudbury rivers,"
ity of

made

this statute

dollars, in
etc.

dredging the bars in the Concord

The Board

of Health under the author-

proceeded with the work assigned to

it

and

contracts for the performance thereof, which contracts ex-

pired Dec.

1,

1895.

Is the expenditure of this

appropriation

limited to the year 1894?

Statutes of 1894, chapter 426, are to be construed in connection

with Public Statutes, chapter 16, section 30, which provide sub-

expended within the
made, or within the succeeding year,
revert to the general treasury; and that "an appropriation

stantially that an appropriation that is not
political year in

shall

which

it is

for a specific year shall not be construed to prevent the application of

an unexpended balance in the following year to the same

objects."

In view of the provisions of the general statute above quoted, I
see no reason to doubt that the Board of Health

may proceed

with

work during the political year succeeding that in which the act
was passed, or until the first Wednesday of January, 1896. It is
to be presumed that the Legislature had in mind the provisions of

its
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the Public Statutes above quoted, and did not intend to limit the

time within which the appropriation so specially

made should be

expended to the year for which it was made.
Very truly yours,
Hose a M. Knowlton, Attorney-General,

Savings banks have no right to maintain and hold as a guarantee fund
more than five per cent, of the total amount of their deposits.
Dec.

21, 1895.

Hon. Starkes Whiton,
Chairman Commissioners of Savings Banks.

Dear

Sir

— The question stated

:

in

your

letter of

December 17

calls for a construction of Statutes of 1894, chapter 317, section

bank shall
" reserve as a guarantee fund, from the net proceeds which have
accumulated during the six months then next preceding, not less
than one-eighth nor more than one-fourth of one per cent, of the
whole amount of deposits, until such fund amounts to five per cent,
of the whole amount of the deposits, which fund shall be thereafter
25, which provides substantially that every savings

maintained and held to meet losses in

its

business from deprecia-

The question stated in your
a savings bank to reserve and hold

tion of its securities or otherwise."
letter is

whether

it is

legal for

a larger guarantee fund than

five

per cent.

Savings banks are established and carried on for the benefit
The profits arising from the deposits are to be
of depositors.

among

divided frequently

amount

as

is

the depositors, reserving only such an

consistent with safety.

tion above quoted

intended,

guarantee fund of

five

in

my

The

Legislature in the sec-

opinion,

to declare that a

per cent, should be sufficient to protect

depositors from losses arising from depreciation of securities or

Whether in fact this is sufficient does not concern the
inquiry.
The management of savings banks has been carefully
provided for by the Legislature, and it is within its province to
otherwise.

It may well have been
establish the limit of a guarantee fund.
considered by the Legislature to be not for the interests of the
depositors to permit the piling up of a large guarantee fund, and

that to do so would be to defeat one of the principal objects of

savings banks, which
business

among

This intention
quoted, and I

is

to insure the division of the profits of the

the depositors.

am

very clearly expressed in the section above
of opinion that savings banks have no right to

is

maintain and hold more than
their deposits

five

per cent, of the total amount of

under the provisions of that section.
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inquiry in your letter, as to what action,

if

any,

it is

Board to take in case a larger guarantee is maintained and held by savings banks, is answered by the provisions of
section 6 of the same chapter.
Under that section I see no reason
to doubt the power of your Board to require compliance with- the
provisions of the statutes by the savings banks.
Very truly yours,
requisite for the

Hosea M. Knowxton, Attorney-General.

A

corporation cannot be organized under the general laws for the purpose
of buying and selling intoxicating liquor.
Jan.

2,

1896.

Hon. Charles Endicott, Commissioner of Corporations.

Dear
may not

Sir
sell

:

—A

corporation organized under the general laws

intoxicating liquor in this

Commonwealth.

Articles of association, therefore, which declare that the pur-

pose for which the corporation

is

formed

is

the buying and selling

of intoxicating liquor are not within the scope of the statutes

(Public Statutes, chapter 106, section 14) which permit the forming of corporations "for the purpose of carrying on any lawful
business," etc.

Very

truly yours,

Hosea M. Knowlton,

The

trustees of the

Lyman and

Attorney- General.

Industrial Schools have no authority to

discharge a girl from the State Industrial School for Girls to the
overseers of the poor.
Jan.

Mrs Elizabeth

4,

1896.

G. Evans,

Secretary of Trustees of Lyman and Industrial Schools.
Dear Madam: Your letter of Dec. 15, 1895, states that the
trustees of the Lyman and Industrial Schools have voted to dis-

—

from the custody of the State Industrial School for
She was committed
She
to the school by the police court of Lowell for stubbornness.
The inquiry in
is twenty years of age, and her mother is living.
your letter is whether the Board has a legal right to discharge the
charge a

girl

Girls to the overseers of the poor of a city.

girl to the overseers of the poor.

"

Public Statutes, chapter 89, section 45, provide that the trustees
and return to her parents, guardian or protector

shall discharge

any

girl

who,

moved from

in their

judgment, ought for any cause to be reSo far as I have been informed, this

the school."

comprises the whole power of discharge vested in the trustees.
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overseers of the poor cannot be regarded as the protectors of

girl,

utes.

under any definition of their duties contained in the statI am of opinion, therefore, that your Board has no right to

deliver a girl in the State Industrial School to the overseers of the

poor of a city or town.

Very

truly yours,

Hosea M. Knowlton, Attorney-General.

Not more than

five hundred thousand dollars can be expended in any
one year under the provisions of section 10, chapter 428 of the Acts of

1890.

Jan.

9, 1896.

Hon. John W. Kimball, Auditor.

Dear

Sir:

—I

have your

9th inst., asking

letter of the

my

opinion as to the Acts of 1890, chapter 428, section 10, relating

The chapter provides
amount to be paid under the provisions of this act by
the Commonwealth in any year shall not exceed five hundred
thousand dollars." Your inquiry is whether, if in any given year
to the expenditure for grade crossings.

that " the

hundred thousand dollars

less

than

may

be added to the expenditure for the next year

five

is

expended, the balance
;

so that

if,

for example, three hundred thousand dollars are expended in one

year, seven hundred thousand dollars

may be expended

in the

next year.
It is perfectly plain that the intent of the Legislature

was

to

hundred thousand dollars in any given
year, regardless of the amount expended in any preceding year.
It is difficult to conceive how such intent could have been better
expressed in any possible form of words.
limit the expenditure to five

Very

truly yours,

Hosea M. Knowlton, Attorney-General.

Opinions upon Applications for Leave to pile
Infokmations ln the [Name of the

Attorney- General.
Attorney-General ex

rel.

William F. Nye
Burgess

et al. v.

Stephen C.

et al.

Oct.

23, 1895.

This was a petition by the relators requesting the AttorneyGeneral to sign an information against the respondents, restraining

them from encroaching upon or using for private purposes a
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Onset Bay village, in the town of Wareham,
waa claimed by the relators had been dedicated by the

tract of land in

which

it

owners thereof as a public park.

At

the hearing the following facts appeared

:

the Onset

Bay

Grove Association was incorporated by Statutes of 1877, chapter
96.
The purpose of the association, as stated in the charter, was
"holding personal property and real estate where a wharf or
hotel or other public buildings may be erected, and building lots
sold or leased for the erection of private residences or cottages."

In pursuance of the purpose of the corporation, a tract of land in

Wareham, now known

as

Onset, was

purchased, divided into

and plans thereof prepared. On the first plan
adopted by the corporation, and filed in the Registry of Deeds in
1877, the tract in question was divided into lots, and there was
nothing on the plan to distinguish it from other lots of the assoVery soon, however, another and more
ciation intended for sale.
elaborate plan was adopted and filed in the office of the Registry

convenient

lots,

This was in the year 1878. The copy of this plan
produced at the hearing showed the property of the corporation
divided into lots, avenues and open spaces. The lots were colored
white, the avenues yellow and the open spaces green. These open
spaces included a number of tracts described as and called parks
of Deeds.

;

" Bay View Grove " another, " Camp ground "
another, "Proposed hotel;" and another large tract was called
" Grove for hitching horses." On the tract in question, which was
about one hundred and twenty feet long by one hundred feet wide,
were inscribed the words "Offices of O. B. G. Asso." It was
colored green, like the other open spaces, and in the centre of it
was delineated a building, with two paths from the adjoining avenue leading to the building. The tract marked " Proposed hotel"
also a tract called

;

;

also contained the design of a building in the shape of a hotel.

The space now

was divided on the plan into three lots
and numbered consecutively with
them, 53, 54 and 55. None of the other open spaces were so
divided into lots or numbered. The open space marked "Proposed hotel" was afterward sold to private persons, who have
erected a hotel thereon.
The space marked " Grove for hitching
None of the other
horses " has also been sold to private parties.
open spaces have been sold, excepting the tract in question. This
was sold in October, 1888, by a warranty deed, to one Sidney Dean.
The deed described the tract as " lots numbered 53, 54, 55, on
a plan of lands of Onset Bay Grove Association, recorded in
Registry of Deeds for Plymouth County," etc.
Shortly afterwards, and during the same month, Dean resold the tract to E. Y.
in question

about the size of the other

lots,
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Johnson and Cyrus Peabody. These grantees in 1892 sold lot
numbered 54 to the respondent Stephen C. Burgess, a portion of
another lot to another respondent named in the information, and
the remainder to other persons.
The land since said sale by the
association has been occupied by the grantees or their tenants
for private purposes, and buildings have been erected thereon by
them.
.

To

support the contention that the park in question had been

dedicated to the public, testimony of the relators and other witnesses, including the

duced.

It

president of the corporation, was intro-

first

appeared from their testimony that a great many copies

of the plan last adopted had been printed and extensively circu-

During the years from 1878

lated.

were made to know

if

to

1888 numerous inquiries

the lots could be sold.

The

officers of the

corporation said the lots were not for sale, but were reserved.

does not appear that any representation or declaration was

by any

officer that

they were dedicated to the public

;

and

It

made
it

was

obvious from the testimony of the witnesses, taken in connection
with the plant

itself,

that the purpose of the association

reserve the tract in question for the erection of

was to

a corporation

and perhaps other buildings for the convenience of the pubThis plan, however,
a post-office, an express office, etc.
was not carried out, and a company office has long since been
It was not clear from the
erected in another part of the grounds.
testimony of the witnesses whether the tract in question had been
fenced by the association but it appeared that in the early days
of the enterprise seats were placed upon the lots for the accommoThe tract in question was
dation of the public, and were so used.
very nearly in the centre of the whole territory, and was the point
at which most of the passengers by the street railway, which connected with the steam railway, disembarked.
The petitioners relied upon the foregoing facts, which are
stated in the most favorable way for them, to show dedication by
the owners of the land prior to 1888, and acceptance thereof by
the public.
It is plain, however, that the purpose of the corpora-

office,

lic, like

;

tion

was not

reserve

it

to dedicate the tract in question to the public, but to

for its

own

use.

Dedication of land to the public for the purpose of a park, or
for public use,
ficial

tion should be

by

is

the giving up of the land to the control and bene-

ownership of the public.

It is not necessary thaff a dedica-

made by deed, and

it

may

be,

and usually

is,

shown

acts of the grantors indicating an intention to surrender the

The mere recording
showing a space marked as a park, or colored differently

beneficial control of the land to the public.

of a plan,

1896.
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rest of the plan, is not of itself sufficient evidence of dedi-

cation, although such a fact

may

be considered in connection with

other acts and declarations of the grantors indicating a purpose to

convey the land for public uses. Inasmuch as it
acts and declarations, and not by record as land

proved by

is

ordinarily

is

conveyed, the intent of the owner should be clearly proved, and
the acts of the owner which are relied upon to show dedication
should be unequivocal in their nature.

(Attorney-General

Whitney, 137 Mass. 450, and Attorney-General
Mass. 323.)

v.

In the case here presented the facts are not

v.

Abbott, 154

only consistent

with an intention to reserve rather than to dedicate the land in
dispute, but they plainly indicate that the purpose of the corporation

was

to reserve the land for

a corporation

office,

its

own

The

erection of

office

and other

use.

a post-office, an express

like buildings is not a public use of a tract of land, in the sense

that

thereby becomes the property of the public.

it

of the land, while for the convenience of the public,

Such a use
is

still

pri-

would undoubtedly be for the convenience
of persons visiting or residing at Onset to have the office of the
association, the post-office, the express office and other like buildings in a central and convenient place, and the corporation might

vate in

its

nature.

It

well reserve a convenient tract of

land for that purpose

the public would not thereby acquire

any

title

;

but

to the tract, or

any right to have the buildings so erected. The title to the tract
would still remain in the corporation for all purposes. The sale
of the tract indicates that the corporation changed its purpose in
relation to its use of the lots.
As the use originally proposed was
for the corporation, for its own purpose, the public would not
have the right to intervene, even though the people residing in or
visiting the place were inconvenienced thereby.
I have been unable to find, therefore, in the petitioners' case,
any evidence that the corporation intended to dedicate the tract in
question to the public.
That being so, it is my duty to refuse the

name

of the Attorney-General to the information.

Hosea M. Knowlton,

Attorney-General

ex

rel.

Attorney- General.

Stephen C. Brownell

et

oil.

v.

David L. Parker.
Nov.

5, 1895.

This was an application to the Attorney-General to file an information against the respondent, David L. Parker, to have him
ousted from the

office of

mayor of

the city of

New

Bedford.

The
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information alleged that his election was procured by " bribery
and corrupt practices of the respondent and his agents and representatives."

The election called in question by these proceedings was held
on the fourth day of December, 1894. The respondent took his
seat as mayor on the first Monday of January, 1895. His term
This
of office expires on the first Monday of January, 1896.
application was made to the Attorney-General June 4, 1895.
In accordance with the practice of the office, notice was given to
the respondent, and a hearing was appointed for June 12, 1895,
which by consent of the parties was adjourned until June 22,
1895.
On the last-named day the parties appeared, and the
relators offered evidence of witnesses and affidavits in support of
the allegations in their information.

At

the close of the hearing

and the
day of July following.
Meanwhile, criminal proceedings were had against certain
parties who it was claimed had been implicated in the alleged
corrupt practices, and by request of the relators the hearing which
was to have been had on the first day of July was continued to a
day to be afterwards determined. No further action was taken in
the matter until Oct. 26, 1895, when upon application of the
relators a further hearing was had, at which time the evidence of
the relators was concluded.
At the last hearing, to wit, on Oct. 26, 1895, the relators' evithe relators stated that they had further evidence to offer,

hearing was thereupon adjourned until the

first

dence being concluded, the respondent through his counsel made
the suggestion that the information should not then be signed and
filed
it

by the Attorney-General, for the reason

that, as

was claimed,

could not be heard and determined during the term of

Deeming

the respondent.

office

of

the suggestion of the respondent an

important one, I heard the parties fully upon

it,

and reserved the

matter for consideration without hearing the respondent's evidence

upon the principal

The

issue.

question arising upon the respondent's suggestion

first

whether in point of fact there

is

being heard and determined before the
1896.

By

first

Monday

of January,

the provisions of Public Statutes, chapter 186, sec-

tions 17, 19

and 20,

petitions of this character are to be filed in

the county where the respondent lives, but the court

order for

is

a reasonable prospect of the case

summary hearing

of the parties.

The usual

may

take

rules gov-

erning time for appearance and answer are not held to apply to

such proceedings

;

and

it is

the practice of the court in such cases

to direct the parties to appear

and answer speedily, to the end that
may not be delayed. It cannot

the determination of the questions
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not in fact time for

hearing the case by a single justice before the expiration of the

term of

office

Nor do

of the respondent.

I attach

much importance

to the claim of the respondent

that the determination of the case will be delayed
fact that he will

demand

trial

by

jury.

v.

164 Mass., cited by the respondent, the right of the

Sullivan,

parties to jury trial in cases of this character
is

by reason of the

In Attorney-General

doubtful

if

the court would in

framed for a jury, especially

if

was denied

;

and

it

discretion order issues to be

its

such a proceeding would so far

delay the result that the judgment would thereby become nugatory.

The necessary steps in proceedings
The filing of the information

lows
the

:

;

court

may

order

to the

of this character are as fol-

notice within such time as

respondent

respondent within such further time as

;

filing

may

answer by the

be ordered by the

and a hearing of the case by a single justice. In view of
questions of law which the case of the relators
undoubtedly raises, there is little doubt that the case would be
reported by a single justice, or, at all events, that an appeal would
be taken to the full bench; in which case, of course, final judgment would be still further delayed. This being so, even assuming that due diligence be used by the parties, I see no prospect
that final judgment can be entered by the full bench before the
court

the

;

many and grave

first Monday of January,
1896.
It is scarcely to be expected
even that the issues of fact could be determined at a single hearThe same issues, I am informed, when tried before a magising.
Furthermore, the
trate in New Bedford, occupied several days.

making up of a record for the full bench, the preparation of an
argument and the consideration of the question by the court necessarily consume considerable time.
It would be, I think, without
precedent if questions involving so much testimony, and raising
so many important issues of law as those presented by this information, should be begun, tried by a single justice, heard on appeal,
and determined by rescript of the full bench of the supreme
The time required
judicial court within a period of sixty days.
of Attorney-General v. Sullivan, above
which was an information to- try the title of the

to determine the case

referred

to,

respondent to the

office of

president of the

common

council to

which he claimed to have been elected, is instructive upon this
In that case it was recognized by the court as of the
question.
utmost importance to the interests of the city that the question be
speedily determined. Counsel upon both sides were diligent and
the court gave every possible assistance, by way of special and
;

early assignments, to have the matter speedily determined.

Yet
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in that case the information was signed by the Attorney-General
March 11, 1895, and the rescript of the full bench was not sent
down until May 21. It is not to be expected that more diligence
will be shown by counsel in the present case
and, on the other
;

hand,

is

it

doubtful whether, even

the court were disposed to

if

advance the case for speedy determination, notwithstanding the
apparent laches of the relators in procuring it to be signed, it

would be possible to give

immediate attention, either by a single
The full bench of the supreme

it

justice or in the appellate court.
judicial court will

of

be in session beginning on the second Tuesday

November almost continuously

Monday

until the first

of Jan-

uary, 1896.

An

information was filed in the county of Bristol in April last,
which the relators in the present proceedings were plaintiffs,
seeking the same relief sought for in the present petition. It
was suggested by these relators that the Attorney-General might,

in

in

the

exercise

and appear as

of

intervene in that proceeding

his discretion,

plaintiff,

if

it

became apparent that the present

proceedings could not be brought to a determination in season to

To adopt

be effective.

this suggestion,

however, would not help

The same questions, and perhaps some others, are
involved, and the same proceedings must be had
and a final

the matter.

;

determination could not be arrived at in that case sooner than in
the information

now

before me.

judgment could not be
had before the expiration of the term of office of the respondent, it
becomes necessary to consider what standing the case would have
in court in view of the fact that its action would be nugatory.
It
may be laid down as a general rule that an extraordinary remedy,
like a writ of quo warranto, will not be granted where it would be
It being apparent, therefore, that final

The only remedy

without beneficial results.
are entitled

is

An

judgment of ouster.

of quo warranto, like the present,

is

to

which the relators

information in the nature

held by the supreme judicial

court to be, in Massachusetts at least, purely a civil proceeding.

(Attorney-General

v.

common law

English

Although under the
was sometimes brought for the recovery

Sullivan, 164 Mass.)
it

of a fine as well as to oust the respondent, the practice of levying
a

fine

has never prevailed in Massachusetts
Sullivan, above quoted,

General

v.

supreme

judicial court in this State will not

it

is

;

and

in

clearly held

Attorneythat the

impose a penalty

in

addition to the judgment of ouster.

In Commonwealth

v.

Athearn, 3

Mass. 285, which was an

information against the respondent, claiming that he was unlawfully holding the office of

town

clerk, the court

went so far as

to
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hold that no proceeding of this character could be maintained

who was chosen for a year, for the reason
would not be possible to enter judgment during the term of
This, however, was before the court had the
in question.

against a town officer
that

it

office

right under the statute to proceed summarily, as is

to

now

author-

by Public Statutes, chapter 186, section 19 and it is hardly
be supposed that the strict rule of that case would be followed.

ized

;

manv

Indeed, there have been

cases, since the statutes have given
which the title of an annual officer has
oeen heard and determined by the court. The principle, however,
laid down in Com. v. Athearn, has never been overruled
to wit,
that when no judgment of ouster can be entered until after the

summary

jurisdiction, in

;

term of

office expires, the

court will, in the exercise of

its

dis-

cretion, refuse to hear the case.

I am clearly of the opinion that the present case cannot be heard
and finally determined before the first Monday of January, 1896
and that upon this fact appearing to the court it is not to be
expected that the petition would be entertained or heard. This
I do
being so, it is my duty to decline to sign the information.
;

not agree with the contention of the relators that the only question
to be determined

by me

is

whether the petitioners have made out a

case such as to entitle them to go forward in the courts.

granting of an information in the nature of

addressed to the discretion of the Attorney-General.
reason he
is

is

The

quo warranto
If for

is

any

of the opinion that the proceeding will be nugatory,

it

his duty, regardless of the merits of the case, to decline to allow

the use of his name.

In view, therefore, of

all

the circumstances of the present case,

and without considering the interesting questions of law raised by
the petition and the evidence, and without expressing any opinion
upon the evidence presented (not having heard the evidence of the
respondent)

,

I

deem

it

my

duty, for the reasons above stated, to

decline to sign the information.

Hosea M. Knowlton,

Attorney- General.
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INFORMATIONS.

At the Relation

1.

(a)

op the Treasurer and Receiver-General.

For the non-payment of corporation taxes

1894, informations were brought against the

Tax

Arthur C. King Company.
Atlantic

Bay

News Company.

State Clothing

—

for

the year

paid and information dismissed.

Enjoined.

Company.

Pending.

Belmont Manufacturing Company.

Enjoined.

Company. Tax paid and information dismissed.
Boston Casting Company. Enjoined.
Brookfield Brick Company.
Tax paid and information dismissed.
Butcher Cyclometer Company. Enjoined.
C. W. Mutell Manufacturing Company. Tax paid and informaBerlin Falls Fiber

tion dismissed.

Casino Art Company.

Tax

paid and information dismissed.

Charles A. Millen Company.

Tax

paid and information dis-

Tax

paid and information dis-

missed.

Chequassit Lumber Company.
missed.

Commonwealth Publishing Company.

Tax

paid and information

dismissed.

Eastman Clock Company. Pending.
Engraver and Printer Company. Pending.
F. E. Young Company. Tax paid and information dismissed.
Findlay Paper Company. Pending.
Franklin Educational Company. Tax paid and information dismissed.

George H. Wood Company. Tax paid and information dismissed.
Glove Investment Company. Information dismissed.
Goddard Machine Company. Tax paid and information dismissed.

Hawkes

Electrical

Company.

Tax

paid and information dis-

missed.

Hood Bros. Company. Tax paid and information dismissed.
House Furnishing Co-operative Company. Pending.
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This tax was, after the bring-

ing of the information, totally abated by the board of appeals.

The information was

therefore dismissed.

and Shoe Company. This company having withdrawn from the Commonwealth and having no property herein,
the case was dropped without being carried to an issue.
Tax paid and inforJ. C. Lockett Crimping Machine Company.
mation dismissed.
Lynn Ice Company. Tax paid and information dismissed.
Ingalls Boot

National Coin Company.

Enjoined.

Old Spain Co-operative Society. Enjoined.
Pearson Box and Moulding Company. Pending.
Quaboag Steamboat Company. Tax paid and information

dis-

missed.

Tax

Quinsigamond Co-operative Meat Market.

paid and infor-

mation dismissed.

Robinson Printing Company. Enjoined.
Scandinavian Co-operative Mercantile Company.

Tax

paid and

information dismissed.
Siasconset Street Railway Company.

Enjoined.

Tax

Standard Crockery and House Furnishing Company.

and information dismissed.
Standard Thermometer Company.

Tax

paid

paid and information dis-

missed.

The Sumner Drug and Chemical Company.

Tax

paid and infor-

mation dismissed.

Tremont Publishing Company. Pending.
Union Publishing Company of Boston. Tax paid and information
dismissed.

United States Automatic Service Company.

Waltham Watch Tool Company

Pending.

of Springfield.

Tax

paid and

in-

formation dismissed.

Whittemore Woodbury Company.

Tax

paid and information dis-

missed.

William H. Keeden Printing Company.

Tax

paid and informa-

tion dismissed.

Woodward & Brown Piano Company.

Tax

paid and information

Tax

paid and information

dismissed.

Worcester Steam Heating Company.
dismissed.

(6)

For

failure to

file

the tax return for the year 1894 required

by section 38 of chapter 13 of the Public Statutes, informations
were brought against the

—
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Return

filed.

Information dis-

Return

filed.

Information dis-

missed.

Atherton Machine Company.
missed.

Commonwealth Jewelry Company.

Return

filed.

Information

dismissed.

Return

filed.

Information dismissed.

Crompton Associates. Return
Fall River Merino Company.

filed.

Information dismissed.

Casino Art Company.

Return

Information dis-

filed.

missed.
(t.

W. H.

Litchfield

Company.

Return

Information dis-

filed.

missed.

John F. Fowkes Manufacturing Company.

Return

filed.

In-

formation dismissed.
Liberty Masonic Society.

Return

Information dismissed.

filed.

Lynn Express Company. Enjoined.
Lynn Pearl Button Company. Return

Information dis-

filed.

missed.

Massachusetts Wire Company.

Return

filed.

Information dis-

filed.

Information dis-

filed.

Information dis-

missed.

Monarch Carbonating Company.

Return

missed.

New England

Paint Company.

Return

missed.

Palmer Wire Manufacturing Company.

Return

filed.

Informa-

filed.

Informa-

tion dismissed.

Studley Instalment Company.

Enjoined.

Standard Worsted Company of Lowell.

Return

tion dismissed.
Steel

Wire Shank Company. Return filed. Information dismissed.
Information
Return filed.
Company.

Tafft-Gardner-Shepard
dismissed.

Taunton Evening News.

Pending.

Woodward & Brown Piano Company.

Return

filed.

Information

dismissed.

2.

At the Relation
For

failure to

file

of the Commissioner of Corporations.

the certificate of condition required

tion 54 of chapter 106 of the Public Statutes

American Publishing Company.

—

Certificate filed.

by

sec-

Information

dismissed.

Commonwealth Jewelry Company.
tion dismissed.

Certificate filed.

Informa-
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Information

filed.

dismissed.

At the Relation

3.

Attorney-General ex

Fred

rel.

of Private Persons.

W.

Information to try the

livan.

common

Sanborn
title of

et al. v.

John E. Sul-

respondent to

office of

Hearand use of name granted. The case was tried in the
supreme judicial court, before Knowlton, J., and a decision
was rendered in favor of the complainant. Exceptions were
taken by the respondent and argued before the full bench.
The respondent's exceptions were overruled.
Attorney-General ex rel. Charles G. Rutter, mayor of Lawrence,
Information for exceeding corporate
v. Town of Methuen.
powers. Hearing, and use of name granted. Pending.
Attorney-General ex rel. Frank McAnally v. William C. Barrie.
president of the

council of the city of Lowell.

ing,

Information to try

title of

respondent to

office of clerk of the

overseers of the poor of the city of Lawrence.

use of

Attorney-General ex

H.

Hearing, and

name granted.

Clark

et

rel.

Andrew B. Lattimore

Information to reform

al.

et al. v.

Hearing, and use of name granted.

charity.

before a single justice.

William

abuse of public

Case argued

Pending.

rel. Elvira Willis and Mary E. Howard v.
Wales Home. Information to try title of certain officers of
Hearing, and use of name granted. Inthe Wales Home.

Attorney-General ex

formation dismissed.

Attorney-General ex

Whitney

et al.,

rel.

in the nature of

granted.

F. Elliot Cabbot

et al.

v. Ellerton

water commissioners of Milton.

quo warranto.

P.

Information

Hearing, and use of name

Pending.

Applications Refused and Otherwise Disposed Of.
[For

full text

of opinions giving reasons of refusal, see page 96.]

Attorney-General ex
gess

et

al.

rel.

William F. Nye

Petition for use of

et al. v.

name

in

Stephen C. Bur-

an information to

ascertain relative rights in a public park at Onset

Bay Grove.

Hearing, and use of name denied.

Attorney-General ex
Parker.

rel.

Stephen A. Brownell et al. v. David L.
name in an information in the

Petition for use of

nature of quo warranto to test the legality of the election of

respondent as mayor of the city of

and use of name denied.

New

Bedford.

Hearing,
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Information in equity

Hearing appointed

case settled by the
and withdrawn before heard.
Attorney-General ex rel. Joseph J. Feeley v. Water Commissioners
of Walpole.
Information in the nature of quo warranto.
Day assigned for a hearing case settled and withdrawn beto abate a nuisance.

;

parties

;

fore hearing.

Attorney-General ex

rel.

T. F. Martin

Information to try the
director of the
tion

withdrawn

Thorp

&

title 'of

v.

Edward

S.

Hathaway.

respondent as treasurer and

Martin Company.

Hearing.

at request of petitioner's counsel.

Peti-
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GRADE CROSSINGS.
Since the last annual report notice

lias

been served upon the

Attorney-General of petitions for the appointment of special commissioners under chapter 428 of the Acts of 1890, relating to the
abolition of grade crossings in the following localities

:

—

Bristol County.

New

Somerset.

New

Dighton.

New Haven &

York,

Hartford Railroad, peti-

Pending.

tioner.

York, New. Haven

&

Hartford Railroad, peti-

Pending.

tioner.

Mayor and Aldermen of city of
York, New Haven & Hartford

Fall River.

New

ers.

Fall River, petition-

Railroad.

Pending.

Middlesex County.

Mayor and Aldermen

Waltham.

Mayor and Aldermen

Marlborough.

peti-

Pending.

of the city of Marlborough,

Fitchburg Railroad Company.

petitioners.

Waltham,

of the city of

Fitchburg Railroad Company.

tioners.

Pending.

Norfolk County.
Stoughton.

New

Directors of the

Railroad Company, petitioners.

York,

New Haven &

Hartford

Pending.

Worcester County.

Holden.

The Selectmen

road Company.

Westborough.
ton

of Holden, petitioners.

Fitchburg Rail-

Pending.

Selectmen of Westborough and directors of Bos-

& Albany

Railroad Company, petitioners.

a controversy arose between the town and the
as to the respective

(In this case

Commonwealth

amounts to be paid in the construction of
The case was argued before the

the proposed alterations.

commissioners, and a decision rendered in favor of the claim

made by

the Commonwealth.)

Southborough.

Directors of the

ford Railroad

Company,

Pending.

New

York, New Haven
Pending.

petitioners.

&

Hart-
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FranMin County.
Selectmen of the town of Turner's Falls, petiCompany and Fitchburg

Turner's Falls.
tioners.

Central Vermont Railroad

Railroad Company.

Pending.

Hampshire County.
Hatfield.

Selectmen of town of Hatfield, petitioners. ConnectiCompany and Boston & Maine Railroad

cut River Railroad

Company.

Pending.
Suffolk County.

Dorchester Avenue, Boston. Directors of the New York, New
Haven & Hartford Railroad Company, petitioners. Pending.

Mayor and Aldermen

East Boston.
tioners.

Boston

& Maine

of the city of Boston, peti-

& Al& Lynn

Railroad Company, Boston

bany Railroad Company, and Boston, Revere Beach
Railroad Company. Pending.
Barnstable County.

Harwich.

New York, New Haven &

petitioner.

Hartford Railroad Company,

Pending.

Essex County.
Manchester.

Directors of the Boston

petitioners.

Pending.

& Maine Railroad Company,
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The following corporations, having made voluntary application
supreme judicial court for dissolution, and having given the
Attorney-General due notice of their petition, and the Tax Commissioner having certified that they were not indebted to the Comto the

monwealth
heard

:

—

for taxes, the Attorney-General waived the right to be

Bay

State

Watch Company.

Boston Chair Manufacturing Company.
Boston Mirror Company.
Brockton Foundry Company.
Brockton & Holbrook Street Railway Company.

Cambridge Lyceum.
Cambridge Casino.
Columbian Printing Company.
East Side Street Railway Company.
Grafton Ice Company.
Massachusetts Wire Company.
People's Store Company.
Randolph Athletic Association.
Southern Berkshire Cheese Company.
South Weymouth Shoe Company.
Steel Wire Shank Company.
The Henry C. Weeden Company.
Travis Bros. Shoe Company.
Whitman Street Railway Company.
Wellfleet Marine Insurance Company.
Worcester Bedding Manufacturing Company.

The following corporations, reported to this department by the
Commissioner of Corporations for failure to file their certificate of
condition, as provided by section 54, chapter 106, Public Statutes,
have been required, without resorting to legal action, to make the
return in question

:

—

Boston Blower Company.
Brophy Bros. Shoe Company.
Foundry Supply Company.
Granite Shoe Company.
H. W. Downs Company.
Havenner & Davis, incorporated.

Pleasant Valley Live Stock Association.

Waterman Clothing Company.
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to this department by the
in
making their tax returns
delinquency
for
Commissioner
Tax
under section 38 of chapter 13 of the Public Statutes, have been
compelled, without the necessity of a suit at law, to comply with

The following corporations, reported

the statute

:

—

Albemarle Slate Company.
American Citizen Company.
American Pad and Paper Company.
American Publishing Company.
Andover Co-operative Creamery Association.
Arena Newspaper Company.
Athol Gas and Electric Company.
Atlantic News Company.
B. W. Fellows Machine Company.
Barnaby Manufacturing Company.

Bay

State Metal "Works.
Belmont Manufacturing Company.
Blair Camera Company.
Blake Manufacturing Company.
Blair Manufacturing Company.
Boston & Machias Steamship Company.
Boston Blower Company.
Boston Elevated Railway Company.
Boston Forge Company.
Boston Lighterage and Towing Company.
Brookfield Brick Company.
Butcher Cyclometer Company.
C. B. Cook Laundry Company.
C. S. Greeves Paint Company.
Cantelo Manufacturing Company.
Cape Ann Granite Railroad Company.
Charles Perry Manufacturing Company.
Charlestown Stove Company.
Clark W. Bryam Company.
Climax Manufacturing Company.
Colchester Mill Company.
Columbian Printing Company.
Commonwealth Publishing Company.
Co-operative Gas and Oil Stove Company.

Crystal Mills

Company.

Donahoe's Magazine Company.
E. P. Sanderson Company.
Fall River Daily Globe Publishing Company.
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Faulkner Manufacturing Company.
Findlay Paper Company.

German-American Publishing Company.
Globe Worsted Mills.
Goetz Silk Manufacturing Company.
Grant-Sanger Confectionery Company.

Hanover Street Railway Company.
Hanover Water Company.
Henry Woods Sons Company.
Haverhill Paper Company.
Highland Foundry Company.
House Furnishing Co-operative Company.
Independent Whip Company.
Instant Freezer Company.
Hoxie Mineral Soap Corporation.
J. H. Conant Company.
J. H. Foss Company.
Jamaica Plain Gas Light Company.
Knowles Loom Works.
L. A. May Company.

La

Societe de Publications Francaises

cles

Lawrence Trust Company.
Leicester Electric Company.
Lend a Hand Publishing Company.
Lexington Building Association.
Lowell Iron Company.
Macdonald Printing Company.
Massachusetts Publishing Company.
Mayhew Silk Company.
Meadow Company.
Middleby Oven Company.
Middlesex Land Company.
Mrs. C. H. King Company.
Nantucket Electric Light Company.
National Coin Company.
Old Spain Co-operative Society.
Osborn Mills.
Pairpoint Manufacturing Company.
Parmenter Manufacturing Company.
Phoenix Rattan Company.
Pleasant Valley Live Stock Association.
Post Printing Company.
Pranker Manufacturing Company.

Quaboag Steamboat Company.

Etats Unis.
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Quincy Water Company.
R. H. Long Shoe Company.
Rockport Water Company.
Rouillard Reid Company.
Roxbury Real Estate Association of Boston.
S. A. Woods Machine Company.
Salem, Beverly

& Dan vers Towboat Company.

Sanders Building Corporation.
Scituate

Water Company.

Siasconset Street Railway Company.

Sigsbee Manufacturing Company.

Smith-Foster Shoe Company.

South Deerfield Water Co.
Spencer Hotel Corporation.
Springfield Brass Company.
Standard Crockery and House Furnishing Company.
Suffolk Brewing Company.

Suffolk

Company.

Traveller Publishing Company.

Tremont Publishing Company.
Trench Lamp Company.
Turner's Falls Land Improvement Company.
Union Marine Railway.
United Cordage Company.
V. W. Crowson Waste Company.
W. C. Young Manufacturing Company.
W. M. Colby Company.
W. S. Reed Toy Company.
Wachusett Mills.

Waltham Watch Tool Company of Springfield.
Wamesit Power Company.
Wason Manufacturing Company.
Waterman Clothing Company.
Watertown Water Supply Company.
Westfield Brick Company.

Winkley

&

Madclox Ice Company.

Worcester Reed Chair Company.
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CASES ARISING UNDER THE COLLATERAL INHERITANCE TAX ACT.

[Statutes 1891, chapter 425.]

The Town

of

Essex

v.

Francis A. Brooks, executor.

In this case

the full court lias decided that the legacy to the town

Joseph H. Curtis, executor of the
bate court of Suffolk County.

Norcross

et

Mary A.

will of

Treasurer of the Commonwealth
Otis

is

not

See 164 Mass. 79.

subject to a tax.

et al.

Blood,

v.

the

Petition to the pro-

Decree.

and trustees under the will of
the Treasurer of the Commonwealth.

executors

al.,

Andrew Cushing,

v.

Petition to the probate court of Suffolk County.

Decree.

John F. Brown et al., executors, petitioners, v. the Treasurer of
Petition to the probate court of Northe Commonwealth.
folk County.

George

S.

Answer

filed.

Decree.

administrator with the will annexed of

Littlefield,

Thomas W. Davis,

petitioner, v. the Treasurer of the

monwealth

Petition to the probate court of Suffolk

County.

et

al.

Service of the petition accepted, and

hearing waived.

Perez

G-.

Com-

right to a

Decree.

A. Poor, petiCommonwealth. Petition to

Porter, executor of the will of Melvina

tioner, v. the Treasurer of the

the probate court of Suffolk County.

Edward W. Chapin, executor

Decree.

Henry W. Taylor,
Commonwealth et al. PetiHampshire County. Answer for

of the will of

petitioner, v. the Treasurer of the

tion to the probate court of

the Treasurer.

'

Decree.

George W. Wales et al., executors of the will of Mary Anne
Wales, petitioners, v. the Treasurer of the Commonwealth
et al.

Petition to the probate court of Suffolk County.

vice accepted.

George F. Putnam
field,

Ser-

Decree.
et al.,

petitioners,

v.

executors of the will of Ralph Butterthe

Treasurer of the Commonwealth.

Petition to the probate court of Middlesex County.

Decree.

116
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executors of the will of Elizabeth C. Jewett,

petitioners, v. the Treasurer of the
to the probate court of

Commonwealth.

Suffolk County.

Petition

Service accepted,

and a hearing waived. Decree.
John B. Brown, executor of the will of Mary M. Abbott, petiPetition to
tioner, v. the Treasurer of the Commonwealth.
the probate court of Middlesex County.

George A. Craig

et al.,

Decree.

executors of the will of Nathaniel Myrick,

petitioners, v. the Treasurer of the

Commonwealth.

Answer

of the Attorney-General and decree.

M. GoodCommonwealth.

Geraldine G. Strout, executor of the will of Urania

enough, petitioner,

v.

the Treasurer of the

Petition to the probate court of

George K. Tufts, executor of the
tioner, v. the Treasurer of the

Hampden County.

will of

Decree.

Washington Tufts,

Commonwealth

to the probate court of Worcester County.

et al.

peti-

Petition

Service accepted.

Decree.
Francis C. Welch, executor of the will of Samuel L. Cunningham,
petitioner,

v.

the

Treasurer of

the

Commonwealth

Petition to the probate court of Suffolk County.

cepted.

et

al.

Service ac-

Decree.

Charles P. Bowditch, executor of the will of Elizabeth P.
ditch, petitioner, v. the Treasurer of the

Commonwealth

Petition to the probate court of Norfolk County.

Bowet al.

Decree.

Hamilton Mayo, executor of the will of A. P. Goddard, petitioner,
Petition to the prov. the Treasurer of the Commonwealth.
bate court of Franklin County.

Decree.

Phineas B. Smith, executor of the will of Solomon Sanborn, peti-

Commonwealth. Petition to
Answer. Decree.
John A. Hunneman et al., executors of the will of Godfrey Frye,
Petition
petitioners, v. the Treasurer of the Commonwealth.
tioner, v. the Treasurer of the

the probate court of Suffolk County.

to the probate court of Suffolk County.

Service accepted.

Decree.

Melissa Lister, administratrix of the estate of William Lister,
petitioner, v. the Treasurer of the

tion to the probate court of

Commonwealth

et al.

Peti-

Answer.

Hampshire County.

Decree.

Anna Goddard Cowing,
Commonwealth. Petition
Answer. Decree.
Suffolk County.

Walter H. Cowing, executor of the

will of

petitioner, v. the Treasurer of the

to the probate court of

Robert 0. Fuller, executor of the

will of Josiah

W.

tioner, v. the Treasurer of the

Commonwealth

et al.

to the probate court of Middlesex County.

Decree.

Cook,

peti-

Petition

Service accepted.
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George

of

will

the Treasurer of
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Steadman,

Commonwealth

the

Petition to the probate court of Suffolk County.

et

al.

Answer.

Decree.

George

S.

Hyde

et

executors of the will of

al.,

Mary W. Hyde,

Treasurer of the Commonwealth et al.
Petition to the probate court of Suffolk County.
Service
petitioners, v.

the

Decree.

accepted.

Rebecca T. Reed et al., executors of the will of Gideon F. T.
Reed, petitioners, v. the Treasurer of the Commonwealth.
Petition to the probate court of Suffolk County.

Answer.

Decree.

George A. Craig

executors of the will of Richard Sugden,

et al.,

petitioners, v. the Treasurer

of the

Commonwealth

Petition to the probate court of Worcester County.

ance for the treasurer.

et

al.

Appear-

Decree.

Frank L. Nash et al., guardians, petitioners, v. the Treasurer of
the Commonwealth.
Petition to the probate court of Franklin County.
Appearance for the Treasurer. Decree.
Ralph W. Ellis, administrator with the will annexed de bonis non
of the estate of Julia Ashley, petitioner, v. the Attorney-

General

Petition to the probate court of

al.

et

Answer

County.

Hampden

of the Attorney-General, waiving right to

be heard.

Mary G.

Morrill

et al.,

petitioners, v.

Petition

executors of the will of Charles J. Morrill,

the Treasurer of

the probate

to

the

Commonwealth
County.

court of Suffolk

al.

et

Service

accepted for the Treasurer, and a hearing waived.
George M. Browne, executor of the will of George M. Browne,
petitioner, v. the Treasurer of the

Commonwealth et al. PetiAnswer for the

tion to the probate court of Suffolk County.

Treasurer.

Decree.

Henry D. Sedgwick, administrator with
S. Watts,

Watts, petitioner,
al.

the will

and trustee and executor of the
v.

annexed of Henry
Alexander

will of

the Treasurer of the

Commonwealth

Petition to the probate court of Berkshire County.

et

Ser-

vice accepted, and the right to be heard waived, there being

no tax claimed by the Commonwealth.
Joseph Stone, executor of the will of Phineas
v. the

Treasurer of the Commonwealth

probate court of Suffolk County.

Spencer

W.

J. Stone, petitioner,

et al.

Petition to the

Answer.

Mary F.
Commonwealth

Richardson, executor of the will of

petitioner,

v.

the

Treasurer of the

Petition to the probate court of Norfolk County.

Swift,
et

Answer.

al.
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Lewis S. Dabney, executor of the will of Theodore Chase, petitioner, v. the Treasurer of the Commonwealth.
Petition to
the probate court of Suffolk County.

W. H.

Answer.

Orcutt, administrator of the estate of Nathaniel Alley, v.

the Treasurer of the

Commonwealth

ing waived.

Petition to the

et al.

Service accepted and hear-

probate court of Suffolk County.

Decree.

Seth J. Thomas, heir-at-law of George B. Thomas, petitioner,
the Treasurer of the

Commonwealth

probate court of Suffolk County.

et

v.

Petition to the

al.

Service accepted and the

waived, consent being given to a reap-

right to a hearing
praisal.

Charles M.' Williams, executor of the will of Ralph Butterfield,
petitioner, v. the Treasurer of the

to

the

probate

court

Commonwealth.

Middlesex

of

Petition

Hearing

County.

waived.

Augustus
L.

S. Lovett, executor

Wood,

et al.

and trustee under the

petitioner, v. the Treasurer of the

will of

Emily

Commonwealth
Hear-

Petition to the probate court of Bristol County.

ing waived.

Solon Carpenter, executor of the will of William B. Dean, petitioner, v. the Treasurer of the

Commonwealth
The

to the probate court of Bristol County.

et al.

Petition

right to a hear-

ing waived.

George A. Craig, administrator with the

will

Stark, petitioner, v. the Treasurer of the

annexed of O. N.

Commonwealth

Petition to the probate court of Worcester County.
to

amendment

Sabin P. Sanger

of petition.

et al.,

et al.

Consent

Answer.

executors of the will of Samuel Gould,

petitioners, v. the Treasurer of the

Commonwealth

et al.

Peti-

Answer.
Morris Meredith, a residuary legatee of the estate of Rebecca
A. Amory, petitioner, v. the Treasurer of the Commonwealth.
tion to the probate court of Suffolk County.

J.

Petition to the probate court of Suffolk

waiving the right to be heard,

it

County.

Answer

being a petition for a re-

appraisal.
will of James Crabtree, petitioner,
Commonwealth et al. Petition to the
Norfolk County. Answer waiving the right

Joseph Harris, executor of the
v.

the Treasurer of the

probate court of
to a hearing.

Arthur H. Clark

et al.,

legatees under the will of Lucien B. Wil-

liams, petitioners, v.

Commonwealth.
Hampshire County. Answer

the Treasurer of the

Petition to the probate court of

waiving the right to a hearing.

1896.]
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in the estate of Caroline E.
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Dewing,

Commonwealth et oil. PetiSuffolk County.
Answer waiving

petitioner, v. the Treasurer of the

tion to the probate court of

the right to a hearing,

Eliza C.

Cleaveland

et

it

being a petition for a reappraisal.

aL, executors of the will of Sarah P.

Cleaveland, petitioners,

v.

the Treasurer of the

Commonwealth.
Answer of

Petition to the probate court of Suffolk County.

the Attorney-General, claiming tax.

Charles A. Merriam, executor of the will of Sarah N. Trowbridge,
petitioner, v. the Treasurer of the

Commonwealth.

to the probate court of Suffolk County.

Petition

Pending.

Perry Adams, executor of the will of Austin Wood, petitioner, v.
Petition to the probate
the Treasurer of the Commonwealth.
court of Worcester County.
eral,

waiving a hearing.

Answer

of the Attorney-Gen-
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PUBLIC CHARITABLE TRUSTS.

Niles,

Thomas,

et al., v.

Attorney-General

Church, Wardens and Vestry

St. Paul's

This case has been decided by the

et al.

Mass. 188.
Julia M. Moseley

et

al.,

Phillips, Treasurer.

executors,

Pending.

et al.

of, v.

Attorney-General

full court.

petitioners,

v.

See 164

Henry M.

Petition to the probate court of Essex.

Notice of petition acknowledged and right to hearing waived.
Decree.
Trustees of Donations to the Protestant Episcopal Church, petitioners.

Petition to the supreme judicial court for Suffolk

Notice of petition acknowledged
and right to hearing waived. Decree.
John Oscar Teele, trustee, v. Bishop of Deny et al. Bill in equity
in supreme judicial court of Essex.
Answer filed. Pending.
Nelson S. Bartlett et al., executors and trustees, v. Attorney-General et al.
Bill in equity in supreme judicial court of Essex.
Answer filed. This case has been decided by the full court.
See 163 Mass. 509.
The Lamson Home, petitioner. Bill in equity in the supreme
for leave to release land.

Dismissed.

judicial court of Suffolk.

Edward N. Fenno

et al.,

executors of the will of J. Brooks Fenno,

v the Attorney-General

et al.

judicial court for Suffolk

Answer.
Deacons of the

Bill in equity in the

County

Belleville Congregational

petitioners,

v.

supreme

to transfer a trust fund.

the Attorney-General

Church

in

et al.

Newburyport,

Petition in the

probate court of Essex County to legalize the sale of real
estate.

Answer

of the Attorney-General, waiving the right

to be heard.

Third Religious Society in Longmeadow et al., petitioners, v. the
Attorney-General. Petition in equity in the supreme judicial
court for

Hampden County

to sell real estate.

Answer

of the

Attorney-General, waiving the right to be heard.

Alfred Stone, trustee under the will of Esther C. Mack, petitioner,
v. the

Attorney-General.

Bill in equity in the

supreme court,

appellate jurisdiction, in the county of Providence in the State
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of Rhode Island, to sell land in Providence, Rhode Island.
Answer of the Attorney-General, waiving the right to be

heard.
R. Warren Ford, administrator with the will annexed of Julia A.

W.

Ford, petitioner,

Charles

v.

to the probate court of

W.

R. Ford

Essex County.

al.

et

Answer

Petition

of the Attor-

ney-General, waiving the right to be heard.
Proprietors of the North Chelmsford Meeting
S. Belcher

County

for Middlesex

Answer

Bill in equity in the

et al.

of

the

House

supreme

v.

Caroline

judicial court

to terminate a public charitable trust.

Attorney-General, waiving the right to be

heard.

George L. Cooke

et

al, petitioners, v. the Attorney-General

et al.

Petition in the probate court for Worcester County for the

appointment of trustees under the will of Nancy Bartlett.
of the Attorney-General, waiving the right to be

Answer
heard.

Joseph B. F. Osgood
Lord, petitioners,

et al.,

executors of the will of Caroline A.

v. the

Attorney-General

the probate court of

trustee to carry out a trust.

Edwin

Petition to

Pending.

C. Leslie, petitioner, v. Charles F. Sawtelle, under the will

of L.
ter

et al.

Essex County upon the declination of the

N.

et al.

Petition to the probate court of Worces-

Answer

of the Attorney-General, waiving right

Leslie

County.

to be heard.
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damages
The Common-

cases have been brought for alleged land
alteration

grade crossings.

of

wealth, being obliged under the statutes to pay at least twentyfive

per cent, of the expenses incurred in the alteration

grade crossings, has in

all

cases been

Brockton Gas Light Company

v.

made

of

all

a party thereto.

Old Colony Railroad Company.

Superior court, Plymouth County.

Brockton Gas Light Company
court, Plymouth County.

James W. Kenney

v.

Brockton.

Superior

Old Colony Railroad Company.

Superior

v.

City of

court, Suffolk County.

H. H. Chase v. Old Colony Railroad Company. Superior court,
Plymouth County.
Roger Oakes v. Old Colony Railroad. Superior court, Plymouth
County.
Franklin E. A. Packard

et

al. v.

Old Colony Railroad Company.

Superior court, Plymouth County.
L. Cora Morse

Old Colony Railroad Company.

et al. v.

Superior

court, Suffolk County.

David Benshimol

Old Colony Railroad Company.

v.

Superior

court, Suffolk County.

John Kelley

v.

Old Colony Railroad Company.

Superior court,

Suffolk County.

Francis G.

Page

Old Colony Railroad Company.

v.

Superior

court, Suffolk County.

Old Colohy Railroad Company. Superior
court, Suffolk County.
President and Fellows of Harvard College v. Old Colony Railroad
Company. Superior court, Suffolk County.

Henry H. Renter

v.

Hannah M.

v.

Childs

Old Colony Railroad Company.

Superior

court, Suffolk County.

H. Waters et al. v. Town of Millbury. Superior court,
Worcester County.
John Downey v. Old Colony Railroad Company. Superior court,
Suffolk County.
George F. Day et al. v. New York, New Haven & Hartford RailSuperior court, Worcester county.
road Company.
Isabelle

Henrietta Goldsmith

v.

Old Colony Railroad Company.

Superior

court, Suffolk County.

George H. Mitchell

v.

Old Colony Railroad Company.

Superior

court, Suffolk County.

Edward C. Kelley

v.

Old Colony Railroad Company.

court, Suffolk County.

Superior

1896.]
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Old Colony Railroad Company.

v.

Superior court, Suffolk County.
Elizabeth Rice

v.

Old Colony Railroad Company.

Superior court.

Suffolk County.

Cornelius

Kelleher

et

al.

v.

Old Colony

Railroad

Company.

Superior court, Suffolk County.

Andrew Mahoney

v.

Old Colony Railroad Company.

Superior

court, Suffolk County.

Mary E. Waters

et al. v.

Old Colony Railroad Company.

Superior

court, Suffolk County.

Charles C. Capron
et al.

v.

Providence

&

Worcester Railroad Company

Superior court, Worcester County.

George A. Barnard v. City of Worcester et al. Superior court,
Worcester County.
Andrew Peters v. Old Colony Railroad Company. Superior court,
Suffolk County.
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MISCELLANEOUS CASES.

The American

Box

Ballot

Association

v.

the

Commonwealth.

Petition to the superior court of Suffolk County for the price

of ballot boxes.

Henry

Pending.

Bank and Commonsupreme judicial court.
T. H. Tyndale, public administrator, has become a party to
the suit.
A hearing has been had before a justice of the
supreme judicial court. Pending.
Joseph N. Friedman et al. v. Charles Harrington. Circuit court of
the United States, district of Massachusetts, in equity.
This
case has been dismissed because of a decision in favor of the
J. "Winde, executor, v. Suffolk Savings

wealth

Bill in equity, Suffolk

et al.

Commonwealth in Plumley's case in the supreme court of the
United States. See 155 U. S. 461.
Titcomb, George H., v. Cape Cod Ship Canal Company, George
A. Marden, treasurer,

et al.

strain the Treasurer of the

of

money under

Petition for injunction to re-

Commonwealth from

the

payment

Statutes of 1883, chapter 259, and Statutes

of 1891, chapter 397.
Answer filed. Pending.
Commonwealth, by Board of Commissioners of Savings Banks, v.
Suffolk Trust Company.
Petition for injunction and receiver.

Granted.

J.

Haskell Butler appointed receiver.

Commonwealth ex

rel.

bridge Savings Bank.

ment of

Pending.

Savings Bank Commissioners

receiver.

appointed receiver.

v.

Stock-

Petition for injunction and appoint-

Injunction

issued,

and F. A. Hobbs

First dividend of thirty-three and one-

Second dividend of sixteen and twoby the court.
F. A. Hobbs was
removed from the office of receiver by the court, and after
a hearing was sentenced to six months' imprisonment in jail
at Boston for contempt of court.
He is now under bond to
answer to an indictment for embezzlement found against him
by the grand jury of Berkshire County. William C. Spaulding of West Stockbridge was appointed by the court receiver
in place of Mr. Hobbs.
The new receiver has declared u
dividend of sixteen per cent. Pending.

third per cent. paid.

thirds per cent, decreed
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Cape Cod Ship Canal
Commonwealth. Bill in

v.

equity in the supreme judicial court of Barnstable.

Answer

and a heariDg before a single justice in Boston. The
case has been decided by the full court.
See 164 Mass.
Theodore E. Davis v. Commonwealth. This case has been deSee 164 Mass.
cided by the full court.
Falmouth National Bank v. Cape Cod Ship Canal Company et al.
Bill in equity in the supreme judicial court of Suffolk.
Answer
filed,

filed.

Hearing.

Application

for

This

receiver denied.

has been argued before the full court, but not yet

case

decided.
Bill in
Stephen A. Brownell et al. v. Attorney-General et al.
equity in the supreme judicial court of Bristol, to enforce

provisions of
filed.

chapter 392 of the Acts of

This case has been decided by the

1894.
full

Answer

court.

See

164 Mass. 29.

John P. H. Thomas,

plaintiff in error, v.

Commonwealth.

of error in the supreme judicial court of Suffolk.

Writ

Petition

dismissed.

Stephen A. Brownell

et al. v.

Railroad Commissioners

et al.

Peti-

supreme judicial court of Suffolk.
This case has been decided by the full court, and the writ
refused.
See 163 Mass. 276.
James C. Melvin et al., trustees, v. the Commonwealth. Petition
to the superior court for Suffolk County to assess damages for
the taking of land under the provisions of chapter 532 of the
tion for certiorari in the

Acts of 1894.

Referred

to Oliver Stevens,

Esq.,

district

attorney of Suffolk County.

William F. Davis, plaintiff in error, v. the Commonwealth. Writ
of error from the United States supreme court to the superior
Pending.
court.
George S. Merrill, Insurance Commissioner, v. the Commonwealth
Mutual Fire Insurance Company.
Petition to the supreme
judicial court for Suffolk County for an injunction and a receiver under the provisions of section 7 of chapter 522 of the

Acts of 1894.

Injunction issued, and William B. Stevens,

Esq., appointed receiver.

George

Commissioner, v. the Suffolk Mutual
Company. Petition to the supreme judicial
Suffolk County for an injunction and appointment

S. Merrill, Insurance

Fire Insurance
court for

of a receiver, under the provisions of section 7 of chapter 522
of the Acts of 1894.

Injunction issued, and James C. Davis,

Esq., appointed receiver.
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Commonwealth

of Massa-

Stone

al., petitioners,

et

v.

the

Petition to the superior

chusetts.

court of Suffolk County

damages taken by the Metropolitan
Sewerage Commission. See chapter 439 of the Acts of 1889
and chapter 270 of the Acts of 1890. Referred to Oliver
Stevens, Esq., district attorney of Suffolk County.
Margaret T. Mellowmack et al., petitioners, v. the Commonwealth.
for the assessment of land

Petition to the superior court of Suffolk County for the assess-

ment of damages

for land taken

age Commission.

by the Metropolitan Sewer-

See chapter 439 of the Acts of 1889 and

chapter 270 of the Acts of 1890.

Referred to Oliver Stevens,
County.

district attorney for Suffolk

James Briggs

Commonwealth.

the

v.

Petition

to the superior

court of Middlesex County for the assessment of damages for

land taken by the Metropolitan Park Commissioners.
chapter 407 of the Acts of 1893.

See

Referred to Fred N. Weir,

district attorney for the northern district.

Harry F. Jenks

al.

et

v.

the

Commonwealth.

Petition to the

superior court of Suffolk County to assess damages for land

taken by the State House Construction Commission.

Re-

ferred to Oliver Stevens, district attorney for Suffolk County.

Elizabeth H. Flagg

v.

the

Commonwealth.

Petition to the superior

court for Middlesex County to assess damages for land taken

by the Metropolitan Park Commissioners. Referred to Fred
N. Weir, Esq., district attorney for the northern district.
Moses Williams, trustee, v. the Commonwealth of Massachusetts.
Petition to the superior court for Suffolk County to assess
damages for land taken by the State House Construction
Commissioners.

Referred to Oliver Stevens, Esq., district

attorney for Suffolk County.

Frederick

W.

Brown, petitioner for writ of mandamus,

Theo. Russell
to the

supreme

et al.,

Civil Service Commissioners.

judicial court for

v.

Charles
Petition

Suffolk County to test the

constitutionality of the veterans' preference act,

chapter 501 of the Acts of the year 1895.

so called,

Argued before

the full court, and not yet decided.

Mary G. Fiske

et aZ.,

petitioners, v. the

to the superior court for
petitioners' title to flats

West Boston

Commonwealth.

Petition

Suffolk County to determine the

on the Charles River south of the

bridge, under the Resolves of 1895, chapter 49.

Appearance for the Commonwealth entered.
et al., Board of Savings Bank Commissioners,
Petition to
petitioners, v. the Globe Investment Company.
the supreme judicial court of Suffolk County, under the pro-

Starkes Whiton

.
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visions of chapter 387 of the Acts of 1888, for an injunction

Injunction granted, and Henry A.

and receiver.

Wyman

appointed receiver.
Forrest E. Barker

Board of Gas and Electric Light ComWoonsocket Electric Machine and Power
in equity in the supreme judicial court for

et al.,

missioners, v. the

Company.

Bill

Worcester County, under the provisions of chapter 314 of the
Acts of 1885, chapter 346 of the Acts of 1886 and chapter
382 of the Acts of 1887, to compel the defendant to comply
with the orders of the commissioners. Pending.
A suit in the superior court
J. B. Haveland v. the Commonwealth.
for Suffolk County for services rendered the Massachusetts

Highway Commission.

Referred to Oliver Stevens, district

attorney for Suffolk County.

Mutual
Company. Petition to the supreme judicial
court for Suffolk County for an injunction and the appointment of receiver. Injunction issued, and Robert H. Leland,

George

S. Merrill, Insurance Commissioner, v. the Patrons

Fire Insurance

Esq., appointed receiver.

court for

Commissioner, v. the Melrose Mutual
Company. Petition to the supreme judicial
Suffolk County for an injunction and the appoint-

ment of a

receiver.

George

S. Merrill, Insurance

Fire Insurance

Injunction issued, and Alpheus Sanford,

Esq., appointed receiver.

George

S.

Merrill,

Insurance

Commissioner,

v.

Elm

Mutual

Benefit Society.

Same
Same
Same
Same

v.

v.
v.

v.

Supreme Lodge Chevaliers of Pythias.
Supreme Lodge Ancient Order of Columbus.
The Supreme Lodge of the Order of Fraternity.
Supreme Temple Independent Chevaliers and Ladies of

Industry

Same

v.

Supreme Assembly

of the Order of

Sons and Daughters

of the Maritime Provinces.

Same
Same
Same
Same

v.

Club Lafayette Corporation.
Kurland Brotherhood.

v.

Society of St. John the Baptiste.

v.

de Secours Mutuels St. Joseph.
These cases were petitions to the supreme judicial court for
Suffolk County for an injunction and the appointment of a receiver,
under the provisions of chapter 340 of the Acts of the year 1895.
Injunctions issued, and George S. Merrill was appointed receiver.
v. Societe"
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Commonwealth, by the Board of Savings Bank Commissioners, v.
Brookfleld Savings Bank. Petition to the supreme judicial
court of Suffolk County for an injunction and the appointment of a receiver. Injunction issued, and George W. Johnson appointed receiver.

Attorney-General ex
Sixth Regiment
ford.

rel.

and members

officers

M. V. M.,

v.

Application for writ of

of

Selectmen of the

mandamus

Company M,
Town of Mil-

to compel respond-

See section 90, chapter 367 of the
Hearing, adjourned sine die.

ents to erect an armory.

Acts of 1893.

Elizabeth H. Sylvia, administrator.

Petition to open

account.

Appearance waived.
Selectmen of the Town of Bourne, petitioners, for the changing of
a bridge on the New York, New Haven & Hartford Railroad.
Probate court, Nantucket County.

Public Statutes, chapter 112, section 130.

George

S. Merrill, Insurance

Fire Insurance

Commissioner,

Company.

v.

Pending.

Bay

State Mutual

Petition to the supreme judicial

court for Suffolk County for an injunction and appointment

Injunction issued, and Herbert Parker, Esq.,

of a receiver.

appointed receiver.

Hannah Walsh.
folk

Petition to the supreme judicial court for SufHearing, and
County for a writ of habeas corpus.

writ refused.

Mutual
Company. Petition to the supreme judicial
court for Suffolk County for an injunction and appointment of
Injunction issued, and W. O. Underwood, Esq.,
a receiver.

George

S. Merrill, Insurance Commissioner, v. Colonial

Fire Insurance

appointed receiver.
S.

Homer Woodbridge

v.

Joseph A. Moore and Rufus R. Wade.

Petition to the superior court for Suffolk County to test the

powers of the respondent Moore as inspector, acting under
Entered
the authority of chapter 481 of the Acts of 1894.
appearance. Pending.

Aaron D. Weld

et al.

v.

Commonwealth

of Massachusetts.

Su-

Action for damages for land
taken by the Metropolitan Park Commissioners. Referred to
Oliver Stevens, Esq., district attorney for Suffolk County.
perior court, Suffolk County.

James E. O'Neil,

plaintiff in error, v. the

Commonwealth.

Writ

of error in the supreme judicial court in Essex County for an

alleged illegal sentence by the superior court in said county.

Pending.

Commonwealth, by the Board
the Millis Savings Bank.

of Savings

Bank Commissioners,

v.

Petition to the supreme judicial

court in Suffolk County for an injunction and the appointment
of a receiver.

Preliminary injunction granted.

Pending.
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COLLECTIONS.

Collections have been

made by

this

department as follows

:

Corporation taxes for the year 1894, overdue and referred
by the Treasurer of the Commonwealth to the AttorneyGeneral for collection,
$26,653 19
Interest on same, at penal rate of twelve per cent.,
1,089 45
.

433 33

Oosts,

Miscellaneous,

1,982 36

Total,

The following

),158

tables

show a detailed statement of the same

:

33

—

Collected on
Account of Cor-

poration

Tax

Interest.

Total.

for 1894.

A. M. Gardner Hardware Company,
Allen Fan Company,
American Bedstead Company,
American Cultivator Publishing

Company,
American Publishing Company,
Arlington Hotel Company,

Arthur C. King Company,
Athol Gas and Electric Company,
Atlantic Novelty Manufacturing
.

Company,
Atlas Brokerage Company,
Bay State Clothing Company,
Berlin Falls Fibre Company,
Boston Advertising Company,
Boston Marble and Granite Com.

pany,
Brookfield Brick Company,

.

Brown Electric Company,
C. W. Mutell Manufacturing Com.

pany,
Casino Art Company,
Century Stove Company,
Charles A. Mellen Company,
Chequasset Lumber Company,

-

.

$777 00
192 40
121 36
148
29
29
103

00
60
60
60
44 40

38
14
140
740
71

48
80
00
00
04

$23 31
9 62
4 00
5 18

90
8 11
3 09
53
33

1

57 95
3 00

-

37 74
116 18
100 00

12 38

133
74
124
377
407

11 10
78
3 70
29 55
31 61

20
00
32
40
00

-

$800 31
202 02
125 36
153
29
30
111
47

18
60
50
71
49

40
15
140
797
74

01
13
00
95
04

37 74
128 56
100 00

144
74
128
406
438

30
78
02
95
61
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Collected on
Account of Cor-

poration

Tax

Interest.

Total.

fpr 1894.

Child Acme Cutter and Press
pany,

Com$288 60

$11 25

$299 85

74 00
103 60
59 20

3 33
1 16
3 75

77 33
104 76
62 95

125
14
111
177

80
80
00
60

10 32

136 12

148
444
236
14

00
00
80
80

12 90
18 00

148
207
230
22

Choate Drug and Chemical Cornpany,

Coburn Stationery Company,
Commonwealth Jewelry Company,
Commonwealth Publishing Com-

•

pany,

Dunne Lyceum Bureau,
E. W. Noyes Company,
E. P. Sanderson Company,
.

.

6 88

5 32

14 80

117 88
182 92

Eureka Ruling and Binding Company,

.

Evening Gazette Company,
F. E. Young Company,
Fitchburg Steam Engine Company,
Foxborough Foundry and Machine
Company,
Franklin Educational Company,
George H. Wood Company,
Goddard Machine Company,
.

.

.....
.

.

Haverhill

& Amesbury

way Company,
Electric Company,
C. Hunt Company,

Henry
Holyoke Hydrant and Iron Works,
Hood Bros. Company,
Horace Partridge Company,
Hull Street Railway Company,
.

.

J. C.

44

-

152
456
254
14

59
20
88
20

5 45
17 06
15 84
1 64

154
224
246
23

04

1,022 68

32 38
4 74
14 65
2 50
2 59

90
80
80

26
72
84

Street Rail-

Heliotype Printing Company,

Hawks

4 44

20
36
40
25
00
2,960 00
252 48

355
195
81
77
37

110 51
8 84

1,055 06

359
210
83
79
37

94
01
90
84
00
3,070 51
261 32

Machine

Lockett Crimping

Company,
Company,
Journal Printing Company,
Kimball Bros. Company,
Lamprey Boiler Furnace Mouth
Protective Company,
L. A. May Company,
Lowell Iron Company,
Lynn Ice Company,
...
J. G. Boutelle

.

.

.

.

133 20
29 60
29 60
1,480 00

166
518
222
455

50
00
00
10

16 06

88
47 36
5 49

149 26
29 60
30 48
1,527 36
171 99

13 32
40 95

518 00
235 32
496 05

85

55 13

3 70

383 83

ft

Manufacturers' Gazette Publishing

Company,
Marlborough Street Railway Company,

.....

Medford Electric Light and Power
Company,
Morning Mail Coi'poration,
Morrill Bros. Company,
Moulton Leather Company,
Murray Bros. Company,
Naukeag Water Company,
New England Paint Company,
Newbury port Herald Company,
.

53 28
380 13
59 20
88 80
1,036 00
532 80
303 40
59 20
125 80
48 64

1

1 18

44 89
5 33
9 10
1 80

65

59 20
89 98
1,080 89
538 13
312 50
61 00
125 80
49 29

.
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Collected on
Account of Cor-

poration

Tax

for 1894.

Oriental Coffee House Company,
Pierce Construction Company,

Quaboag Steamboat Company,
Quinsigamond Co-operative Meat

....

Market,
S.

Armstrong Company,

$162 80
296 00
45 28

$1 63
9 18
4 82

$164 43
305 18
50 10

44 40
222 00

2 73
6 66

47 13
228 66

102 26
211 64
625 10

8 02
2 05
24 38

110 28
213 69

148 00

11 94

Scandinavian Co-operative Mercantile

Company,

Shaw Leather Company,
Simpson Spring Company,
Standard Crockery and House Furnishing Company,
Smith & Winchester Company,
Standard Thermometer Company,
Sumner Drug and Chemical Com.

pany,

Thompson & Odell Company,
Trench Lamp Company,
Union Desk Company,
Union Loan and Trust Company,
Union Publishing Company of Bos
.

ton,

W.

C.

159 94
1,864 80

1,864 80

754 80

56 61

811 41

177
481
14
296
103

60
00
80
00
60

13 00
16 35
16 00
5 18

190 60
497 35
15 24
312 00
108 78

74 00

5 84

79 84

44

Young Manufacturing Com

pany,

W. M. Colby Company,
"Wakefield & Stoneham Street Rail
.

way Company,
Watchman Publishing Company,
Whitman Electric Company,
Whittemore Woodbury Company,
.

Willey Company,
Wm. H. Keeden Printing Company
.

Wm.

J. Dinsmore Corporation,
Winkley & Maddox Ice Company,

Woodward & Brown
pany,
Worcester
pany,

Piano

Com

Steam Heating:

Com

.

Weinz Manufacturing Company,
Waltham Watch Tool Company,
Total,

.

340 40
79 84

340 40
74 00
1,361 60

442
122
88
148
51
88
69

22
84
80
00
80
80
56

73 53
12 90
3 69
7 10
4 18
2 66

1,435 13

455
126
95
152
51
91
69

12
53
90
18
80
46
56

843 60

66 07

909 67

164 28
111 00
192 40

21 32
1 08
14 00

185 60
112 08
206 40

26,653 19

fl,089 45

$27,742 64

'
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Miscellaneous Collections.
Amesbury

&

Salisbury Gas Company, penalty for delay in

filing return for 1894,

Atlas Brokerage

.

$10 00

.

Company, fee required upon

filing certifi-

cate of condition due under section 54, chapter 106, Public
5 00

Statutes,

Ingalls Boot and Shoe Corporation,

ibid.,

5 00

Rogers Osgood Hat Company, ibid.,
New England Morocco Works, ibid.,
Fall River Automatic Lighting Company,

5 00

5 00
5 00

ibid.,

Scandinavian Co-operative Mercantile Company, ibid.',
Albin M. Richards, assessment for displacement of tide water,
Town of Greenfield, over-payment in the matter of the Clay

237 36

Hill grade crossing,

Owen Paper Company,
Cullin

500 00

tax, 1892,

Hat Manufacturing Company,

chapter 341, laws 1891,
Total,

5 00

200 00

fee due under section

6,

5 00
1,982 36

»
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RULES OF PRACTICE IN INTERSTATE
RENDITION.

Every application to the governor for a requisition upon the executive authority of any other State or Territory, for the delivery

up and return of any offender who has fled from the justice of this
Commonwealth, must be made by the district or prosecuting attorney for the county or district in which the offence was committed,
and must be in duplicate original papers, or certified copies thereof.
The following must appear by the certificate of the district or
prosecuting attorney
(a)

The

full

:

—

name

asked, together with the

of

whom

the person for

name

extradition

is

of the agent proposed, to be prop-

erly spelled.
(b)

That, in his opinion, the ends of public justice require that

the alleged criminal be brought to this

Commonwealth

for trial, at

the public expense.
(c)

That he believes he has

sufficient

evidence to secure the

conviction of the fugitive.
(d)

That the person named as agent

is

a proper person, and

that he has no private interest in the arrest of the fugitive.
(e)

for the

If there has

been any former application for a requisition

same person, growing out

of the

same transaction,

it

must

be so stated, with an explanation of the reasons for a second request, together with the date of such application, as near as may
be.
(

/)

If the fugitive is

known

to be

under either

arrest in the State or Territory to which he

is

civil or

criminal

alleged to have fled,

the fact of such arrest and the nature of the proceedings on which
it is

based must be stated.

(g)

That the application

is

not

made

for the purpose of enforc-

ing the collection of a debt, or for any private purpose whatever
and that, if the requisition applied for be granted, the criminal

proceedings shall not be used for any of said objects.
(h)
The nature of the crime charged, with a reference, when
practicable, to the particular statute defining and punishing the

same.
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If the offence charged is not of recent occurrence, a satis-

(i)

factory reason must be given for the delay in making the application.

In

1.

gery,

all

cases of fraud, false pretences, embezzlement or for-

when made

a crime by the

common

law, or any penal code

or statute, the affidavit of the principal complaining witness or in-

formant that the application is made in good faith, for the sole
purpose of punishing the accused, and that he does not desire or
expect to use the prosecution for the purpose of collecting a debt,
or for any private purpose, and will not directly or indirectly use
the same for any of said purposes, shall be required, or a sufficient
reason given for the absence of such affidavit.
2.
Proof by affidavit of facts and circumstances satisfying the
Executive that the alleged criminal has fled from the justice of the

and

State,

is

in the State

on whose Executive the demand

The

quested to be made, must be given.

is re-

fact that the alleged

criminal was in the State where the alleged crime was committed
at the time of the

upon which the

commission thereof, and is found in the State
was made, shall be sufficient evidence,

requisition

absence of other proof, that he

in the

If

3.

is

an indictment has been found,

a fugitive from justice.
certified copies, in dupli-

must accompany the application.
4.
If an indictment has not been found by a grand jury, the
facts and circumstances showing the commission of the crime
charged, and that the accused perpetrated the same, must be
shown by affidavits taken before a magistrate. (A notary public
is not a magistrate within the meaning of the Statutes.)
It must
also be shown that a complaint has been made, copies of which
must accompany the requisition, such complaint to be accompanied
by affidavits to the facts constituting the offence charged by
persons having actual knowledge thereof, and that a warrant has
been issued, and duplicate certified copies of the same, together
with the returns thereto, if any, must be furnished upon an applicate,

cation.
5.

The

official

depositions,

character of the officer taking the affidavits or

and of the

officer

who

issued the warrant, must be duly

certified.

—

6.
Upon the renewal of an application,
for example, on the
ground that the fugitive has fled to another State, not having been
found in the State on which the first was granted,
new or certi-

—

fied copies of papers, in

conformity with the above rules, must be

furnished.
7.

In the case of any person

who has been

convicted of any

crime, and escapes after conviction, or while serving his sentence,
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may be made by the jailer, sheriff or other officer
having him in custody, and shall be accompanied by certified
the application

copies of the indictment or information, record of conviction and

sentence upon which the person

is

held, with the affidavit of such

person having him in custody, showing such escape, with the

cir-

cumstances attending the same.
8.

No

requisition will be

tive except in

made

for the extradition of any fugi-

compliance with these rules.

«

